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Abstract (english)

Mapping the human brain is one of the complex challenges of contemporary science. It is
a task that concatenates several problems from acquisition design to preprocessing, mod-
elling, analysis, visualisation and assessment of the coherence with the state-of-the-art
knowledge on the architecture and functioning of the human brain. For each of these
steps a plethora of solutions has been and is being developed. It is of fundamental im-
portance that the assumptions made in each step align with each other, demanding extra
care in the verification of the theoretical requirements of the employed tools. In this the-
sis we focus on three specific parts of the chain of problems that leads to a comprehensive
view of the brain architecture, highlighting the theoretical aspects that characterise the
posed challenges and providing experimental evidence of the soundness of the proposed
solutions. We present four contributions on three topical research areas of diffusion MRI
methods for human brain mapping: brain tissue microstructure, tractography filtering
and topological analysis of brain networks. First, we propose a new method for the esti-
mation of tissue-specific volume fractions by means of multi-compartment models of the
single-TE diffusion MRI signal. Then, we review the state of the art of tractography filter-
ing and unveil its effects on the graph-theoretical analysis of the structural connectomes
of both healthy subjects and patients affected by traumatic brain injury. In addition, we
propose a novel filtering technique that integrates structural and functional information
in the process. Finally, we propose a new similarity measure between brain networks and
a new graph alignment techniques, allowing to obtain original insights into the problem
of selecting the suitable parcellation for brain connectivity studies.

Keywords: Diffusion MRI, Brain Connectivity, Microstructure, Tractography Filtering,
Graph Alignment, Spherical Harmonics, Brain Network, Topology, Connectome.



Abstract (français)

La cartographie du cerveau humain est l’un des défis complexes de la science contempo-
raine. Il s’agit d’une tâche qui concatène plusieurs problèmes allant du design de l’acquisition
au prétraitement, en passant par la modélisation, l’analyse, la visualisation et l’évaluation
de la cohérence avec l’état de l’art sur l’architecture et le fonctionnement du cerveau hu-
main. Pour chacune de ces étapes, une pléthore de solutions a été et est en cours de
développement. Il est d’une importance fondamentale que les hypothèses faites dans
chaque étape soient alignées les unes avec les autres, ce qui exige une attention parti-
culière dans la vérification des aspects théoriques des outils employés. Dans cette thèse,
nous nous concentrons sur trois parties spécifiques de la chaîne de problèmes qui mène
à une vision globale de l’architecture du cerveau, en soulignant les aspects théoriques
qui caractérisent les défis posés et en fournissant des preuves expérimentales de la soli-
dité des solutions proposées. Nous présentons quatre contributions sur trois domaines
de recherche actuels des méthodes d’IRM de diffusion pour la cartographie du cerveau
humain : la microstructure du tissu cérébral, le filtrage de la tractographie et l’analyse
topologique des réseaux cérébraux. Tout d’abord, nous proposons une nouvelle méthode
pour l’estimation des fractions volumiques spécifiques aux tissus au moyen de modèles
multi-compartiments du signal d’IRM de diffusion à un seul TE. Ensuite, nous passons
en revue l’état de l’art du filtrage de la tractographie et dévoilons ses effets sur l’analyse
grapho-théorique des connectomes structurels de sujets sains et de patients affectés par
traumatisme cranio-cérébral. En outre, nous proposons une nouvelle technique de filtrage
qui intègre les informations structurelles et fonctionnelles dans le processus. Enfin, nous
proposons une nouvelle mesure de similarité entre les réseaux cérébraux et une nouvelle
technique d’alignement de graphes, ce qui permet d’obtenir des informations originales
sur le problème de la sélection de l’atlas approprié pour les études de connectivité céré-
brale.

Keywords: IRM de Diffusion, Connectivité Cérébrale, Microstructure, Tractographie
par Filtrage, Alignement de Graphe, Harmoniques Sphériques, Réseaux Cérébraux, Topo-
logie, Connectome.
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Chapter1
Introduction

Mapping the human brain is a core health ambition of the 21st century
and one of the greatest collective efforts of modern science (Deriche
2016). In particular, investigating the architecture and the functioning of
the brain provides fundamental insights into the evolutionary, develop-
mental, anatomical, pathological and behavioural aspects of the human
brain. The immense complexity of the challenge of mapping the brain
network is induced by the multiplicity of spatial and temporal scales that
need to be considered at the same timewhen studying the brain. The first
obstacle concerns the number of neurons that compose the brain, which
has been estimated to be in the order of a hundred billions, generating
∼ 160𝑘𝑚 of myelinated axons (Marner et al. 2003). Such numerousness
makes it impossible represent the brain as a whole without simplifying
assumptions at spatial scale. A second encumbrance is due to the tem-
poral changes to which the brain is subject. Evolution, development and
pathology all influence the brain plasticity, and the brain’s functioning is
certainly a dynamic phenomenon, given that we think, act and react in a
variety of different ways over time. A third layer of complexity is brought
by the strongmulti-scale nature of the brain, as both the architecture and
the functioning of the neuronal network are exhibit multiple levels of or-
ganisation (Bassett et al. 2017). This implies that in modelling the brain
one has to take into account the interdependence between the different
representations of anatomy and phenomena that are consequently used
at each different scale.

Focusing on the microscopic level (∼ 10−6/−5𝑚), one can observe the cy-
toarchitecture of the neurons, the diameter of their axons and the variety
of bodies that populate the brain tissues. An analysis at what we will call
mesoscopic level (∼ 10−4/−3𝑚) provides descriptors of the brain tissues
such as the fraction of volume occupied by a certain type of body or the
local orientation of the white matter fibers. Finally, at macroscopic scale
(∼ 10−2/…/2𝑚) it is possible to inspect how the brain can be subdivided
into regions or how these regions are connected with each other. Encod-
ing brain regions as nodes of a network whose edges are the aforemen-
tioned connections yields a graph-like representation of brain networks
called connectome (Hagmann 2005; O. Sporns et al. 2005).

Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI) is an in-vivo imaging
technique that allows to explore each of the three mentioned scales. In
this sense, an illuminating example is the one of tractography, which
is the art of tracing the trajectory followed by the axonal pathways in
the white matter. With dMRI we are able to estimate how easily water
molecules diffuse in a certain direction, hence we sense properties of mi-
croscopic phenomena. With this information we are able to gain insights
on the local geometry of the white matter configurations and on the local
orientation of the underlying axonal pathways, which are characteristics
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of the tissues that are expressed at mesoscopic level. Following these ori-
entations it is possible to obtain the trajectories followed by axonal path-
ways, obtaining a description of the macroscopic connectivity between
grey matter regions. The network whose nodes are cortical grey mat-
ter regions and whose edges encode the axonal connectivity estimated
with tractography is called structural connectome. Analogously, a func-
tional connectome can be obtained by defining edges whose connection
strength represents the degree of co-activation between the functional
activity recorded in the linked brain regions via functional MRI (fMRI)
or magneto/electroencephalography (M/EEG).

Representing the variety of information listed in the previous paragraphs
requires the use of several types of map. The three-dimensional space
where the brain lies is tessellated with voxels, which are the three-di-
mensional correspondent of one-dimensional intervals. For each voxel it
is possible to encode scalar values (e.g., the fraction of volume populated
by cerebro-spinal fluid) or vector values. The latter allows to describe
more complex data like the distribution of axon diameters in the voxel,
the signal obtained for different acquisition parameters of dMRI, the dis-
tribution of fiber orientations or the time series of the functional activity
in the voxel. A different type of data is the one that describes the stream-
lines representing the trajectories of the axonal pathways estimated via
tractography, which are encoded as three-dimensional curves. Also, the
subdivision of the cerebral cortex that provides the description of the
brain regions can be given on a three-dimensional mesh that describes
the surface on which the cortex lies. In this case, different regions are en-
coded as different colours associated to the vertices of the mesh. Finally,
connectomes are defined as graphs, hence they do not have a geometric
interpretation in the three-dimensional space. However, it is possible to
associate to each node the position that the corresponding region occu-
pies in the brain. All together, the five types of brain maps listed above
allow to give a comprehensive view on the architecture and functioning
of the brain.

In this thesis we explored three different fields of brain mapping: brain
tissue microstructure, tractography filtering and brain network topology.
The first aims at estimating microstructural features of brain tissues by
leveraging their water diffusion properties via dMRI. Tractography filter-
ing encompasses some recent developments in the field of tractography
that aim at overcoming limitations of tractography algorithms that have
recently been identified, such as the systematic generation of a relevant
portion of false positive connections and the limited quantitative inter-
pretability of the obtained tractograms (i.e., sets of streamlines) (Jeuris-
sen et al. 2019). Finally, the study of brain network topology allows to
inspect connectomes from a purely graph-theoretical point of view. This
approach has been showed to provide unique insights into the function-
ing and the architecture of the brain, such as the simultaneous insur-
gence of high integration and high segregation in the connectivity pat-
terns, which in turn highlight how the brain is organised as a small-world
network (Bassett et al. 2006, 2017).
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Organisation of the manuscript

This document is structured in six chapters and two appendices, includ-
ing this introduction, a background chapter, three main chapters devoted
to the three research lines followed in this thesis and a conclusive chap-
ter. Each reference is given in author-year format and the reader will
find the complete bibliography in alphabetical order at the end of the
manuscript.

In Chapter 2 we are going to introduce the theoretical background and
the domain knowledge onwhich this thesis is built by reviewing the basic
concepts of neuroanatomy, dMRI image formation and processing and
the fundamental aspects of brain connectivity. Thereafter, in Chapter 3
we will propose a novel multi-compartment model of tissue microstruc-
ture that allows to estimate the volume fraction of different tissues from
single-TE dMRI data. In Chapter 4wewill review the state-of-the-art trac-
tography filtering techniques and show how their use has non-negligible
effects on the network topology. Also, we will present a novel filtering
technique that integrates both structural and functional information in
the process. Chapter 5 will be devoted to addressing the question on
whether the choice of the brain atlas has an impact on the robustness
of the topological properties of the generated brain network. In order to
do this, we will introduce a novel similarity measure for graphs and a
new graph alignment heuristic. Finally, in Chapter 6 we will conclude
by discussing our contributions and posing new questions for the future
development of the field.

Chapter 3: Brain Tissue Microstructure

Recent studies highlighted how all the availablemulti-compartment (MC)
models of white matter tissue microstructure via dMRI are defined in
such a way that they are transparent to differences between the 𝑇2 times
of the modelled tissues (Lampinen et al. 2019; Veraart et al. 2018). As a
consequence, they implicitly assume that all the considered tissues have
the same 𝑆0 response. We showed how the concept of signal fraction is
more appropriate to describe what have always been referred to as vol-
ume fraction (Frigo et al. 2020c). Standard methods for overcoming such
problem are based on the acquisition of multi-TE multi-shell dMRI data
instead of the more classical single-TE multi-shell dMRI data (Gong et al.
2020; Lampinen et al. 2019, 2020; Veraart et al. 2018). This allows to de-
fine a multi-TE version of standard MC models that simultaneously fits
the volume fraction and the 𝑇2 time of each modelled tissue.

In this chapter wewill showhow it is possible to definemulti-tissue (MT)-
MC models that describe volume fractions using only single-TE multi-
shell dMRI data. This is made possible by the inclusion of prior knowl-
edge on the 𝑆0 response of each modelled tissue obtained from third-part
heuristics such as the one of Dhollander et al. 2016a. In Chapter 3 we
will provide a complete theoretical presentation of the motivations and
formalisation of our MT-MC model, exposing the limitation of the state-
of-the-art multi-TE models and proposing a generalised framework for
modelling multiple tissues with MC models. Moreover, we present how
this method is implemented in the Dmipy framework Fick et al. 2019.
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Finally, we discuss the applicability of the MT-MC model following the
results we obtained on both simulated data prepared in-house and real
data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) database. This work
was done in collaboration with Rutger Fick∗. Partial results have been
presented at the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI)
of 2020 Frigo et al. 2020c and at the 26th meeting of the Organization for
Human Brain Mapping Frigo et al. 2020d.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Mauro Zucchelli, Rutger Fick, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi-compartment modelling of diffu-
sion MRI signal shows TE-based volume fraction bias. OHBM 2020.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Rutger Fick, Mauro Zucchelli, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi Tissue Modelling of DiffusionMRI
Signal Reveals Volume Fraction Bias. ISBI 2020.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Rutger Fick, Mauro Zucchelli, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi Tissue Multi Compartment Mod-
elling of Single-TE Diffusion MRI. Journal paper submitted to Neu-
roimage.

Chapter 4: Tractography Filtering Techniques

Several works analysed the limitations of dMRI-based tractography (Jbabdi
et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2013), in particular in the context of structural
connectivity analysis, where a non-trivial quantity of false positive con-
nections have been shown to be present (Maier-Hein et al. 2017) and
detrimental (Zalesky et al. 2016). Some methods that address this issue
go under the name of tractography filtering techniques (TFTs) (Daducci
et al. 2013, 2014; Pestilli et al. 2014; Schiavi et al. 2020; R. E. Smith et al.
2013, 2015a). These techniques act as a post-processing of pre-computed
tractograms by assigning a coefficient to each streamline. This coeffi-
cient represents the amount of signal explained by the streamline or the
”connectivity strength” associated to it, depending on the employed tech-
nique, and it is used for the definition of the so-called weighted structural
connectome. This is a type of structural network encoded as a weighted
graph whose nodes are brain regions and whose weighted edges encode
the strength of the axonal connection that they represent. Standardmeth-
ods associate to each edge the number of streamlines connecting the two
corresponding regions. Weighted connectomes extend this definition by
allowing each streamline to contribute differently, e.g., with the coeffi-
cients retrieved by TFTs. In this way the edge weights can be computed
as the sum of the weights associated to the streamlines that connect two
regions.

In this chapter we present a review of the most common TFTs, focusing
on how they can be framed into a more general formulation. Addition-
ally, we assess if and how the state-of-the-art TFTs have an effect on the
topology of the connectomes that they produce. We show that includ-
ing TFTs in connectomic pipelines changes the topology of structural
brain networks, and thus alters network metrics both in the pathological
(traumatic brain injury) and the healthy cases (Frigo et al. 2020b). Also,
we propose a novel TFT that integrates structural and functional crite-
ria in the filtering process. In particular, our proposed method extends
∗ Former PhD student in the team, now at TRIBVN Healthcare, Paris, France
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the approaches of the state-of-the-art TFTs by simultaneously fitting the
dMRI signal (or some transformation of it) and penalising the magnitude
of coefficients associated to streamlines that are not coherent with the
co-activation patterns measured with resting-state functional MRI. This
novel formulation is tested on both simulated and real data (Frigo et al.
2018a,b) and the results of the corresponding experiments are discussed.
Finally, we present Tractograms As Linear Operators in Neuroimaging
(TALON), a Python package that allows a generalised definition of TFTs
which will be publicly released together with this thesis. The work pre-
sented in Chapter 4 was done in collaboration with Ragini Verma† and
Junghoon John Kim‡. The analysis of the topological effects of the use
of TFTs has been presented at the 24th meeting of the Organization for
Human Brain Mapping (Frigo et al. 2019) and published in the Journal
of Neural Engineering (Frigo et al. 2020b) together with the data, which
are made publicly available in an open repository. Partial results on the
functional extension of standard TFT approaches have been presented at
the 24th meeting of the Organization for Human Brain Mapping (Frigo
et al. 2018a) and at the MICCAI 2018 International Workshop on Compu-
tational Diffusion MRI (Frigo et al. 2018b). A journal article is in prepa-
ration.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier, DrewParker, Abdol Aziz
Ould Ismail, Junghoon John Kim, Ragini Verma and Rachid De-
riche. Diffusion MRI Tractography Filtering Techniques Change
the Topology of Structural Connectomes. Journal of Neural Engi-
neering 17.6 (2020): 065002.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier, DrewParker, Abdol Aziz
Ould Ismail, Junghoon JohnKim, Ragini Verma and RachidDeriche.
Effects of tractography filtering on the topology and interpretabil-
ity of connectomes. OHBM 2019.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Guillermo Gallardo, Isa Costantini, Alessandro Da-
ducci, DemianWassermann, RachidDeriche and Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier. Reducing false positive connection in tractograms using
joint structure-function filtering. OHBM 2018.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Isa Costantini, Rachid Deriche, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier. Resolving the crossing/kissing fiber ambiguity using Func-
tionally InformedCOMMIT.MICCAI 2018 InternationalWorkshop
on Computational Diffusion MRI.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Diffu-
sion MRI Tractography Filtering with Functional Priors. Paper in
preparation.

▶ Matteo Frigo, RachidDeriche, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier. TALON:
Tractograms As Linear Operators in Neuroimaging. Python pack-
age. https://pypi.org/project/cobcomtalon/

Chapter 5: Brain Alignment and Similarity

Selecting a suitable parcellation for structural connectomic studies is a
problem whose solution is most of the times driven by non-quantitative

† Diffusion and Connectomics In Precision Healthcare Research Lab, Department of Radi-
ology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, United States of America

‡ Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Biomedical Sciences, CUNY School of Medicine,
The City College of New York, NY, United States of America

https://pypi.org/project/cobcom-talon/
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factors such as what the usual choice in the field is or the straightforward
applicability of some software for computing the atlas. In this chapter we
present a novel and quantitative perspective on this problem based on
the assumption that subjects from a homogeneous cohort should exhibit
brain networks with highly similar topology. We formulate the problem
as the following question: given an atlas, how robustly does it capture
the network topology across different subjects? To answer the question,
we define two mathematical objects that provide insights on the similar-
ity between the topology of two networks. First, we define the graph Jac-
card index (GJI), a graph similaritymeasure based on thewell-established
Jaccard index between sets; the GJI exhibits natural mathematical prop-
erties that are not satisfied by previous approaches. Second, we design
WL-align, a new technique for aligning connectomes obtained by adapt-
ing the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) graph-isomorphism test. We validated
both the GJI andWL-align on data from the Human Connectome Project
(HCP) database (Van Essen et al. 2012), inferring a strategy for choosing
a suitable parcellation for structural connectivity studies. This work was
developed in collaboration with our colleagues from the Combinatorics,
Optimization, and Algorithms for Telecommunications (COATI) team at
Inria Sophia Antipolis - Méditerranée. An article on this study has been
submitted to a scientific journal and the code and data are published in
open repositories.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Emilio Cruciani, David Coudert, RachidDeriche, Ema-
nueleNatale, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier. Network alignment and
similarity reveal atlas-based topological differences in structural
connectomes. In press, Network Neuroscience.

▶ Emilio Cruciani,Matteo Frigo, David Coudert, RachidDeriche, Ema-
nueleNatale, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier.WL-align. Python pack-
age. https://osf.io/depux/

Appendix A: Software Contributions

In Appendix A we will present the software that has been produced or
to which we contributed during the development of the works presented
in this thesis.

Appendix B: Other works

In the second appendix we present other works where we have partly
contributed with some colleagues, but not at the heart of this thesis.

https://osf.io/depux/
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Overview In this chapter we are going to introduce the reader to the
pillars that constitute the backbone of the present thesis. It is by nomeans
intended to give exhaustive presentations of each included topic, as it
aims at introducing the reader to the terminology used in this work and
at preparing the presentation of the research topics of the following chap-
ters. After presenting the essential elements of human brain anatomy in
Section 2.1, some elements of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), the
diffusion phenomenon and the diffusion MRI (dMRI) techniques are in-
troduced in Section 2.2. Finally, Section 2.3 is devoted to the presentation
of the topic of brain connectivity analysis.

2.1 Essential Anatomy of the Human Brain

The nervous system is the part of the human body deputed to the reg-
ulation of the analysis and integration of internal and external stimuli.
It is subdivided into central nervous system (CNS) and periphereal ner-
vous system (PNS), where the latter consists of more simple conductors
connecting the peripherally situated receptor end effector organs to each
other in a biomechanism mediated by the more complex organs of the
CNS, i.e. the brain and the spinal chord (Gray et al. 1973). The human
brain, which is the object of interest of this thesis, is composed of ∼100
billion specialised cells called neurons. These are independent entities
interacting with each other through electro-chemical processes called
synapses. A vast literature on the classification of neurons has built the
foundations for the neuroscientific analysis of development, evolution
and pathology (Zeng et al. 2017). Neurons consist of a cell body (soma),
dendrites, and a single axon as depicted in Figure2.1. The soma contains

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a
neuron with its soma, dendrites and axon.
The myelin sheath surrounding the axon
isolates it from the external bodies, allow-
ing a rapid conduction of the electric im-
pulses.
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Figure 2.2: The left panel illustrates the
different composition of the GM and the
WM (adapted from Fick 2017). The nu-
clei, the dendrites and the somata are con-
fined in the GM region, while the axonal
tracts stem from the GM, traverse the GM-
WM interface and develop in the WM.
The right panel is adapted from (Kay et
al. 2013) and (Liewald et al. 2014) and dis-
plays the electron micrograph images of a
GM and aWM region. The GM shows less
structure with respect to the WM. In par-
ticular, the picture of the WM cross sec-
tion allows to distinguish the different ax-
ons having different diameters and non-
uniform packing.

Figure 2.3: The cortex can be subdivided
into frontal, occipital, parietal and tempo-
ral lobes. Image adapted from Gray et al.
1973.

the nucleus of the cell, while dendrites and axons are elongated struc-
tures that are dedicated to the reception and transport of the electric
stimuli respectively. The anatomy of the human brain is highly consis-
tent across healthy adult subjects. This opened the door to the definition
of maps of the brain that describe specific aspects of its structure and
functioning.

The human brain is composed of the cerebrum, the cerebellum and the
brainstem. In this thesis we focus on the cerebrum (from now on also
brain by synecdoche), which is the largest organ of the human brain and
is subdivided in two hemispheres that occupy the left and right part of the
cranium respectively. These hemispheres are made of Gray Matter (GM)
and White Matter (WM). The former is mostly composed of cell bodies
and is located in the external boundary of the brain, while the inner space
is occupied by the WM, which is made of axons, and the Cerebrospinal
Fluid (CSF). The two hemispheres are connected by the Corpus Callosum
(CC), which is a region of the WM composed of densely packed axons.

2.1.0.1 Gray Matter

The GM can be subdivided into cortical and subcortical GM. The cortical
GM is folded into gyri and sulci whose shape is highly consistent across
subjects and exhibits an approximate symmetry between the two hemi-
spheres. Since the beginning ofmedicine, anatomists have defined atlases
of the cortex that subdivide it into contiguous regions having coherent
properties. A gross subdivision of the cortex can be obtained by separat-
ing it into lobes as shown in Figure 2.3. More refined atlases of the cortex
have been defined following anatomical, cytoarchitectonic, functional or
structural criteria or a combination of the aforementioned (Eickhoff et al.
2018).

2.1.0.2 White Matter

The WM is formed of axonal tracts that connect different GM regions.
These tracts are subdivided in projection, association and commisural
tracts. Projection tracts form two types of connection. The first links
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Figure 2.4: Siemens Healthcare GmbH©

MAGNETOM Skyra 3T scanner.

the brain and the spinal chord, while the second connects the subcor-
tical GM structures to the cerebral cortex. Association tracts define intra-
hemispheric connections. If the connection is established between re-
gions in the same lobe, they are called U -fibers because of their shape.
Commissural tracts are inter-hemispheric connections, hence they are
the ones that form the corpus callosum.

2.2 Brain Imaging

Being able to see the structure of the brain in-vivo has a strong impact in
terms of diagnosis and research. The history of medicine has been pro-
foundly changed by in-vivo imaging, which is a class of imaging tech-
niques that provide information for research, diagnosis and pre-surgical
planning with a non-invasive approach. Since the discovery of x-rays
in 1895 (Röntgen 1896), several other techniques have been developed.
Among these we mention ultrasound imaging and its first medical uses
in the early 1940’s (Dussik 1942), computed tomography, whose start-
ing point dates back to the works of Pollak 1953 and Hounsfield 1973,
and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), which was officially invented
in 1971 by Paul Lauterbur (Lauterbur 1973) but whose foundations trace
back to the equations of nuclear magnetization first defined in the works
of Bloch 1946. Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is the technique on which most of
this thesis is based and it is an evolution of MRI that takes into account
the effects of diffusion phenomena in the nuclear magnetization process
thanks to the generalization of the Bloch equations given by Torrey 1956.
In the past three decades several reviews have been published on the
topic of dMRI, covering the image formation process from the physics
of nuclear magnetisation through the different aspects of the diffusion
phenomenon up to the post-processing of the obtained signal. The inter-
ested reader should refer to the handbook of Derek Jones (Jones 2010)
for a detailed presentation of the technical aspects of dMRI, and to the
review of Hagmann et al. 2006 for an overview on why the dMRI signal
plays a fundamental role in the in-vivo imaging of the white matter.

2.2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique that senses
the effects of magnetization in atomic nuclei and forms images that show
the anatomy or the physiology of the studied tissues. The theory behind
MRI builds on top of the quantum mechanical properties of spins that in-
teract with an external magnetic field. The MRI scanners used in clinical
practice (like the one in Figure 2.4) are able to induce magnetic fields
of 1.5 to 3 Tesla of magnitude and in research context they can reach a
strength of 10 to 15 Tesla, which corresponds to some million times the
strength of the terrestrial magnetic field. The static magnetic field gen-
erated by an MRI scanner is denoted as 𝐁0 = 𝐵0 ⋅ 𝐯 where 𝐵0[𝑇 ] is the
strength of the field and 𝐯 ∈ 𝕊2 is the direction of the field. When a body
is placed in the scanner and the static field is induced, the magnetic mo-
ment of the hydrogen nuclei (1𝐻 isotope) aligns with the magnetic field,
hence with 𝐯. The spins also precess with frequency equal to the product
of the strength of the magnetic field 𝐵0 and the gyromagnetic ratio of the
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The Resonance in MRI comes from the RF
pulse resonating with the precession of
the spinning nuclei.

The 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 relaxation times define how
long the longitudinal and the transversal
components of the magnetic field take to
be restored to the equilibrium position.

spinning particle 𝛾 . This product is called Larmor frequency [Hz] and is
equal to

𝜔 = 𝐵0 ⋅ 𝛾 (2.1)

where the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton is 𝛾 = 42.58𝑀𝐻𝑧/𝑇 . The total
magnetic field𝐌 towhich the sample is subject is the sum of𝐁0 and of the
magnetic field induced by the spinning protons. This magnetic field can
be described as the sum of a longitudinal component 𝐌𝑧 (aligned with 𝐯
and with modulus |𝐌𝑧 | = 𝑀𝑧) and a transversal component𝐌𝑥𝑦 (perpen-
dicular to 𝐯 and with modulus |𝐌𝑥𝑦 | = 𝑀𝑥𝑦 ). When all the spins are in
equilibrium, the longitudinal component 𝐌𝑧 is the only one present and
its magnitude is directly proportional to the density of protons and to 𝐵0,
obtaining

|𝐌| = |𝐌𝐳| ∼ [𝐻] ⋅ 𝐵0 (2.2)

where [𝐻] is the density of protons. No signal is emitted by the nuclei
up to now, as they are only subject to the static magnetic field 𝐁0. In or-
der to move away from this equilibrium, an ad-hoc radio-frequency (RF)
pulse that resonates with irradiation frequency matching the Larmor fre-
quency is applied. In this way, the alignment of 𝐌 moves away from the
𝑧 axis and, after the RF pulse is applied, the total magnetic field𝐌will be
composed only of the transversal component 𝐌𝑥𝑦 . The RF pulse is then
turned off and the spins will start to realign with the external magnetic
field 𝐁0, hence with the longitudinal component 𝐌𝑧 . The realignment
is complete once both the longitudinal and the transversal components
of 𝐌 are back to 𝐌𝑧 and zero respectively. This happens at two differ-
ent times which are called 𝑇1 relaxation time and 𝑇2 relaxation time re-
spectively, with 𝑇2 < 𝑇1. These two quantities are characteristic to the
studied tissue. After the application of the RF pulse, the longitudinal and
transversal magnetization will see their moduli exponentially decaying.
In particular, from the Bloch equations (Bloch 1946) one can show that
the longitudinal relaxation 𝐌𝑧(𝑡) has modulus

𝑀𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑀𝑧(𝑒𝑞) − (𝑀𝑧(𝑒𝑞) − 𝑀𝑧(0)) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑡/𝑇1 , (2.3)

therefore it depends on the longitudinal magnetization at equilibrium
𝑀𝑧(𝑒𝑞) and the longitudinal magnetization right after the RF pulse have
been applied 𝑀𝑧(0). At the same time, the relaxation of the transversal
magnetization 𝐌𝑥𝑦 (𝑡) happens with the law

𝑀𝑥𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑀𝑥𝑦 (0) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑡/𝑇2 (2.4)

where 𝑀𝑥𝑦 (0) is the transversal magnetization right after the RF pulse
has been applied. At time 𝑡 one can acquire the signal 𝑆(𝑡) which is the
effect of the magnetization of all the nuclei present in the 𝑥𝑦 plane and
can then be described as

𝑆(𝑡) = ∫𝑦∈ℝ3
𝜌(𝐲) ⋅ 𝑀𝑥𝑦 (𝐲, 𝑡) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡𝑑𝐲 (2.5)

where 𝜌(𝐲) is the proton density at location 𝑦 , 𝑀𝑥𝑦 (𝐲, 𝑡) is the transver-
sal magnetization at time 𝑡 in location 𝐲 and the exponential decay 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡
describes the spins oscillating in the 𝑥𝑦 plane with Larmor frequency 𝜔.
The signal resulting from Equation (2.5) can be expressed in terms of 𝑇1
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and 𝑇2 times of the sample as follows:

𝑆 ∼ [𝐻] ⋅ (1 − 𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇2 (2.6)

where [𝐻] is the density of protons in the sample, 𝑇𝑅 is the repetition
time of the sequence and 𝑇𝐸 is the echo time of the acquisition. Equa-
tion (2.6) will play a central role in the following sections, as the relation-
ship between the acquisition parameters 𝑇𝑅 and 𝑇𝐸, the proton density
(PD) and the 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 times of the gives fundamental insights on the
type of contrast that will be observed in the MR image.

The expression given in Equation (2.5) aggregates the contribution of
the whole sample in a single signal and is in fact the core of the nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy technique, which is undoubtedly in-
teresting for biomolecular application, but when the scale of the studied
sample is at the level of brain tissues (as in our case) it is not sufficient. An
additional element must be included in the MRI system in order to trans-
form the presented procedure into an imaging technique. The original
intuition behind this third element, the first being the static field 𝐁0 and
the second being the RF pulse, is due to Lauterbur and Mansfield, who
earned the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine “for their discoveries
concerning magnetic resonance imaging” in 2003. The idea is to introduce
a third controlled magnetic field that localizes the behavior of the nuclei
in the 𝑧 axis, in such a way that an image of a slice of the sample can be
generated. This field is called gradient field and is aligned with the 𝑧 axis.
Its strength depends on the location 𝑝 ∈ ℝ3 within the sample according
to the following law:

𝐁𝐺(𝑡, 𝐩) = [0, 0, 𝐊(𝑡, 𝐩) ⋅ 𝐩] (2.7)

with 𝐊(𝑡, 𝐩) = [𝐾𝑥 (𝑡, 𝐩), 𝐾𝑦 (𝑡, 𝐩), 𝐾𝑧(𝑡, 𝐩)] at time 𝑡 . Each component of
𝐊 ∈ ℝ3 plays a specific role in the image reconstruction process: the lon-
gitudinal component 𝐾𝑧 encodes the slice in the 𝑥𝑦 plane, the 𝐾𝑥 compo-
nent encodes the frequency of the signal and the 𝐾𝑦 component encodes
the phase of the signal. This allows to sense the signal in a slice of fixed
thickness perpendicular to the 𝑧 axis. The resulting fluctuation of the
transversal components 𝐌𝑥 and 𝐌𝑦 of the total magnetic field is then
composed of the static field 𝐁0, the magnetic field produced by the RF
pulse and the gradient field. The total magnetic field induces a current in
a coil surrounding the sample. This current could be expressed in terms
of differential equations by Faraday’s law of induction, but it is more
convenient to encode the two components in a single complex-valued
function

𝑀∗(𝑡, 𝑝) = 𝑀𝑥 (𝑡, 𝑝) + 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑀𝑦 (𝑡, 𝑝) (2.8)

which allows to treat the current in terms of frequency and phase for
the application of a first bank of filters for noise reduction. In practice,
this is done directly in the MRI machine. Acquiring the signal with fixed
𝐾𝑧 and varying 𝐾𝑥 and 𝐾𝑦 yields the so-called 𝑘-space image of a single
slice of the sample, of which an example is presented in Figure 2.5a. The
obtained 𝑘-space image is the Fourier transform of 𝐌∗ weighted by the
density of nuclei and is defined by the following imaging equation:

𝑆(𝑡) ∼ ∫ 𝜌(𝐩) ⋅ 𝑀∗(𝑡, 𝐩) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡𝑑𝐩 (2.9)
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(a) 𝑘-space (b) Real space

Figure 2.5: These panels show the same
axial slice in two different spaces. Fig-
ure 2.5a displays the acquired 𝑘-space ver-
sion of the image, while Figure 2.5b shows
the inverse Fourier transform of the 𝑘-
space image, namely the image in real
space. The field of view of the image is
256x256mmwith a voxel size of 1mm. Dif-
ferent tissues can be distinguished and lo-
calized. Also, potential artifacts and noisy
measurements can be spotted and cor-
rected later.

where 𝜌 ∶ ℝ3 → ℝ+ is the aforementioned density. An inverse Fourier
transform of the 𝑘-space image 𝑆(𝑡) yields the real-space image that can
be observed in Figure 2.5b. A three-dimensional volumetric image of the
sample can then be obtained by stacking several images acquired by vary-
ing the slice encoding parameter 𝐾𝑧(𝑡, 𝐩).
Several types of images can be sensed using the procedure described
above. The type of tissue contrast imaged by the sequence ismostly deter-
mined by the chosen 𝑇𝑅 and 𝑇𝐸. The relationship between these param-
eters (which depend on the acquisition scheme) and the proton density
(PD), the 𝑇1 time and the 𝑇2 time of the studied sample was made explicit
a few lines above in Equation (2.6). The proportion between 𝑇𝑅 and 𝑇𝐸
determines the so-called 𝑇1-, 𝑇2- or 𝑃𝐷-weighting of the image. As a rule
of thumb, a 𝑇1-weighted image is obtained with both short 𝑇𝐸 and 𝑇𝑅, a
𝑇2-weighted image is obtained from both long 𝑇𝐸 and long 𝑇𝑅 and a 𝑃𝐷-
weighted image is obtained from a long 𝑇𝑅 and a short 𝑇𝐸. A common
misconception is that 𝑋 -weighting of the acquisition yields a map of the
values of 𝑋 , be 𝑋 the proton density, the 𝑇1 or the 𝑇2 of the tissue. This
is not true, as Equation (2.6) shows how the contribution of the PD can
not be avoided in the image formation and the two terms containing the
𝑇𝑅/𝑇1 ratio and the 𝑇𝐸/𝑇2 ratio can at most approximately be considered
irrelevant (i.e. equal to 1 in the multiplication). Nevertheless, the reader
should keep in mind the acquisition of 𝑇2-weighted images is strongly
related to the 𝑇𝐸.
The procedure presented in this section allows to take static images of
the brain tissues, possibly highlighting the insurgence of pathology or
anomalies like edema and cancer, or the presence of a contrast agent.
These information are specific to each voxel and depend solely on the
composition of the tissue in each volume element.

2.2.2 Diffusion MRI

Brain tissues are vastly heterogeneous, since neurons are highly spe-
cialized cells that have different shape depending on their function and
they are surrounded by several types of non-neuronal cells that allow
the neurons to operate as expected. This heterogeneity is reflected in
the local anisotropy of the diffusivity of water molecules in the brain,
which will tend to be more free to diffuse along directions where they
do not encounter barriers like cell membranes or other constraints. As
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showed by Einstein 1905 the displacement of water molecules in a free
medium due to thermal excitation follows random trajectories that can
be formally described by a Brownian motion. The probability that a wa-
ter molecule will travel at distance 𝐫 ∈ ℝ3 during the time interval [0, 𝜏 ] is
described by the ensemble average propagator (EAP) 𝑃(𝐫, 𝜏 ), whose prob-
ability density function follows the Gaussian law and reads as follows:

𝑃(𝐫, 𝜏 ) = 1
(4𝜋𝐷𝜏)3/2

𝑒−
‖𝐫‖2
4𝐷𝜏 (2.10)

where 𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient. From Equation (2.10) we can notice
that the diameter of the Brownian motion increases when the diffusion
time 𝜏 or the diffusion coefficient 𝐷 increase, hence when the particle
can move faster or for longer times. As we showed in Figures 2.1 and 2.2,
the WM is an agglomerate of strongly anisotropic structures. As a con-
sequence, the diffusion of water molecules within these structures and
the corresponding EAP exhibit the same anisotropy. This phenomenon
can be captured via diffusion MRI (dMRI), which is an MRI technique
that senses the diffusivity along a certain direction. The technique orig-
inates from the work of Stejskal and Tanner (Stejskal et al. 1965), who
designed the Pulsed Gradient Spin Echo (PGSE) sequence for the acqui-
sition of what was later called the dMRI signal. A schematic depiction
of the PGSE protocol is presented in Figure 2.6. Several parameters are

Figure 2.6: Visual representation of the
Pulsed Gradient Spin Echo acquisition se-
quence.

involved in the design of such scheme, namely the echo time 𝑇𝐸[𝑠], the
strength of the pulsating gradient 𝐺[𝑇/𝑚] with direction 𝐧, the pulse
length 𝛿[𝑠] and the separation time Δ[𝑠] between the two gradients. The
obtained signal is weighted by the diffusivity along the direction of 𝐆.
For this reason, the technique is also called diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-
MRI) or diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI). The combination of the afore-
mentioned parameters controls how much the diffusivity weights the
measured signal. To quantify in a synthetic way the extent to which dif-
fusivity weights the signal, Le Bihan and Breton (Le Bihan et al. 1985)
proposed what is now known as 𝑏-value, which is measured in 𝑠/𝑚𝑚2
and summarizes the acquisition scheme as follows:

𝑏 = 𝛾 2𝐺2𝛿2 (Δ − 𝛿
3) (2.11)
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where 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio and 𝐺 is the gradient strength. Equa-
tion (2.11) is often reported also as

𝑏 = 4𝜋𝑞2𝜏 (2.12)

where 𝜏 = Δ − 𝛿/3 and 𝑞 = 𝛾𝛿𝐺/2𝜋 . The expression of the 𝑏-value given
in Equation (2.12) allows to describe the acquisition parameters in terms
of 𝑞, which is also known as the wave vector. This lexical choice is due
to the fact that the signal attenuation can be expressed as the Fourier
transform of the EAP:

𝐸(𝑞, 𝜏 ) = 𝑆(𝑞, 𝜏 )
𝑆0

= ∫ℝ3
𝑃(𝐫, 𝜏 ) ⋅ 𝑒2𝜋𝑖(𝐪⋅𝐫)𝑑𝐫 (2.13)

where 𝑃(𝐫, 𝜏 ) is the EAP, 𝐪 is the vector that has the same direction of
the gradient and strength equal to 𝑞 and 𝑆0 is the signal recorded without
diffusion attenuation, which in fact is a 𝑇2-weighted image. If wemultiply
both sides of Equation (2.13) by 𝑆0, we can see that the dMRI signal can
be represented as the product of the non-diffusion-weighted component
𝑆0, which will also be referred to as the amplitude of the signal 𝑆, and the
diffusion-weighted component 𝐸, also called signal shape. This product
of amplitude and shape can be expressed as follows:

𝑆 (𝐺, 𝐧, Δ, 𝛿, 𝑇𝐸) = 𝑆0(𝑇𝐸) ⋅ 𝐸 (𝐺, 𝐧, Δ, 𝛿) (2.14)

where one should notice that the signal amplitude 𝑆0 depends solely on
TE, while the signal shape 𝐸 depends on all the other acquisition param-
eters, among which the gradient direction 𝐧 makes 𝐸 anisotropic.

2.2.2.1 The Tensor Representation

Awell-known representation of the dMRI signal 𝑆(𝑏) is the Taylor expan-
sion of its natural logarithm (Novikov et al. 2018), which reads as follows:

ln 𝑆(𝑏) = ln 𝑆0 − 𝐷 ⋅ 𝑏 + 𝐾 ⋅ 𝑏2 − … (2.15)

where 𝑆0 is the signal amplitude, 𝐷 represents the diffusivity and 𝐾 the
kurtosis. When the concept of diffusion coefficient is substituted with
the concept of tensor, which captures the three dimensional anisotropy
that we’re trying to describe, one obtains the so-called Diffusion Tensor
Imaging (DTI) signal representation cutting the Taylor expansion after
the first order, while considering all the three terms yields the Diffu-
sion Kurtosis Imaging (DKI) representation (Novikov et al. 2018). Cut-
ting the Taylor expansion after the first order term gives the so-called
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) signal representation, while considering
all the three terms yields the Diffusion Kurtosis Imaging (DKI) represen-
tation (Novikov et al. 2018). The DTI equation of the signal shape 𝐸(𝑏)
reads as follows:

𝐸(𝑏) = 𝑆(𝑏)
𝑆0

= 𝑒−𝑏𝐆𝑇𝐃𝐆 (2.16)

where 𝐆 is the gradient direction and it suggest that higher diffusivity
(i.e. higher 𝐃) correspond to a lower signal. The particular case where 𝐃
is the three-dimensional identity matrix yields the diffusion within a ball,
hence a configuration of isotropic diffusivity. This justifies the use of the
expression signal decay to describe the signal response to the diffusion
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phenomenon. Such shape is uniquely determined by a 3D symmetric ten-
sor (the diffusion tensor) whose shape is defined by its eigenvectors 𝐯𝑖
and eigenvalues 𝜆𝑖 and is mathematically expressed as follows:

𝐃 = [
𝐷𝑥𝑥 𝐷𝑥𝑦 𝐷𝑥𝑧
𝐷𝑦𝑥 𝐷𝑦𝑦 𝐷𝑦𝑧
𝐷𝑧𝑥 𝐷𝑧𝑦 𝐷𝑧𝑧

] = 𝜆1𝐯1 × 𝐯1 + 𝜆2𝐯2 × 𝐯2 + 𝜆3𝐯3 × 𝐯3 (2.17)

where × denotes the outer product between two vectors. The fact that 𝐃
is symmetric means that 𝐷𝑖𝑗 = 𝐷𝑗𝑖, therefore it is uniquely determined
by 6 coefficients in total and it requires exactly six acquired samples to
be computed. If more measurements are available, ordinary least squares
can be used for increasing the robustness of the estimate.

The eigenspace decomposition of the diffusion tensor allows to define
an algebraic framework for the assessment of the geometry of the ten-
sor (O’Donnell et al. 2011). This formalism provides scalar descriptors of
the anisotropy and the magnitude of the tensors. The simplest of these
measures is the mean diffusivity (MD), which is defined as the arithmetic
mean of the three eigenvalues 𝜆1 ≥ 𝜆2 ≥ 𝜆3:

𝑀𝐷 = 𝜆1 + 𝜆2 + 𝜆3
3 (2.18)

and provides a description of the magnitude of the signal represented
by the tensor. Also, one can define the fractional anisotropy (FA), which
measures of how far the tensor is from being spherical.

𝐹𝐴 =
√

1
2
(𝜆1 − 𝜆2)2 + (𝜆1 − 𝜆3)2 + (𝜆2 − 𝜆3)2

𝜆21 + 𝜆22 + 𝜆23
(2.19)

Voxelswith high FA (e.g.., 𝐹𝐴 > 0.95) are associated to strongly anisotropic
WMconfigurations, which usually correspond to uniformly parallel fibers.
For this reason, FA has been mistaken for a measure of white matter
integrity. The tensors showed in Figure 2.7 highlight how this miscon-
ception is proved wrong in the presence of crossing fibers. These are
legitimate WM configurations without integrity problems that are only
guilty of not allowing a meaningful tensor representation of their corre-
sponding diffusion signal. More sophisticated scalar measures have been

Figure 2.7: Four different fiber configu-
rations are displayed in the first row of
plots. The corresponding tensors obtained
with the DTI model are shown immedi-
ately below. Fiber populations with a sin-
gle anisotropic component can be prop-
erly described with a tensor. On the con-
trary, the DTI representation of crossing
fibers is not accurate. The FA of the two
configurations on the left is much higher
than the one of the two configurations on
the right.

defined for describing the planarity, sphericity and other properties of
the tensor. The interested reader should refer to Batchelor et al. 2005, Ar-
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signy et al. 2006, Westin et al. 1997 and O’Donnell et al. 2011 for further
details.

The DTI and DKI representations are appropriate only in certain ranges
of 𝑏-values, notably in the range that ensure the higher order terms to
be in the little-𝑜 of the lower order terms. In the case of DTI, this range
can be determined by looking at when 𝐾 ⋅ 𝑏2 << 𝐷 ⋅ 𝑏, which is typically
observed when 𝑏 < 1000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2. In absolute terms, these are relatively
low 𝑏-values, which are known to yield images with superior signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) (Xie et al. 2015). To obtain an appropriate description
of the signal with the DKI representation in the WM, higher 𝑏-values in
the 2500 − 3000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 range are necessary (Chuhutin et al. 2017).

DTI has been extensively used in clinical applications (Tae et al. 2018)
thanks to its simple formalism and its relatively short acquisition time.
However, its capability to describe complex white matter configurations
has been proved to be limited, as shown in Figure 2.7.

2.2.2.2 High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging

Describing complex fiber architectures like the kissing, fanning and cross-
ing configurations requires the use of the so-called high angular resolu-
tion diffusion imaging (HARDI) techniques (Descoteaux et al. 2008; Yo
et al. 2009). Methods in this class are able to sense the complexity of
the complex WM configurations by using diffusion-weighted images ac-
quired with several different gradient direction (and possibly different
intensity).

The gradient directions are described in terms of 𝑞-space, where 𝑞 is
the wave vector that defines the signal attenuation as the Fourier trans-
form of the diffusion propagator. Techniques such as Q-ball imaging (De-
scoteaux et al. 2007), Constrained Spherical Deconvolution (CSD) (Tour-
nier et al. 2007) and Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI) (Wedeen et al.
2008) rely on such acquisitions. In particular, if the 𝑞-points are sampled
on the surface of one or multiple isocentric spheres, the acquisition is
called single- ormulti-shell. These shells are determined by the employed
𝑏-value and are called 𝑏-shells. Conversely, when the 𝑞-space is discre-
tised on a Cartesian grid it yields the DSI scenario. The main advantage
of using shell-based protocols with respect to DSI is the lower number of
samples required to achieve the wanted angular resolution (Descoteaux
et al. 2011). In this thesis we are going to consider only single-shell and

Figure 2.8: Three different HARDI
schemes are displayed. The DSI scheme
is made of 𝑞-space points sampled on a
three-dimensional Cartesian grid. Con-
versely, the single shell and multi shell
schemes have 𝑞-space points uniformly
distributed on spheres, which in this
context are called 𝑏-shells in analogy
with the 𝑏-value used for describing the
ensemble of the acquisition parameters.
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multi-shell schemes. Among these, single-shell acquisitions are usually
faster than multi-shell acquisitions.

2.2.2.3 The Spherical Harmonics Representation

In a shell-based acquisition, the signal can be represented in spherical co-
ordinates as a function of the direction of the gradient. These functions
can be expressed via spherical-harmonics (SH), which are the 𝕊2 equiva-
lent of the Fourier basis in ℝ𝑛. The SH functions are denoted as 𝑌𝑚ℓ (𝜃, 𝜙),
where ℓ denotes the order, 𝑚 the phase, 𝜃 ∈ [0, 𝜋] and 𝜙 ∈ [−𝜋, 𝜋], where
𝑌 is 𝜋-periodic in 𝜃 and 2𝜋-periodic in 𝜙. Their definition relies on the
notion of Legendre polynomial 𝑃𝑚ℓ of degree ℓ and order 𝑚 and reads as
follows:

𝑌𝑚ℓ (𝜃, 𝜙) =
√
2ℓ + 1
4𝜋

(ℓ − 𝑚)!
(ℓ + 𝑚)!𝑃

𝑚ℓ (cos 𝜃)𝑒𝑖𝑚𝜙 . (2.20)

Any square-integrable function 𝑓 ∶ 𝕊2 → ℂ can be represented as a linear
combination of spherical harmonics as

𝑓 (𝜃, 𝜙) =
∞
∑
ℓ=0

ℓ
∑
𝑚=−ℓ

𝑐ℓ𝑚𝑌𝑚ℓ (𝜃, 𝜙) (2.21)

where each 𝑐ℓ𝑚 is a SH coefficient. In the context of brain imaging via
dMRI, SHs are typically used for representing the orientation distribu-
tion function (ODF) of diffusion (dODF) or fibers (fODF) within a voxel.
The dODF describes the amount of diffusion in a certain direction as a
function on the sphere (i.e. the EAP), while fODFs aim at representing
the dispersion and the multiplicity of orientation of the fibers in the con-
sidered voxel. The two concepts can be seen as a model-free representa-
tion of the dMRI signal (the dODF) and a model-based representation of
the underlying white matter structure (the fODF). The interested reader
should refer to (Descoteaux et al. 2008) and (Dell’Acqua et al. 2019) for
a detailed comparison of the two. Diffusion ODFs and fODFs share two
mathematical properties that allow to significantly simplify their SH rep-
resentation.

▶ The orientation distributions formally defined as dODFs and fODFs
are real functions.

▶ The data they describe are symmetric with respect to the origin,
i.e., 𝑓 (𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑓 (𝜋 − 𝜃, 𝜋 + 𝜙). The translations of 𝜃 and 𝜙 are to be
intended in the respective periodic domains.

The SH basis of the space of square-integrable functions {𝑓 ∶ 𝕊2 → ℝ}
that satisfies the two aforementioned properties reads as follows:

𝑌ℓ𝑚(𝜃, 𝜙) =
⎧⎪
⎨⎪
⎩

0 if 𝑙 is odd,
√2 ℑ [𝑌−𝑚ℓ (𝜃, 𝜙)] if 𝑚 < 0,
𝑌 0ℓ (𝜃, 𝜙) if 𝑚 = 0,
√2 ℜ [𝑌𝑚ℓ (𝜃, 𝜙)] if 𝑚 > 0,

(2.22)

where 𝑌ℓ𝑚 are the elements of the basis, 𝑌𝑚ℓ are the SH functions and
√2 is a normalisation factor that makes the basis orthonormal. This ba-
sis is the one employed by default in the main software packages ded-
icated to dMRI data processing, i.e., Dipy (Garyfallidis et al. 2014) and
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Figure 2.9: The two upper panels show
the diffusion tensors (left) and fODFs
(right) fitted on a healthy subject of
the HCP database. The fODFs are ob-
tained with the multi-shell multi-tissue
constrained spherical deconvolution tech-
nique of Jeurissen et al. (Jeurissen et al.
2014). The image shows how the SH rep-
resentation of fODFs gives a much more
detailed description of the fiber bundles
traversing a voxel with respect to DTI.
In particular, fODFs contain information
about multiple orientations of the fiber
bundles, while DTI gives an estimate of
the average orientation which might not
correspond to any of the directions of the
peaks of fODFs. The lower panels show
the diffusion tensor and the fODF corre-
sponding to the circled voxel in the upper
panels.

Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019). For historical reasons, the dMRI commu-
nity refers to this one as the Descoteaux et al. 2007 basis, while the same
basis without the √2 factor is known as the Tournier et al. 2007 basis.

An example ofwhat information is carried by fODFs is given in Figure 2.9,
where fODFs are shown to yield a high angular resolution description of
the local direction of white matter fibers. Figure 2.9 also shows how the
angular resolution of the fODFs allow to achieve the detail level that
Figure 2.7 was missing in the DTI representation.

2.2.2.4 Tractography

The information about the fiber orientation carried by both diffusion
tensors and fODFs can be leveraged in the task of tracking the trajec-
tories of the WM pathways. These can be obtained with the so-called
tractography algorithms, which yield a set of streamlines collected in a
tractogram. The rationale behind such techniques is that axonal path-
ways are tangent to the main direction described by the local diffusiv-
ity pattern. Designing tractography algorithms yielding realistic subject-
tailored tractograms has been one of the main technical challenges tack-
led by the dMRI research community in the last twenty years. As a result,
a wide variety of tractography techniques have been developed and sys-
tematically compared in international challenges (Maier-Hein et al. 2017;
Schilling et al. 2019a). These techniques can be subdivided into local and
global tractography algorithms (Anastasopoulos et al. 2014). The former
determine the trajectory of streamlines by propagating a line from a seed
following the orientations estimated with some local model (Basser et al.
2000; Descoteaux et al. 2008; Girard et al. 2014, 2017; Jones 2008; Mori
et al. 1999; Tournier et al. 2012), while the latter retrieve the whole trac-
togram by solving a global problem aiming at fitting the measured dMRI
data (Christiaens et al. 2015; Konopleva et al. 2018; Kreher et al. 2008;
Reisert et al. 2011; Schreiber et al. 2014). The differences between these
two approaches have recently been reviewed by Jeurissen et al. 2019. In
this thesis we will consider only local tracking algorithms.

Streamlines are parametrised curves 𝐫(𝑠) ∈ ℝ3 obtained by integrating
the field 𝐯(𝑥) defined by the local directions yielded by the employed lo-
cal model, be it a tensor or an fODF. If the local directions are uniquely
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determined, the tractography algorithmwill be called deterministic. Con-
versely, if the local direction is sampled each time from a probability dis-
tribution like a normalised ODF or a diffusion tensor, the algorithm is
called probabilistic (Sarwar et al. 2019).

The purpose of tractography is two-fold:

1. Describe the anatomy of the white matter fascicles (Johansen-Berg
et al. 2006; Francois Rheault et al. 2020b; Sarubbo et al. 2019; Schilling
et al. 2020a,b; Schotten et al. 2011).

2. Determine how two graymatter regions are connected (Maier-Hein
et al. 2017; Sotiropoulos et al. 2019; C.-H. Yeh et al. 2019).

In this work we will focus only on tractography techniques that are de-
signed with the second purpose in mind, hence for the description of the
structural connectivity between brain regions.

Several works have been published providing a comprehensive view of
the advances made in the last twenty years with respect to each step of
the tractography pipeline (Jbabdi et al. 2011; Jeurissen et al. 2019; Jones
et al. 2013; Maier-Hein et al. 2017; Francois Rheault et al. 2020a; Schilling
et al. 2019b). In spite of the notable improvements granted by these ad-
vances, tractography remains an ill-posed problem. The specific terms in
which this ill-posedness is declined cover all the aspects of the design of
tractography algorithms, which can be summarised as:

▶ Estimation of the local geometry of the fiber orientation.
▶ Integration scheme used for propagating the trajectory of the stream-

line.
▶ Interpolation of the discrete grid where the local orientations are

defined.
▶ Placement of the seeds from which the streamlines are propagated.
▶ Assessment of the appropriate termination and acceptance criteria

for the drawn streamlines.

The tractography pipeline that will be used in this thesis can be com-
pletely obtained with the Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019) suite and, despite
the lack of consensus in the design of tractography experiments, aims
at including any technical aid and biological prior that may improve the
reliability of the obtained tractograms while balancing the applicability
of the pipeline in the context of large cohort studies. The pipeline reads
as follows:

▶ The fODFs describing the local model of the white matter are ob-
tained with the multi-shell multi-tissue constrained spherical de-
convolution (MSMT-CSD) pipeline of Jeurissen et al. 2014 when
multi-shell data are available, orwith the heuristic algorithmofDhol-
lander et al. 2016a coupled with the CSD algorithm (Tournier et al.
2007) when single-shell data are considered.

▶ A Runge-Kutta method of order 2 is used for the integration of the
fODFs (Jeurissen et al. 2019).

▶ Trilinear interpolation of the fODFs is employed.
▶ Streamlines are seeded from the gray-matter white-matter inter-

face (GMWMI) (Girard et al. 2014; R. E. Smith et al. 2012).
▶ Anatomically Constrained Tractography (ACT) (R. E. Smith et al.

2012) is employed, therefore streamlines have endpoints in the GM-
WMI.
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This pipeline is still exposed to limitations posed by the spatial resolution
of the acquired data, the complexity of the fiber configurations through
which the algorithm is asked to track and the variety of tissues that pop-
ulate the brain (Francois Rheault et al. 2020a). Moreover, it does not in-
clude a strategy for the quantitative evaluation of the tracked stream-
lines, which are by definition curves in a three-dimensional space, hence
they do not carry any information about the shape or the volume of the
occupied space. This issue has been highlighted in several articles pub-
lished in the last ten years (Jbabdi et al. 2011; Jeurissen et al. 2019; Jones
et al. 2013; Maier-Hein et al. 2017; Francois Rheault et al. 2020a; Schilling
et al. 2019b), bringing to the conclusion that tractography per-se is not
quantitative. A significant part of this thesis (Chapter 4) is dedicated to
methods that aim at re-establishing this quantitativeness. In particular,
we will focus on the so-called Tractography Filtering Techniques (TFTs),
which are designed to process an input tractogram and return a coeffi-
cient for each streamline that evaluates how much the estimated track is
necessary to explain the dMRI signal or some transformation of it.

2.3 Connectomics

Many important neurological diseases and disorders have been shown
to be related to pathological alterations in the connectivity of the brain,
calling for specific efforts in research to better understand the network
of neural connections composing the human brain. Also, the graph-theo-
retical analysis of connectomes unveiled some previously unknown fea-
tures of both anatomy and pathology of the human brain (Bassett et al.
2017; Verma et al. 2019). As a consequence, brain networks have been
proved to be fundamental objects in modern neuroscience. They allow to
look at the ensemble of all the neurons as a single integrated entity that
shapes he behavioural and functional aspects of the brain. In this sense,
the neural network has a structure that shapes its functioning (Honey
et al. 2007). To define such networks, the concept of connectome was
formulated independently by Hagmann 2005 and O. Sporns et al. 2005.
Connectomes are graph-like representations of the human brain where
nodes represent brain regions and edges encode the existence and pos-
sibly the strength of the connection between two nodes. The aforemen-
tioned structure-function duality is present also in the definition of con-
nectomes, which have been defined both in the context of the structure
and the functioning of the brain. Functional connectomes encode the co-
activation patterns of the activity in cortical regions. This is measured
with some form of correlation analysis between the time series of the acti-
vation of neurons that can be obtained from resting-state functional MRI
(fMRI) or from magneto/electro encefalography (M/EEG). These connec-
tomes are usually fully connected, meaning that they encode informa-
tion about the correlation between the activity in every pair of regions.
On the contrary, structural connectomes describe the architecture of the
axonal connections and they are sparse. The information they encode is
representative of the strength of the connection established by the axons
that connect the two regions represented by the nodes and are estimated
with dMRI-based tractography.

From the mathematical point of view, a connectome is an edge-weighted
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graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸), where each of the 𝑛 nodes represents a brain region and
each weight 𝑤𝑖𝑗 encodes the strength of the connection between regions
𝑖 and 𝑗. The matrix that encodes in position (𝑖, 𝑗) the weight of the edge
𝑤𝑖𝑗 between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 is called adjacency or connectivity matrix of
𝐺 and is denoted as Adj(𝐺). Edges that are not present in the graph are
associated to a null weight.

The following sections are devoted to the nodes and the edges of con-
nectomes. Section 2.3.1 contains the presentation of the segmentation of
the brain cortex that define the nodes of the connectomes. Finally, in Sec-
tions 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 we will define structural and functional connectomes
respectively.

2.3.1 Atlases of the Human Brain

Ideally, one would like to be able to describe how each neuron is con-
nected with the others. This is perfectly doable for simple organism like
the C. Elegans (Cook et al. 2019), whose whole nervous system (neurons,
muscles and on-muscle end organs) contains less than 600 nodes. The
feasibility in the case of the human brain is challenged by its immense
complexity, which is well represented by the approximate number of
neurons in a healthy brain, being it in the scale of the hundreds of bil-
lions (1011) (Herculano-Houzel 2009). This is beyond the current compu-
tational capability. A simplifying assumption that preserves the ability to
represent the whole brain which has been widely used in neuroscience,
is that the brain, and in particular the cortical surface, can be divided
into distinct and homogeneous areas. Neurons that show homogeneous
characteristics are grouped into parcels which are in turn collected in
brain parcellations. A variety of brain atlases has been proposed in the
past years and each of them subdivides the cortex based on assumptions
of anatomical, cytoarchitectonic, functional and structural criteria. Some
atlases cover the whole cortex, while some other provide parcellations of
specific cortical region∗.

Anatomical parcellations characterise each parcel by its localisation or
shape in the brain. Thanks to the high inter-subject similarity between
the shape of different subjects, it is possible to define a certain region
as “the 𝑘-th gyrus from the 𝑛-th sulcus”. Notable examples of anatom-
ical atlas are the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002), the Desikan
atlas (Desikan et al. 2006), the parcellation of Destrieux et al. 2010 and
the MarsAtlas (Auzias et al. 2016). Each of the mentioned parcellations
subdivides the cortex in a different number of regions, but in general
this number is lower than 100, as the delineation of the boundaries of
each region is performed manually. In this thesis we’re going to make
use of the Desikan atlas, which is based on the manual segmentation of
a template of the brain cortex that takes into account the morphological
consistencies of healthy human brains. This parcellation is composed of
68 regions and is one of the most appreciated in brain imaging thanks to
the high accuracy when defined on new subjects. Its popularity has also
been established thanks to the accessibility granted by Freesurfer (Fischl
2012), a free software that (among other things) allows to easily project
the Desikan atlas onto an arbitrary brain.
∗ The interested reader should refer to Gallardo Diez 2018 for a detailed presentation of the
topic.
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1: See (Schaefer et al. 2017) for a detailed
discussion of these two approaches and
the methodological aspects of their unifi-
cation.

Cytoarchitectonic parcellations subdivide the cortex based on its cellu-
lar composition, following criteria like the thickness of the cortex or the
presence of a certain type of neuron. Atlases of this type have been intro-
duced starting from the early studies of Campbell 1905 and Brodmann
1909 through the atlas of von Economo and Koskinas (Economo et al.
1925) and the more recent works of Eickhoff et al. 2008, Ding et al. 2016
and Rosenke et al. 2018.

Functional atlases are designed to separate regions involved in different
functions of the brain. In modern times, these atlases are defined using
imaging techniques such as functional MRI (fMRI) which are able to char-
acterise the cortical activity while specific tasks are being performed. Ex-
amples of functional atlases are the parcellation of B. T. Yeo et al. 2011,
the atlas of Craddock et al. 2012, the ones of Deen et al. 2011 and Huth
et al. 2016 and the parcellation of Schaefer et al. 2017. The latter is among
the ones used in this thesis and can be constructedwith an arbitrary num-
ber of parcels. It is based on the analysis of the co-activation patterns of
the brain by means of the analysis of resting-state functional connectiv-
ity. The Schaefer parcellation technique condensates the two major ap-
proaches to cortical parcellations based on resting-state functional MRI,
namely the local gradient and the global similarity approaches1.

Structural parcellations are based on the axonal connectivity patterns ex-
hibited by different cortical regions. The use of in-vivo techniques such
as dMRI-based tractography for tracking the axonal pathways allowed to
define several of these atlases. Structural atlases of specific regions have
been obtained by Anwander et al. 2007, Bajada et al. 2017 and Thiebaut
de Schotten et al. 2017, while Moreno-Dominguez et al. 2014, Fan et al.
2016 and Gallardo et al. 2018a proposed structural parcellations of the
whole cortex. The Gallardo parcellation is based on the segmentation of
the structural connectivity profiles associated to each point of the corti-
cal surface. The segmentation is obtained by defining a local coherence
criterion that defines areas that show similar connectivity fingerprints
within the region against a known reference. As for the Schaefer parcel-
lation, the atlas of Gallardo has the advantage of not being limited to
a pre-defined number of parcels, which can be set arbitrarily. This pa-
rameter controls the granularity of the parcellation, hence the average
extension of the parcels.

A modern parcellation paradigm involves the concurrent use of multiple
methodologies, obtaining atlases that are coherent with more than one
of the aforementioned criteria. Examples of multi-modal atlas are the
one of Schubotz et al. 2010, Diez et al. 2015, Sarah Parisot et al. 2017
and Matthew F. Glasser et al. 2016. In Chapter 5 we will make use of the
Glasser parcellation, which was designed delineating 360 cortical areas
“bounded by sharp changes in cortical architecture, function, connectivity,
and/or topography” (Matthew F. Glasser et al. 2016).

The analysis of parcellation-based connectomes has been shown to yield
high qualitative reproducibility across parcellations, but the quantifica-
tion of this reproducibility may be strongly influenced by the choice of
the parcellation (Reus et al. 2013). Some attempts at defining a parcellation-
free connectome have been presented in the last years (Gutman et al.
2014; Moyer et al. 2016). These approaches are based on the relaxation
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of the concept of connectivity matrix, which is transformed into a sym-
metric real function 𝐾 ∶ 𝒞 × 𝒞 → ℝ defined on the product space of the
cortex surface 𝒞 with itself. The cortex 𝒞 is here treated as a continu-
ous surface embedded in ℝ3 and each point of the surface is potentially a
“node” of the graph. The obtained network is also called continuous con-
nectome in contrast with the discrete connectome defined on a finite set
of nodes. The work of Moyer et al. 2016 showed how every parcellation
can be reduced to a special case of this continuous representation. Notice
that the “continuous” label has sometimes been inappropriately attached
to connectomes that are defined using as nodes the vertices of a high
resolution three-dimensional mesh that mimics the shape of the cortex.
These meshes can be obtained for instance with Freesurfer (Fischl 2012)
and are usually defined on a set of thousands of points (a frequently used
representation involves ∼ 32𝑘 nodes). Even if the high spatial resolution
of the mesh suggests that the representation of the network is close to
the one of a continuous graph, the connectome is still parcellation-based
and the cortical atlas is given by the Voronoi diagram of the mesh (Kang
2008).

2.3.2 Structural Connectivity

The non-invasive estimation of the structural connectivity of the human
brain is a complex task that relies on the ability to track the white-matter
pathways between different regions of the brain. As already mentioned
in Section 2.2.2, dMRI-based tractography is the only non-invasive tech-
nique that yields a representation of the axonal pathways connecting
different brain regions. These white matter pathways are obtained in
the form of streamlines by following the local orientation of the fiber
bundles estimated from dMRI data. Streamlines are then associated to
parcels in a cortical atlas where they terminate in order to gain insights
on the connectivity between the two regions. The definition of structural
connectome associated to a tractogram that will be used throughout this
work reads as follows. Consider each pair of brain regions 𝑖 and 𝑗 in an
atlas, then define

𝑐𝑖𝑗 = ∑
𝑠∈𝒮 (𝑖,𝑗)

𝑤𝑠 (2.23)

where 𝒮(𝑖, 𝑗) is the set of streamlines terminating in regions 𝑖 and 𝑗 and 𝑤𝑠
is the coefficient that quantifies the connectivity associated with stream-
line 𝑠. The structural connectome is then represented through its con-
nectivity matrix 𝐶 = {𝑐𝑖𝑗 }. Since tractography is not able to distinguish
afferent and efferent connections Jbabdi et al. 2011, matrix 𝐶 will be sym-
metric. This matrix is a convenient representation of the connectome
where each entry 𝑐𝑖𝑗 encodes the value associated to edge 𝑖 → 𝑗 of the
connectome and 𝑖 and 𝑗 are the two regions connected by the edge. Fi-
nally, the connectivity matrix 𝐶 is normalised by dividing each entry of
𝐶 by the sum of all the entries of the same matrix. The normalisation is
not strictly necessary, but it mitigates the effects of comparing networks
obtained from tractograms containing different number of streamlines.
Whenever 𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 0, we will assume that the edge 𝑖 → 𝑗 is not present in the
graph. The resulting graph is sparse.

Defining 𝑤𝑠 = 1 for every 𝑠 ∈ 𝒮 we obtain the streamline-count (SC) con-
nectome. The reliability of these connectomes as estimators of structural
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Figure 2.10: The diagram gives a
schematic representation of the general
connectomic pipeline employed in
this thesis. From co-registered and
pre-processed data (dMRI, 𝑇1, 𝑇2, … )
we obtain a cortical parcellation for
defining the nodes of the connectome.
The dMRI data are then used to obtain
the fODFs that are integrated with a
second order method (iFOD2) seeding
from the GMWMI and following the ACT
paradigm. The resulting streamlines can
be filtered before defining a weighted
connectome. The network can then
undergo a topological analysis.

connectivity has been shown to be limited by the complexity of the white
matter configurations and the fallacies of tracking algorithms (Girard et
al. 2014; Jeurissen et al. 2019; Jones et al. 2013; Maier-Hein et al. 2017) and
by the way in which each streamline is assigned to a certain edge in the
connectome (C.-H. Yeh et al. 2019). More sophisticated definitions of the
weights 𝑤𝑠 allow to correct for some of these biases, in particular through
the employment of tractography filtering techniques (TFTs). This topic
will be thoroughly analysed in Chapter 4.

The connectomic pipeline employed in this thesis uses the tractogra-
phy pipeline summarised in Section 2.2.2.4. The obtained streamlines
are then assigned to a node by performing a voxel-based local search
around the endpoints with 2𝑚𝑚 radius (C.-H. Yeh et al. 2019). If a TFT is
employed, the weights associated to each streamline connecting two re-
gions are summed and encoded in the corresponding edge weight (Frigo
et al. 2020b). The whole pipeline is summarised in Figure 2.10.

2.3.3 Functional Connectivity

The estimation of functional connectivity can be obtained by process-
ing the data provided by functional MRI (fMRI) or magneto/electro en-
cephalography (M/EEG). These modalities measure distinct effects of the
brain activity at different time scales. In particular, fMRI records time se-
ries with frequency ∼1𝐻𝑧, while M/EEG time series are sampled with a
frequency of ∼1000𝐻𝑧. In the absence of task, the recorded time series
is said to be in resting-state regime. The only type of functional informa-
tion that will be considered in this thesis is the resting-state functional
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connectivity obtained from fMRI. In this technique, the subject is not
conducting any task and a time series is recorded for each voxel in the
cortex.

Once the time series are recorded, a cortical atlas is used for clustering
them and extracting a single pre-processed time series per region. These
time series can then be processed to get a static or a dynamic descrip-
tion of the synchronisation patterns of distinct regions of the brain (Preti
et al. 2017; Van Den Heuvel et al. 2010). The literature on the methods
for extracting measures of the functional synchronisation between the
activity in different regions is vast and the reader should refer to S. M.
Smith et al. 2013 for a review on the topic. The concept of functional con-
nectivity between two regions used throughout this thesis relies on the
correlation-based approach that allows to quantify the synchronisation
between two regions as the correlation between the time series associ-
ated to each region. The resulting connectome is a complete weighted
graph whose edge weights take values in the [−1, 1] range.
Static functional connectomes are networks that summarise the dynam-
ics of the functional activity in a single static graph that is build looking
at the correlation between the whole time series recorded in each re-
gion, which can be as long as 10 minutes or more. Despite representing a
dynamic phenomenon through a static mathematical object, static func-
tional connectomes have been proven extremely useful in the exploration
of the functioning of the brain (S. M. Smith et al. 2013). A less explored
paradigm is the one of the dynamic functional connectomics, which re-
stores the time-dependence of the functional phenomenon by consider-
ing a dynamic graph, i.e. a network whose edge weights are a function
of time. This formulation allows to capture temporary co-activation pat-
terns that in the static paradigm would be more difficult to appreciate
as they would get absorbed in the macroscopic comparison between the
time series.

2.3.4 Effective Connectivity

Describing the brain network as a structure-function dichotomy is an ef-
ficient representation exercise that gives a realistic picture of what is the
architecture (i.e., structural connectivity) that supports the co-activation
of neurons in different regions (i.e., functional connectivity). Structural
connectivity describes the existence of aWM structure that connects two
GM regions, while functional connectivity tells us the extent at which the
activity in two GM regions is coherent. What is missing from the picture
is temporal causality. The study of effective connectivity comes in aid an-
swering the question: what is the causal relation that generates the influ-
ence that the activity in one neural population has over the activity in an-
other one? In this sense, the knowledge carried by effective connectivity
is the missing link between structural connectivity and functional con-
nectivity. Effective connectivity can be described as a directed network,
i.e., with a-symmetric adjacencymatrix, estimated from fMRI (Stephan et
al. 2010; Zarghami et al. 2020), M/EEG (Deslauriers-Gauthier et al. 2019)
or in general from any functional imaging technique (Horwitz 2003). Ob-
serving this causality is a complex task that finds the most solid math-
ematical tools to be investigated with in Granger causality (Seth et al.
2015) and dynamical systems theory within the broader framework of
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Bayesianmodelling (Deslauriers-Gauthier et al. 2019; Friston 2011; Zarghami
et al. 2020; Zou et al. 2009).

2.3.5 Topology of Brain Networks

Topology is the discipline of mathematics that studies the properties that
are invariant under homeomorphism. In the context of the graph-theoret-
ical analysis of brain networks, this corresponds to studying those prop-
erties that characterise connectomes by abstracting the neuroscientific
meaning attached to edges and nodes.

The exploration of the topology of a network usually starts from the as-
sessment of the presence of two properties: segregation and integration.
The former highlights the presence of densely connected local clusters of
nodes and the latter indicates the presence of few connections that link
these clusters and make the long-distance communication very efficient.
For the point of view of brain networks, this corresponds to having both
highly localised and highly connected clusters of neurons (Friston 2011).
These two properties together give a global picture of the organisation
of the brain network. Highly integrated networks allow efficient com-
munication between cortical regions, while highly segregated networks
come at low wiring cost (Bullmore et al. 2009; Tononi et al. 1994; Watts
et al. 1998). The simultaneous presence of high segregation and high in-
tegration has been referred to as small-worldness (Watts et al. 1998), a
term which was first introduced to explain the small world behaviour
of social relations Milgram 1967, where few acquaintance steps are suffi-
cient to connect two people from very distant (both geographically and
socially) regions of the world. The tendency of the brain network to ex-
hibit small-worldness has been assessed by several studies in the last 20
years Bassett et al. 2006, 2017; Olaf Sporns et al. 2004; S. Yu et al. 2008.

Small-worldness is usually quantified as the ratio between two global
measures of the integration and the segregation of the network respec-
tively, but, as highlighted by Papo et al. 2016, this approach poses several
limitations in the context of brain connectivity. An alternative approach
is to independently assess the integration and segregation properties of
the network may be preferable. A detailed review of the variety of mea-
sures of integration and segregation that have been proposed in the past
years can be found in the paper of Rubinov et al. 2010, where the authors
also the Brain Connectivity Toolbox, which is the reference software used
in this work for the evaluation of these graph-theoretical measures. In
the following paragraphs we are going to give a formal description of
the integration and segregation measures that are used in this thesis.

The integration of a network can be measured through the characteristic
path length (CPL). Let 𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) be the length of the shortest path (in Dijk-
stra’s sense Dijkstra 1959) between two nodes on connectome 𝐶 . The
CPL of 𝐶 is

ℓ = 1
𝑛 ∑

𝑖≠𝑗
𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) (2.24)

where 𝑛 is the number of nodes considered in the graph and the sum is
performed on every pair of distinct nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. The CPL is a reverted
marker of the integration of a network, as a high characteristic path
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length corresponds to a low integration. The quantity defined in equa-
tion (2.24) is not well-defined for disconnected graphs, as the distance
between two nodes belonging to distinct connected components of the
network cannot be computed. To overtake this limitation, the global effi-
ciency (GE) measure was introduced (Latora et al. 2001). Its formulation
reads as follows

𝑒 = 1
𝑛 ∑

𝑖≠𝑗
1

𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) . (2.25)

To ensure the well-posedness of equation (2.25) we extend the definition
of path length to the case where there exists no connected path between
𝑖 and 𝑗. In this case we define 𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∞. Notice that while this extension
would break the definition of CPL, it suits the definition of GE, as the cor-
responding term in equation (2.25) would be equal to zero. Consequently,
the presence of isolated subnetworks in the connectome decreases its ef-
ficiency but it does not disrupt the measure. We also highlight that long
paths have a bigger influence on CPL than on GE.

To evaluate the segregation of a network it is possible to compute the
global clustering coefficient (CC) B. Zhang et al. 2005. Let 𝑡 = (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) be a
triplet, namely a set of three nodes that form a connected partition of the
connectome. If the triplet is connected by exactly two edges it is called
open triplet, otherwise it is a closed triplet. For every node 𝑖 in the graph
we can define its corresponding local CC as

𝐶𝐶(𝑖) =
∑𝑖≠𝑗 ∑𝑘≠𝑖≠𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝑐𝑗𝑘 ⋅ 𝑐𝑘𝑖
(∑𝑖≠𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗)

2 −∑𝑖≠𝑗 𝑐2𝑖𝑗
(2.26)

where 𝑐𝑖𝑗 is the weight associated to the edge 𝑖 → 𝑗 encoded in the con-
nectivity matrix and the sums are to be intended for every pair/triplet
of nodes satisfying the specified inequality. The global clustering coeffi-
cient is then obtained as the arithmetic average of the local CCs across
all the nodes

𝐶𝐶 = 1
𝑛

𝑛
∑
𝑖=1

𝐶𝐶(𝑖) (2.27)

where 𝑛 is the number of nodes in the graph. The CC describes the av-
erage degree of connectivity in the neighbourhood of the nodes by mea-
suring how each node tends to create a cluster around itself (Opsahl et al.
2009). A different point of view on segregation is offered by the concept
ofmodularity (MO) (Newman 2004). Given a partition of the network (i.e.
a subdivision of the nodes in communities), modularity gives a measure
of the proportion between the number of direct connections pointing
towards nodes belonging to the same community and the number of di-
rect connections leaving the community. Modularity is mathematically
defined as

𝑄 = 1
2𝑚 ∑

𝑖,𝑗
(𝐶𝑖,𝑗 −

𝑘𝑖 ⋅ 𝑘𝑗
2𝑚 ) 𝛿(𝛾𝑖, 𝛾𝑗) (2.28)

where 𝑚 is the sum of all the weights of the edges in the network, 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 is
the connectivity matrix associated to the studied network, 𝑘𝑖 is the sum
of all the weights of the edges connecting to node 𝑖, 𝛾𝑖 is the community
to which 𝑖 belongs and 𝛿(𝛾𝑖, 𝛾𝑗) is the Kronecker delta taking value 1 if
𝛾𝑖 = 𝛾𝑗 and zero otherwise. The shift of paradigm brought by the concept
of modularity as opposed to the one of clustering coefficient is shown
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in Figure 2.11 with an example on two simple graphs. The first graph

Figure 2.11: Both the represented graphs
show an evident modular structure,
where the communities are two cycles
in the first graph and two cliques in the
second graph. The modularity of the two
graphs is relatively similar (0.37 for the
union of cycles and 0.46 for the union
of cliques). Conversely, the clustering
coefficient of the two graphs is radically
different (0.00 for the union of cycles
and 0.92 for the union of cliques). The
integration measures computed on the
two graphs show the expected behaviour:
the higher characteristic path length of
the community of cycles is reflected in
the lower efficiency of the same network
with respect to the one computed on the
clique community, where the symmetri-
cal phenomenon appears. Each edge is
associated to a weight equal to 1.

is the junction of two cycles through a single edge. This graph exhibits
a non-trivial modularity, which is coherent with the fact that it was de-
fined as the union of two communities. On the contrary, its clustering
coefficient is null as the set of triplets does not contain any closed triplet.
The second graph is still defined as the junction of two communities, but
each community is defined as a clique (i.e. a fully connected graph). The
modularity of this graph is higher than the one of the union of cycles.
This reflects the presence of more connections among the nodes of each
community. The added edges impacted the clustering coefficient even
more, taking a value close to the one that would be obtained for a fully
connected graph. The reason why this happens is that the graph actu-
ally is almost fully connected. In particular, only the two central nodes
have triplets that are not closed. This example showed how the two mea-
sures of segregation (MO and CC) are sensitive to different effects of the
presence of community and they are not equivalent.

The ensemble of the measures of integration (GE and CPL) and segrega-
tion (CC and MO) gives a global picture of the topology of the studied
connectomes with a particular attention towards the small-worldness of
brain networks.
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Overview State-of-the-art multi-compartment microstructure models
of diffusion MRI in the human brain have limited capability to model
multiple tissues at the same time. In particular, the available techniques
that allow this multi-tissue modelling are based on multi-TE acquisitions.
In this chapter we propose a novel multi-tissue formulation of classical
multi-compartment models that relies on more common single-TE ac-
quisitions and can therefore be employed in the analysis of previously
acquired datasets. We show how modelling multiple tissues provides a
new interpretation of the concepts of signal fraction and volume frac-
tion in the context of multi-compartment modelling. The software that
allows to inspect single-TE diffusion MRI data with multi-tissue multi-
compartment models is included in the publicly available Dmipy Python
package.

3.1 Introduction

Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is an imaging technique that allows to inspect
the brain tissue microstructure in-vivo non-invasively. One of the most
commonly studied microstructural feature is the volume fraction of a tis-
sue in a sample. In particular, the intra-axonal (a.k.a. intra-cellular - IC),
extra-axonal (a.k.a. extra-cellular - EC) and isotropic (ISO) or cerebro-
spinal fluid (CSF) volume fractions have been investigated in the past
literature with several models. Among all, we mention the neurite ori-
entation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) (H. Zhang et al. 2012)
and NODDI-X (Farooq et al. 2016), ActiveAx (Alexander et al. 2010), the
multi-compartment microscopic diffusion imaging framework (Kaden et
al. 2016), the CHARMED model (Assaf et al. 2005), the intravoxel inco-
herent motion model (Le Bihan et al. 1988), the Stanisz model (Stanisz
et al. 1997), the AxCaliber model (Assaf et al. 2008), the ball and stick
model (T. E. Behrens et al. 2003), the Bingham-NODDI model (Tariq et al.
2016), FERNET (Parker et al. 2020), CODIVIDE (Lampinen et al. 2017),
COMMIT (Daducci et al. 2014), VERDICT (Panagiotaki et al. 2014) and
the DIAMOND model (Scherrer et al. 2016). The differences between
these models lie on the used signal representation for specific tissues
(e.g. the intra-axonal diffusion can be modelled as the diffusion within
a stick, a cylinder, ...) or specific assumptions on the model parameters
motivated by histology or limitations of the used technique (e.g. fixed
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diffusivity or tortuosity of parameters). A unifying aspect that character-
izes most of the brain microstructure models is the building-blocks con-
cept behind their formalisation. In other words, models are defined in a
multi-compartment (MC) fashion, where the dMRI signal is described as
a linear combination of single-tissue models. The resulting models are
called MC models and they rely on multi-shell acquisitions of the dMRI
signal (Scherrer et al. 2010). Thorough reviews have been dedicated to the
design and validation of such models (Jelescu et al. 2017), to the sensitiv-
ity of MC models to experimental factors and microstructural properties
of the described tissues (Afzali et al. 2020) and to the abstraction of these
models that allows to obtain a unified theory (Fick et al. 2019).

Recent studies highlighted how all the available MC models of dMRI are
defined in such a way that they are transparent to differences between
the 𝑇2 times of the modelled tissues (Alexander et al. 2019; Lampinen et
al. 2019; Veraart et al. 2018). As a consequence, they implicitly assume
that all the considered tissues have the same 𝑆0 response. While this is
a reasonable assumption in some contexts, it can not be considered true
in general. As a consequence, tissue fractions obtained with this assump-
tions are called signal fractions, in contrast with the volume fractions
that are obtained with models that account for different 𝑆0 responses of
the modelled tissues. The first measures the linear relation between the
signal generated by a single tissue compartment and the acquired signal,
while the second measures the volume of single tissue compartment that
is present in the voxel. In this sense, signal fractions will be shown to
be biased estimators of the volume fractions. Given the known interde-
pendence between the 𝑇2 times of tissues and the 𝑇𝐸 of the acquisition,
some attempts at addressing this issue have been formulated making use
of multi-TE multi-shell dMRI acquisitions (Gong et al. 2020; Lampinen et
al. 2020; Veraart et al. 2018). Despite allowing to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) (Eichner et al. 2020), these techniques require a com-
plete re-design of the experiments from acquisition to post-processing,
posing severe limitations in terms of usability of already acquired data.
This aspect is crucial in modern neuroimaging, where large studies like
the Human Connectome Project (HCP) (Van Essen et al. 2012), the UK
Biobank (Sudlow et al. 2015) and the Alzheimer Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI) (Mueller et al. 2005) invest significant amounts of time
and financial resources to acquire data of large cohorts with standardised
protocols that need to be carefully designed a priori.

With the objective to allow the estimation of volume fractions with more
common single-TEmulti-shell dMRI data, we formulated theMulti-Tissue
MC (MT-MC) model of the dMRI signal. This novel formulation is in-
spired by the technique of Jeurissen et al. 2014 for the estimation of
tissue-specific orientation distribution functions. The use of the MT-MC
formulation solves some limitations of the previously mentioned multi-
TE approaches and opens the door to the multi-tissue investigation of
brain microstructure with data acquired with standard single-TE multi-
shell dMRI protocols. Two algorithms for fitting the MT-MC model are
proposed, one of which is designed to build on top of data already pro-
cessed with standard MC models. We included it in the Diffusion Mi-
crostructure Imaging in Python (Dmipy) (Fick et al. 2019) framework,
which is an open source tool designed for the abstraction, simulation and
fitting ofMCmodels of dMRI. The ability of theMT-MCmodel to retrieve
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(Frigo et al. 2020c): Frigo et al. (2020),
‘Multi Tissue Modelling of Diffusion MRI
Signal Reveals Volume Fraction Bias’

(Frigo et al. 2020d): Frigo et al. (2020),
‘Multi-compartment modelling of diffu-
sion MRI signal shows TE-based volume
fraction bias’

the unbiased volume fractions is tested on both synthetic data generated
with Dmipy and real data obtained from the HCP database. Results ob-
tained from these data confirm that the concepts of signal fraction and
volume fraction are not interchangeable. Moreover, all the studies involv-
ing white matter tissue microstructure models should be reinterpreted
taking into account the difference between the concepts of signal frac-
tion and volume fraction.

TheMT-MCmodel have already been presented at the International Sym-
posium on Biomedical Imaging of 2020 Frigo et al. 2020c and at the 26th
meeting of the Organization for Human BrainMapping Frigo et al. 2020d.
A manuscript in the form of article is being prepared to be submitted to
a scientific journal (Frigo et al. 2021a).

Section 3.2 is devoted to the presentation of the theoretical bases of MC
modelling, to the highlighting of why signal and volume fractions are
not equivalent in general, and to the formalization of the MT-MC model
that we proposed. Section 3.3 will include the design of the experiments
and the presentation of their results, which are finally discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4.

3.2 Theory

3.2.1 Multi-Compartment models

Complex microstructural configurations can bemodelled as a linear com-
bination of few elementary compartments. For example, the diffusion
within axons can be described as the motion of water molecules along a
stick or within a cylinder, while diffusion in free water like the one that
can be observed in the CSF can be modelled as the diffusion within a ball.
A vast portion of the dMRI literature of the last twenty years is devoted
to the definition of compartmental models for anisotropic intra-axonal
and extra-axonal diffusivity and for the isotropic diffusivity. These are
known as Multi Compartment (MC) models and they all describe the
shape of the dMRI signal by means of the following linear combination
of compartment-specific shapes:

𝐸(𝑏, 𝐆) = 𝑆(𝑏, 𝐆, 𝑇𝐸)
𝑆0(𝑇𝐸)

=
𝑁𝑐
∑
𝑖=1

𝜙𝑖 ⋅ 𝐸𝑖(𝑏, 𝐆) (3.1)

where 𝑇𝐸 is the echo time, 𝑏 is the 𝑏-value, 𝐆 is the gradient direction,
𝑁𝑐 is the number of considered compartments, 𝐸𝑖 is the signal attenua-
tion (a.k.a. response function) of compartment 𝑖 and 𝜙𝑖 is the portion of 𝐸
explained by compartment 𝑖, i.e. the signal fraction of the compartment.
The derivation of analytical expressions for the compartment-specific re-
sponse functions has been researched broadly and deeply in the past lit-
erature. See the work of Panagiotaki et al. 2014 for a thorough review of
the topic.
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3.2.2 The Standard Model of White Matter

Several MC models have been proposed to describe the microstructural
composition of the brain, among which we mention the stick-and-ball
model of T. E. Behrens et al. 2003, the ActiveAx model of Alexander
et al. 2010 and the neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging
(NODDI) model of H. Zhang et al. 2012. The common factor of these for-
mulations is the presence of an anisotropic component that describes the
WM and an isotropic component accounting for the CSF. This coherence
is reflected in what Novikov et al. called the standard model of dMRI in
the brain (Novikov et al. 2019). The anisotropic component of the stan-
dard model is described as a bundle of dispersed fibers composed of a
stick and a zeppelin compartment (accounting for the intra- and extra-
axonal diffusion respectively), while the isotropic component is modelled
with a ball.

Borrowing the taxonomy from (Panagiotaki et al. 2014), the three com-
partments are mathematically defined as follows:

▶ The IC compartment is modelled as a stick whose free parameters
are the parallel diffusivity 𝜆∥ and the spherical coordinates of the di-
rection of the fiber population 𝐧 = (𝜃, 𝜑). The corresponding signal
shape along gradient direction 𝐆 ∈ 𝕊2 with 𝑏-value 𝑏 is:

𝐸𝐼 𝐶 (𝑏, 𝐆, 𝜆∥, 𝐧) = 𝑒−𝑏𝜆∥⟨𝐧,𝐆⟩ (3.2)

where ⟨𝐧, 𝐆⟩ denotes the usual scalar product in ℝ2.
▶ The EC component is described by a Zeppelin, which can be de-

fined as a diffusion tensor that depends on the parallel diffusivity
𝜆∥, the perpendicular diffusivity 𝜆⟂ and the direction of the fiber
population 𝐧 = (𝜃, 𝜑). The signal shape is given by the tensor model
of Equation (2.16), which is here reported with the customised no-
tation:

𝐸𝐸𝐶 (𝑏, 𝐆, 𝜆∥, 𝜆⟂, 𝐧) = 𝑒−𝑏𝐆𝑇𝐷𝐆 (3.3)

where the diffusion tensor defined as 𝐷 = (𝜆∥ − 𝜆⟂) 𝐧𝐧𝑇 + 𝜆⟂𝐼 and
𝐼 is the 3-by-3 identity matrix.

▶ The CSF compartment is modelled an isotropic ball, which is de-
fined in the same way as the zeppelin for 𝜆∥ = 𝜆⟂ = 𝜆𝑟 where 𝜆𝑟 is
the radial diffusivity. Notice that the first term in the definition of
the diffusion tensor disappears, hence the model does not depend
on the principal direction 𝐧, making the compartment isotropic as
wanted. The expression for the signal shape reads as follows:

𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐹 (𝑏, 𝜆𝑟 ) = 𝑒−𝑏𝜆𝑟 (3.4)

where one can notice that the signal decay depends solely on the
𝑏-value, making it independent from the gradient direction.

Additionally, fiber dispersion is formalized as the convolution of the stick
and zeppelin compartments with an ODF denoted by 𝒫 . An example of
such orientation function is the Watson distribution 𝑊(𝐧, 𝜅) (Mardia et
al. 1990), which assumes axial symmetry of the dispersion around the
main direction of the bundle 𝐧 ∈ 𝕊2 with concentration 𝜅. The corre-
sponding orientation dispersion index (ODI) can be computed as 𝑂𝐷𝐼 =
2/𝜋 ⋅ arctan(1/𝜅) (H. Zhang et al. 2012).
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Given the elements described in the previous lines, the MC formulation
of the standard model is defined as follows:

𝐸(𝐧, 𝜅, 𝜆∥, 𝜆⟂, 𝜆𝑟 , 𝜙𝐼 𝐶 , 𝜙𝐸𝐶 , 𝜙𝐶𝑆𝐹 ) = 𝒫 (𝐧) ∗ [𝜙𝐼 𝐶 ⋅ 𝐸𝐼 𝐶 (𝜆∥, 𝐧) + 𝜙𝐸𝐶 ⋅ 𝐸𝐸𝐶 (𝜆∥, 𝜆⟂, 𝐧)] + 𝜙𝐶𝑆𝐹 ⋅ 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐹 (𝜆𝑟 ) (3.5)

where the dependence on the acquisition parameters 𝑏 and 𝐆 has been
omitted for the sake of readability.

Several constraints can be applied to the model given in Equation (3.5),
among which the most common are hereafter reported.

1. The sum of the signal fractions is unitary: 𝜙𝐼 𝐶 + 𝜙𝐸𝐶 + 𝜙𝐶𝑆𝐹 = 1;
2. The perpendicular diffusivity of the EC compartment is tortuous,

which in mathematical terms means the following:

𝜆⟂ = 𝜙𝐸𝐶
𝜙𝐼 𝐶 + 𝜙𝐸𝐶

⋅ 𝜆∥; (3.6)

3. The parallel diffusivity of the IC and EC compartments is fixed (e.g.
𝜆∥ = 1.7 ⋅ 10−9𝑚2/𝑠 as in (H. Zhang et al. 2012));

4. The radial diffusivity of the CSF compartment is fixed (e.g. 𝜆𝑟 =
3.0 ⋅ 10−9𝑚2/𝑠 as in (H. Zhang et al. 2012)).

Several recent studies questioned the validity of these constraints (Dell’Acqua
et al. 2019; Jelescu et al. 2016; Lampinen et al. 2017).

In presence of two distinct compartments for the intra- and extra-axonal
components of thewhitematter, the so-called tortuosity constraint (Szafer
et al. 1995; Aaron Szafer et al. 1995) can be employed to reduce the num-
ber of independent parameters. This means that the perpendicular dif-
fusivity of the EC compartment is defined as a function of the parallel
diffusivity and the proportion between the intra-axonal and the extra-
axonal volume fractions (Jelescu et al. 2016). To employ tortuosity, first
the fraction of the axonal compartments explained by the extra-axonal
component is computed:

𝑣𝑒 = 1 − 𝑓𝑖
𝑓𝑖 + 𝑓𝑒

where 𝑣𝑒 is the extra-axonal portion and 𝑓𝑖 and 𝑓𝑒 are the volume fractions
of the intra- and extra-axonal compartments respectively. The perpen-
dicular diffusivity 𝜆⟂ can then be obtained by multiplying the parallel
diffusivity 𝜆∥ by the extra-axonal fraction:

𝜆⟂ = 𝑣𝑒 ⋅ 𝜆∥. (3.7)

As highlighted by the left hand side of Equation (3.5), the model depends
on eight parameters, where 𝐧 is two-dimensional, yielding 9 degrees of
freedom, to which one has to subtract the degrees of freedom covered by
the constraints. The remaining parameters can be estimated via standard
least squares by defining the following minimization problem:

𝑝∗ = argmin
𝑝

1
2 ‖ ̂𝑆

̂𝑆0
− 𝐸(𝑝)‖

2

2
(3.8)
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where 𝑝 is the parameter vector, ̂𝑆 is the acquired dMRI signal, ̂𝑆0 is
the mean 𝑏 = 0 image and 𝐸(𝑝) is the realization of the forward model
given in Equation (3.5). Fitting such parameters requires the acquisition
of multi-shell data with at least one shell per compartment (Scherrer et
al. 2010). The obtained parameters 𝑝∗ are the microstructural parameters
that can finally be analysed for clinical or research purposes. In practice,
the fitted signal fractions 𝜙𝑖 will likely not sum to 1, as they absorb any
discrepancies between the normalised signal in the left hand side and the
signal shapes in the left hand sides of equation (3.5), in particular when
more than one image is acquired at 𝑏 = 0.
A thorough review on the variety of MC models of WM that can be
defined with the current state-of-the-art tools is the one of Fick et al.
2019, where also the Dmipy package is presented. This software is the
reference tool used throughout this work for the study of microstruc-
ture. More recently, MC models have been used to assess also the mi-
crostructural composition of the gray matter (GM) (Fukutomi et al. 2019;
Ganepola et al. 2018; Villalon-reina et al. 2020), but the literature is still
sparse and there is a lack of agreement on how to model the GM with
MC models.

3.2.3 MC models do not account for T2 differences

As shown in Equation (3.1), MC models aim at fitting the signal shape
𝐸 as the ratio of the PGSE signal 𝑆 and the 𝑆0 amplitude. The implicit
assumption that lies behind this formulation is that the 𝑆0 by which the
acquired signal is divided is the same for all the modelled compartments.
In particular, as the 𝑆0 image corresponds to the signal coming from the
non-diffusion-weighted spin-echo sequence, we know that its amplitude
depends on the 𝑇𝐸 and 𝑇𝑅 of the acquisition and on the 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 times
of the sample. The mathematical relationship between these quantities
is the one already presented in Equation (2.6), which read as follows:

𝑆0 ∼ [𝐻] ⋅ (1 − 𝑒−𝑇𝑅/𝑇1) ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇2 (3.9)

where [𝐻] is the proton density in the sample. Before going into the in-
terpretation of the two exponential terms of the equation, we must re-
member that different tissues have different 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 times. While in
the formation of the 𝑆0 image the different 𝑇1 times of the tissues are
negligible thanks to the length of 𝑇𝑅 (which is usually one order of mag-
nitude longer than 𝑇𝐸), tissues with different 𝑇2 will generate sensibly
different contrast in the image (Just et al. 1988; Plewes 1994; Veraart et
al. 2018). Figure 3.1 illustrates how this difference is visible in the 𝑆0 re-
sponse of the WM and the CSF. These differences are the result of the
contrast between the compartments in 𝑇2-weighted images. In order to
understand how this difference in the 𝑇2 impacts the signal-fraction esti-
mation, consider the following example. Let a voxel in the WM contain-
ing some partial volume of CSF, which is common in the corpus-callosum
near the ventricles. In particular, let’s assume that the volume fractions
are 𝑓𝑊𝑀 = 0.9 and 𝑓𝐶𝑆𝐹 = 0.1. The corresponding signal equation will be

𝑆 = 0.9 ⋅ 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 ⋅ 𝐸𝑊𝑀 + 0.1 ⋅ 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 ⋅ 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐹 . (3.10)
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Figure 3.1: The figure shows the 𝑆0 re-
sponse of the WM and of the CSF for
twelve randomly picked subjects from the
HCP database. Values are obtained with
the heuristic technique of Dhollander et al.
2016b via Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019).

As highlighted by Figure 3.1, the value of 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 can be up to six times the
one of 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 . Including this into our toy model, hence defining 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 =
6 ⋅ 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 , Equation (3.10) becomes

𝑆 = 0.9 ⋅ 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 ⋅ 𝐸𝑊𝑀 + 0.6 ⋅ 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 ⋅ 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐹 (3.11)

which after dividing both sides of the equation by the composite 𝑆0 =
𝑓𝑊𝑀 ⋅ 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 + 𝑓𝐶𝑆𝐹 ⋅ 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 becomes

𝑆
𝑆0

= 0.6 ⋅ 𝐸𝑊𝑀 + 0.4 ⋅ 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐹 (3.12)

yielding the signal fractions 𝜙𝑊𝑀 = 0.6 and 𝜙𝐶𝑆𝐹 = 0.4. This exampled
showed how signal fractions and volume fractions are not interchange-
able concepts when it comes to modelling multiple tissues having dif-
ferent 𝑆0 responses. Not taking into account this differences can lead to
significant misrepresentations of the tissue composition, as showed in
the previous example and in the results reported in Section 3.3.

Recent works (Gong et al. 2020; Lampinen et al. 2019, 2020; Veraart et al.
2018) addressed the possibility of using multi-TE acquisitions to disen-
tangle the contribution of tissue with different 𝑇2 times in MCmodelling.
The next section is devoted to the presentation of the advantages and
limitations of such formulations.

3.2.4 Leveraging multi-TE sequences in
Multi-Compartment modelling of the dMRI signal

If the problem of MC models is that they do not distinguish the 𝑆0 of
different tissues because of the limitations of single-TE acquisition se-
quences like the one considered in the previous sections, the solution
could simply be to use multi-TE (MTE) acquisitions, despite the required
longer acquisition time. This idea has been investigated in recent works
of Veraart et al. 2018, Lampinen et al. 2019, 2020 and Gong et al. 2020.
The common ground of these work is the following consideration: the
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analysis of volume fractions as we intend them is not doable with con-
ventional multi-shell dMRI acquired with a single echo time. In this sec-
tion we are going to present how the MTE information is included in MC
modelling following the flow of the definition of the TE-dependent Dif-
fusion Imaging (TEdDI) technique proposed by Veraart et al. 2018. The
same principles are followed in the more recent works of Lampinen et al.
2019, 2020 and of Gong et al. 2020. For the sake of coherence, we adapted
the original notation used in the articles to the one used in this thesis.

The TEdDI technique considers a rewriting of the MC equation that di-
rectly includes the contribution of the 𝑇2 time of the tissue modelled by
the compartment and the 𝑇𝐸 of the acquisition into the volume fraction
of each compartment. The contribution of the compartment-specific 𝑆 𝑖0
considered in Equation (3.16) is modelled explicitly as follows:

𝑆(𝑏, 𝑇𝐸, 𝑇 𝑖2, 𝐩𝑖) = 𝑆0 ⋅
𝑁𝑐
∑
𝑖=1

𝜙𝑖 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇
𝑖2 ⋅ 𝐸𝑖(𝑏, 𝐩𝑖) (3.13)

where 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇 𝑖2 plays the role of the compartment-specific contribution of
the 𝑇2 time and 𝑆0 is the proton density- and 𝑇1-weighted image, which
corresponds to Equation (2.6) for 𝑇𝐸 = 0. Notice that the 𝑇2 time of each
compartment is an independent variable of the model, hence it must be
estimated in the fitting process. This requires the acquisition of multi-
shell (to allow the use of multiple compartments) and multi-TE (to avoid
degeneracy in the joint fitting of 𝜙𝑖 and 𝑇 𝑖2) dMRI data. The volume fraction
of each compartment is defined by Veraart et al. 2018 and Gong et al. 2020
as follows:

𝑓𝑖(𝑇𝐸) =
𝜙𝑖 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇

𝑖2

∑𝑗 𝜙𝑗 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇
𝑗
2

(3.14)

where one should notice how the volume fraction 𝑓𝑖 depends on the echo
time 𝑇𝐸. Conversely, Lampinen et al. 2019, 2020 opted for defining the
volume fractions as

𝑓𝑖 =
𝜙𝑖

∑𝑗 𝜙𝑗
, (3.15)

which corresponds to the normalisation of the 𝜙𝑖 retrieved from fitting
the model given in Equation (3.13). The formulation provided in Equa-
tion (3.13) can be regarded as the multi-TE standard model of the dMRI
signal in the human brain, in analogy with what reported by Novikov
et al. 2019 and in Section 3.2.2 of this thesis.

The MTE standard model has already been used in the previously cited
works of Veraart et al. 2018, Lampinen et al. 2019, 2020 and Gong et al.
2020 to investigate the microstructure of the white matter of the brain.
They showed that particular instances of the MTE standard model al-
low to assess how the 𝑇2 time of the acquired sample is formed by the
different compartments. Also, with MTE-MC models they showed that
the concept of volume fraction should not just be abandoned in favor of
the concept of signal fraction. Its straightforward interpretability is of
much appeal in brain pathology research (Hara et al. 2018; Suzuki et al.
2017; Vestergaard-Poulsen et al. 2007), where biomarkers are not only
quantified but also contextualized, related to other non-microstructural
information and interpreted.

Some limitations come with the use of such formulation. First, the vol-
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ume fractions defined in Equation (3.14) are 𝑇𝐸-dependent. This poses
several limitations in terms of usability and prevents from having a sin-
gle index for the volume fraction of a compartment, which intuitively
should be a characteristic of the sample, not of the acquisition. This am-
biguity adds itself to the second limitation of theMTE formulation, which
concerns how the 𝑇2 time of the tissue modelled by each compartment is
included in the model. As shown in Equation (3.13), the MTE framework
corrects the classical MC model by multiplying each term in the sum by
the 𝑇2-dependent factor Equation (2.6) of the 𝑆0 image, which is exactly
𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇2 . This contribution to the signal 𝑆 is counted twice, as it is implic-
itly present also in the 𝑆0 term that multiplies the sum on the right hand
side of Equation (3.13). Notice that relaxing the ∑𝑁𝑐𝑖=1 𝜙𝑖 = 1 constraint
would solve the issue, as the double contribution would be corrected by
an identical scaling of each 𝜙𝑖, which is then absorbed in the normal-
ization performed in Equation (3.14). Assessing if and how the repeated
presence of the term affects the fitting of the 𝑇2 times is out of the scope of
this work. The third limitation of MTE-MC modelling that we highlight
is of methodological nature. Classical MC models are representations of
the dMRI signal that rely on standardmulti-shell acquisitions designed in
a HARDI fashion which have been used in the last 15 years for the study
of both microstructure and tractography-based structural connectivity.
The MTE framework does have the merit to correct the signal/volume
fraction ambiguity, but this is achieved by increasing the complexity of
the acquisition, which requires multiple 𝑇𝐸 to be considered. For this rea-
son, the MTE framework is not to be considered an alternative to the MC
formulation but rather a new method for the estimation of microstruc-
tural parameters that spans the whole range from acquisition design to
post-processing, preventing from correcting the estimation of volume
fractions on datasets acquired in the past.

In Section 3.2.5 we are going to propose a generalization of the MC mod-
els that takes into account the differences in terms of 𝑆0 between the
tissues modelled by each compartment without requiring multi-TE ac-
quisitions to be considered. This will allow us to restore the concept of
volume fraction in the context of MC modelling of the dMRI signal ac-
quired with a single TE.

3.2.5 Multi-Tissue Multi-Compartment models

The standard formulation of MC models includes a normalization of the
dMRI signal 𝑆0 by its non-diffusion-weighted component 𝑆0. This opera-
tion is performed in order to retrieve the shape 𝐸 of the acquired signal.
The shape is then modelled as a linear combination of signal shapes of
different compartments. In Section 3.2.3 we showed how this formula-
tion hides the assumption that all the tissues modelled by the compart-
ments have the same 𝑇2 time (hence 𝑆0), highlighting how this is not
true a-priori. The solutions to the multi-tissue problem proposed in the
literature and summarised in the previous section have the remarkable
limitation of requiring the acquisition of multi-TE data to be used.

In the context of multi-tissue modelling, a solution has been proposed
by Jeurissen et al. 2014 for the estimation of fODFs from multi-shell data,
where the shell- and tissue-specific signal amplitude is leveraged in order
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to rescale the fODF that describes the signal shape of each considered
tissue. This includes the response of each tissue in the 𝑏 = 0 shell, hence
the 𝑆0 of the tissues. The technique we are proposing in the following
paragraphs builds on top of this idea. We highlight how similar solutions
have been exploited also in the estimation of single-shell single-tissue
response functions for the estimation of fODFs (Descoteaux et al. 2007;
Tournier et al. 2007).

Let 𝑁𝑐 be the number of compartments included in the model we want
to design and let 𝑆 𝑖0 be the 𝑆0 response of compartment 𝑖. We define the
Multi-Tissue Multi-Compartment (MT-MC) model as follows:

𝑆 (𝑏, 𝑇𝐸) =
𝑁𝑐
∑
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆 𝑖0(𝑇𝐸) ⋅ 𝐸𝑖 (𝑏, p𝑖) (3.16)

where 𝑓𝑖 is the volume fraction of compartment 𝑖 and 𝑆 𝑖0(𝑇𝐸) is the 𝑆0
response of the tissue modelled by compartment 𝑖. The dependence on
𝑇𝐸 is added to the notation only to remark that this formulation restores
the factorization of the PGSE signal given in Equation (2.14), where the
signal attenuation is defined as the amplitude × shape product, with the
amplitude being the TE-dependent component and the shape being the
diffusion-dependent component. This mechanism is here replicated at
compartmental level, implying that we model the whole signal instead
of its shape only. Recalling that 𝑇𝐸 and 𝑇2 are linked by the exponential
term 𝑆0 ∼ exp (−𝑇𝐸/𝑇2) in Equation (2.6), we highlight how the MT-MC
formulation does indeed take into account the differences between the
𝑆0 responses in each tissue.

Notice that 𝜙𝑖 and 𝑓𝑖 are not equivalent in general, as the former describes
the signal fraction of compartment 𝑖 and the latter describes the volume
fraction of the tissue modelled by the compartment. The only case in
which they are equivalent is when all the tissues described by theMT-MC
model have equal 𝑆0 responses. In that case, Equation (3.16) is equivalent
to (3.1) after multiplying both the sides of the equation by 𝑆0. For this
reason we say that 𝜙𝑖 is a biased estimator of 𝑓𝑖. One could argue that the
relationship between the signal fractions 𝜙𝑖 and the volume fractions 𝑓𝑖
is just a rescaling, in which case the volume fractions could be retrieved
with a simple correction that takes into account the 𝑆0 signal and the 𝑆 𝑖0 re-
sponse of the compartment. This is always true except when the volume
fraction of the compartment is an independent variable in some other
compartment. Using the tortuosity constraint to define the perpendicu-
lar diffusivity of the extra-axonal compartment, we establish a non-linear
dependence between the compartmental fraction of the intra- and extra-
cellular compartments. In this way, the diffusivity of the extra-axonal
compartment, which has a non-linear relationship with the model, is de-
fined as in Equation (3.7), forcing the intra- and extra-cellular signal/vol-
ume fractions to be non-linear parameters of the model. For instance, if
the intra- and extra-axonal compartments have different 𝑆0, the perpen-
dicular diffusivity of the EC computed with the tortuosity constraint de-
fined on the signal fractions will be different from the one obtained from
the volume fractions. As a consequence, two models defined with the
two possible tortuosity constraints are not interchangeable and rescal-
ing one’s volume fractions does not yield the other’s signal fractions.
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3.2.5.1 Fitting MT-MC models

The fitting of a MT-MC model is designed in a fashion similar to the one
of MC models, but two different approaches can be employed. The first
provides only the volume fractions (VF), while the second yields both the
signal and the volume fractions (SVF). Given the acquired dMRI signal ̂𝑆,
the corresponding 𝑆0, the number of compartments 𝑁𝑐 , the signal shape
𝐸𝑖(𝐩𝑖) of compartment 𝑖 depending on the parameter vector 𝐩𝑖 and the
compartment-specific signal amplitude 𝑆 𝑖0, the fitting can be performed
in the two following ways.

VF Solve the following least squares problem with respect to the mi-
crostructural parameters 𝑓𝑖 and 𝐩𝑖:

𝑓 ∗, 𝑝∗ = argmin
𝑓𝑖,𝑝𝑖

‖𝑆 −
𝑁𝑐
∑
𝑖=1

𝑓𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆 𝑖0 ⋅ 𝐸𝑖(𝐩𝑖)‖
2

2
(3.17)

which can be solved with standard inverse-problem solvers where the
forward model is the one given in Equation (3.16). The procedure yields
the volume fractions (VF) of the compartments.

SVF First fit the signal fractions 𝜙𝑖 and the microstructural parameters
𝐩𝑖 from the MC formulation of Equation (3.5), then consider the MT-MC
formulation of Equation (3.16) and fix the microstructural parameters 𝐩𝑖
to the ones fitted in the previous step. The volume fractions can then be
retrieved as a rescale of the signal fractions. In mathematical terms, the
described procedure reads as follows:

1. Solve the associated MC problem:

𝜙∗, 𝐩∗ = argmin
𝜙𝑖,𝐩𝑖

‖ 𝑆𝑆0
−

𝑁𝑐
∑
𝑖=1

𝜙𝑖 ⋅ 𝐸𝑖(𝐩𝑖)‖
2

2
(3.18)

where the product of the minimization problem is the signal frac-
tion 𝜙𝑖 and the parameter vector 𝐩𝑖 of each compartment 𝑖;

2. Fix the fitted non-signal-fraction parameters in the MT-MC model.
At this point the volume fractions are not related to each other (or
to other compartments in general) and it is therefore possible to
estimate them by rescaling the signal fractions. The rescale is the
one suggested by the comparison of the coefficients that multiply
the signal shapes in Equations (3.1) and (3.16) and reads as follows:

𝑓𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆 𝑖0 = 𝜙𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆0
𝑓𝑖 = 𝜙𝑖 ⋅

𝑆0
𝑆 𝑖0

(3.19)

yielding a simple operation that allows to retrieve volume fractions
from signal fractions once the 𝑆0 of each compartment is known.
Both the signal and volume fractions of each compartment are re-
turned.
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To employ the SVF strategy, extra caution must be taken towards the
use of the tortuosity constraint. The intra- and extra- axonal fractions
used for the definition of the perpendicular diffusivity can be either the
signal fractions or the volume fractions of the compartments. The choice
influences the whole model design and should be taken with extra care.
In an effort to keep the notation coherent with the previous literature,
we will say that whenever the tortuosity constraint is defined using the
volume fractions we will have a MT-corrected tortuosity constraint.

The major difference between the two approaches is that VF fits directly
the MT-MC model, while SVF first fits the associated MC model, then
does a rescale of the obtained signal fractions. The reason why the two-
step procedure SVF was designed is two-fold:

▶ to be able to access both the signal and the volume fractions of the
compartments at the same time;

▶ to allow to re-process results that had previously been obtained on
standard MC models in a MT fashion with a simple operation.

The SVF strategy is the one implemented in Dmipy (Fick et al. 2019),
which at our knowledge is the only available framework for generalised
MC modelling that includes the definition of MT-MC models. As far as
specific instances of MT-MCmodels are concerned, the multi-shell multi-
tissue CSD technique of (Jeurissen et al. 2014) is implemented in Mr-
trix3 (Tournier et al. 2019).

3.2.6 Generalised MT-MC Modelling

The proposed MT-MC framework is in fact a general formulation that
contains both MC and MTE-MCmodels as particular cases. The MC case
has already been discussed in Section 3.2.5.

Multi-TE MC models are a particular instance of MT-MC models in the
sense that for a specific choice of 𝑆 𝑖0 in Equation (3.16) one recovers the
formulation of MTE-MCmodels given in Equation (3.13). Comparing the
coefficients that multiply the (non-TE-dependent) signal shapes in the
two equations, one obtains

𝑓𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆 𝑖0 = 𝑆0 ⋅ (𝜙𝑖 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇
𝑖2)

𝑓𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆 𝑖0 = 𝜙𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆0 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇
𝑖2

(3.20)

which suggests that the MTE-MC model can be obtained by setting 𝑆 𝑖0 =
𝑆0𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇

𝑖2 . The fact that we do not include the ∑𝑁𝑐𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 = 1 constraint
makes our formulation immune to the sub-optimality of this choice dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.4. In a different context, the same problem is solved
in an identical way in the COMMIT framework (Daducci et al. 2014),
where the signal fractions are not subject to the unitary sum constraint.

The same idea used for including the 𝑇2 effects in theMCmodelling could
be exploited to include any PD or 𝑇1 correction in a fashion similar to the
one of (3.13). Acquisitions obtained with state of the art protocols do not
allow to sense such differences between tissues all together, but future
developments could open this opportunity. The model is ready.
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3.2.7 The MT Standard Model of dMRI in White Matter

Inspired by the standard model of dMRI in WM as described by Novikov
et al. 2019, in this section we define the MT generalization of such model.
We recall that the model includes a stick and a zeppelin compartment
for the intra- and extra-cellular diffusivity respectively and a ball that
accounts for the diffusivity in the CSF and other isotropic structures. Let
𝑆 𝑖0 be the 𝑆0 response of the tissue modelled by each compartment 𝑖 and
𝒫 ∶ 𝕊2 → ℝ+ the orientation distribution. The MT standard model of
dMRI in WM reads as follows:

𝑆(𝐧, 𝜅, 𝜆∥, 𝜆⟂, 𝜆𝑟 , 𝑓𝐼 𝐶 , 𝑓𝐸𝐶 , 𝑓𝐶𝑆𝐹 ) =

𝑃(𝐧) ∗
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝
𝑓𝐼 𝐶 ⋅ 𝑆𝐼 𝐶0 ⋅ 𝐸𝐼 𝐶 (𝜆∥, 𝐧)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

intra-axonal

+ 𝑓𝐸𝐶 ⋅ 𝑆𝐸𝐶0 ⋅ 𝐸𝐸𝐶 (𝜆∥, 𝜆⟂, 𝐧)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
extra-axonal

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
+ 𝑓𝐶𝑆𝐹 ⋅ 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 ⋅ 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐹 (𝜆𝑟 )⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

𝐶𝑆𝐹
(3.21)

where the compartment specific parameters are defined as in Section 3.2.2.
Three scenarios can be describedwith themodel given in Equation (3.21):

▶ 3-tissue model - The three compartments describe tissues with dis-
tinct 𝑆0 responses. This corresponds to the explicit case of Equa-
tion (3.21).

▶ 2-tissue model - The two anisotropic compartments (IC and EC)
model tissues whose 𝑆0 is equal. Typically, it is the 𝑆0 of the WM,
so we say that 𝑆𝐼 𝐶0 = 𝑆𝐸𝐶0 = 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 and 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 ≠ 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 .

▶ 1-tissue model - In absence of any prior knowledge on the 𝑆0 of
the three tissues, they are considered all equal. We denote this as
𝑆𝐼 𝐶0 = 𝑆𝐸𝐶0 = 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 = 𝑆0 where 𝑆0 is the average across the images
acquired at 𝑏 = 0 𝑠𝑚𝑚−2.

Notice that the 1-tissue scenario ismathematically equivalent to the single-
tissue (ST) standard model of Section 3.2.2, hence the associated volume
fractions are equivalent to the signal fractions.

In the following section we are going to study the impact on the estima-
tion of compartment-specific volume fractions of the assumptions used
for defining the three models. In particular, a global picture on these dif-
ferences will be obtained on a simulated dataset, while a more specific
insight on the differences between the 2-tissue model and the 1-tissue
model will be addressed on real data.

3.3 Experiments

The model considered in the performed experiments is the MT standard
model defined in the previous section with fixed 𝑆 𝑖0 and three additional
constraints:

▶ The fiber orientation distribution is modelled with a Watson distri-
bution of axis 𝐧 and fixed ODI.
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▶ The perpendicular diffusivity is subject to the tortuosity constraint,
hence

𝜆⟂ = (1 − 𝑓𝐼 𝐶
𝑓𝐼 𝐶 + 𝑓𝐸𝐶

) ⋅ 𝜆∥. (3.22)

▶ The parallel and radial diffusivity are fixed to 𝜆∥ = 1.7 ⋅ 10−9𝑚2𝑠−1
and 𝜆𝑟 = 3.0 ⋅ 10−9𝑚2𝑠−1 respectively.

The free parameters that are left are [𝑓𝐼 𝐶 , 𝑓𝐸𝐶 , 𝑓𝐼 𝑆𝑂 , 𝐧, 𝜅], where we re-
call that the normalised direction 𝐧 = [𝜃, 𝜑] is two-dimensional. Fitting
is done with the SVF procedure described in Section 3.2.5.1 in order to
retrieve both the signal fractions and the volume fractions to be com-
pared.

3.3.1 Synthetic phantom

3.3.1.1 Dataset

The simulated dataset is obtained from the forward model given by Equa-
tion (3.21) and generated with Dmipy (Fick et al. 2019). A total of 10′000
voxels was simulated on a multi-shell acquisition scheme identical to
the one that will be considered on the real dataset, which includes a
TE of 0.0895𝑠 and is composed of 288 samples subdivided in 18 points
at 𝑏 = 0𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and 90 diffusion-weighted samples obtained with uni-
formly distributed directions at 𝑏 = 1000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2, 𝑏 = 2000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and
𝑏 = 3000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 for a total of 3 non-𝑏 = 0 shells plus the 𝑏 = 0 shell. The
direction of the IC and EC compartments was set to 𝐧 = [0, 0] ∈ 𝕊2 for all
the voxels. The 𝑇2 time of each tissue was randomly sampled from a uni-
form distribution in the range specified in Table 3.1. The corresponding
𝑆0 was then computed as 𝑆0 = 𝑐 ⋅ 𝑒−𝑇𝐸/𝑇2 where 𝑐 is a scaling parameter
that positions the value of 𝑆0 in a realistic range and we tuned to 𝑐 = 1400.
The ODI of the Watson distribution was sampled from a uniform distri-
bution in the range specified in Table 3.1. Finally, the volume fractions
of each compartment were randomly generated from a uniform distribu-
tion in the range specified in Table 3.1, then normalized in such a way
that their sum was equal to 1. The choice of each range was tuned to
mimic the single-bundle configuration in the WM that one expects to be
able to model with the considered formulation. An additive rician noise

Parameter Min Max
𝑓𝐼 𝐶 0.5 0.8
𝑓𝐸𝐶 0.3 0.5
𝑓𝐶𝑆𝐹 0.3 0.7
𝑇 𝐼 𝐶2 0.080𝑠 0.100𝑠
𝑇 𝐸𝐶2 0.050𝑠 0.070𝑠
𝑇 𝐶𝑆𝐹2 0.900𝑠 1.100𝑠
𝑂𝐷𝐼 0.02 0.99

Table 3.1: For each parameter used in the
definition of the forwardmodel of the syn-
thetic dataset we report the minimum and
maximum value of the uniform distribu-
tion from which it was drawn.

was added to the simulated data to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio equal to
30.
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3.3.1.2 Results

We fitted the volume fractions ̂𝑓𝑖 of each compartment with the SVF pro-
cedure explained in Section 3.2.5.1 with the 1-tissue (1T), 2-tissue (2T)
and 3-tissue (3T) model, both with standard and MT-corrected (3T-MTT)
tortuosity. The latter is actually different from the standard tortuosity
only when the 3-tissue model is considered. When the 2-tissue model is
employed, the 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 response is computed as the weighted average of the
𝑆0 response of the IC and EC compartments, hence

𝑆𝑊𝑀0 = 𝑓𝐼 𝐶 ⋅ 𝑆𝐼 𝐶0 + 𝑓𝐸𝐶 ⋅ 𝑆𝐸𝐶0
𝑓𝐼 𝐶 + 𝑓𝐸𝐶

. (3.23)

Once each ̂𝑓𝑖 was estimated, we computed the absolute fitting error |𝑓𝑖 − ̂𝑓𝑖|.
The difference between the absolute errors obtained with each model is
tested with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon 1945) with 𝛼 = 0.05
and measured with the rank biserial correlation, i.e., an effect size mea-
sure in the [0, 1] range. In Figure 3.2 we report the boxplot of the distribu-
tion of the absolute fitting error across 10000 simulations (top row) and
the rank biserial correlation (bottom row). As we expected, the signal

Figure 3.2: The first row shows the boxplot of the absolute error of the estimated volume fraction of each compartment computed on the
synthetic dataset. The 1T categorical variable corresponds to the 1-tissuemodel, 2T to the 2-tissue, 3T to the 3-tissue with standard tortuosity
and 3T MTT to the 3-tissue model with MT-corrected Tortuosity (MTT). The second row shows, for each compartment, the rank biserial
correlations measuring the difference between the absolute errors of each model obtained from a Wilcoxon test with 𝛼 = 0.05: the lower
the correlation value, the higher the difference between the underlying distributions. Only statistically significant results are reported.

fractions retrieved by the 1-tissue model are biased estimates of the vol-
ume fractions retrieved with the 2-tissue and 3-tissue model. The bias
in the estimation of the volume fraction of the CSF compartment is four
times bigger than the one of the IC and EC compartment. This is coher-
ent with the fact that the 𝑆0 of the CSF compartment is much higher than
the one of the IC and EC compartments. The error decreases importantly
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Table 3.2: 𝑆0 response of the WM and of
the CSF of the three studied HCP sub-
jects. Values are obtained with the heuris-
tic technique of Dhollander et al. 2016b
via Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019).

Subject 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0
#1 3024 12740
#2 2794 13531
#3 2811 12598

when the 2-tissue model is used. Here, the IC volume fraction has abso-
lute error comparable to the one of the 3-tissue models. The first factor
that could induce such phenomenon is the definition of 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 , which by
design of the experiment will be closer to the 𝑆0 of the IC than to the one
of the EC compartment (𝑓𝐼 𝐶 > 𝑓𝐸𝐶 as reported in Table 3.1). This induces
the estimated EC volume fraction to be farther from the ground truth
than the one of the IC compartment. This difference is reflected in the
absolute error of the estimated volume fraction of the CSF compartment,
which is affected by the presence of the non-zero perpendicular diffusiv-
ity of the EC compartment. Nevertheless, the estimation error of the CSF
volume fraction is much lower than in the 1-tissuemodel thanks to the in-
clusion of the specific 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 in the formulation. Finally, the 3-tissue model
retrieves volume fractions that are in line with the ground truth ones. A
notable aspect concerns the inclusion of the MTT correction, which is
shown to significantly improve the estimation of the IC volume fraction.
This improvement corresponds to a deterioration (albite lower in scale)
of the estimation of the EC volume fraction. The estimation of the CSF
volume fraction does not change significantly when the MTT correction
is employed.

3.3.2 Real Data

3.3.2.1 Dataset

From the Human Connectome Project (HCP) database we considered
three randomly picked subjects∗ available at the Connectome Coordina-
tion Facility (Sotiropoulos et al. 2013; Van Essen et al. 2012). For each
subject a total of 288 images is acquired, subdivided in 18 volumes at 𝑏 =
0𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and 90 diffusion-weighted volumes obtained at uniformly dis-
tributed directions at 𝑏 = 1000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2, 𝑏 = 2000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and 𝑏 = 3000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2
for a total of 3 shells.

To our knowledge, current state-of-the-art techniques do not allow to
estimate subject-specific 𝑆0 responses of the IC and EC compartments,
while the 𝑆0 of the CSF compartment can be estimated together with
𝑆𝑊𝑀0 via techniques such as the heuristic approach of Dhollander et al.
2016a. For this reason, we analysed the aforementioned data with a 1-
tissue and a 2-tissue model where 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 and 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 have been estimated
with the Dhollander technique. The obtained values of 𝑆0 are displayed
in Figure 3.1 and reported in Table 3.2.

The difference between the absolute errors obtained with each instance
of the model is tested with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon 1945)
with 𝛼 = 0.05 and measured with the rank biserial correlation, i.e., an
effect size measure in the [0, 1] range.

3.3.2.2 Results

For each model, we fitted the signal and volume fractions with the SVF
technique. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of the signal fraction and
volume fraction of each compartment in the WM for three HCP subjects.
The WM mask was computed with FSL fast from the 𝑇1-weighted image
∗ ID subject 1: 100307, ID subject 2: 100408, ID subject 3: 101107.
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Subject IC EC CSF
𝑟 𝑝 𝑟 𝑝 𝑟 𝑝

#1 0.243 0.0 0.036 0.0 0.002 0.0
#2 0.221 0.0 0.142 0.0 0.002 0.0
#3 0.197 0.0 0.100 0.0 0.001 0.0

Table 3.3: For each subject (1, 2, 3) and
compartment (IC, EC, CSF), the table dis-
plays the value of the rank biserial cor-
relation 𝑟 and the corresponding p-value
𝑝 computed obtained from a Wilcoxon
signed rank test (Wilcoxon 1945) with
𝛼 = 0.05. The showed values are com-
puted with Scipy (scipy) and all the per-
formed comparisons exhibit statistically
significant differences.

with 1.25𝑚𝑚 voxel size available at the HCP database, then dilated by one
voxel withMrtrix3’s (Tournier et al. 2019)maskfilter command to smooth
the boundary. For each subject, the difference between the distribution of
the signal and the volume fractions is testedwith aWilcoxon signed-rank
test (Wilcoxon 1945) with 𝛼 = 0.05 and measured with the rank biserial
correlation, i.e., an effect size measure in the [0, 1] range. The results of
this test are reported in Table 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The displayed data are ob-
tained three subjects of the HCP database
(solid lines, dashed lines, and dotted lines).
Each panel shows the distribution of the
signal fraction and the volume fraction of
the IC, EC and CSF compartments respec-
tively. The blue lines correspond to signal
fractions and the orange lines to volume
fractions.

We recall that we considered a 2-tissue model by compressing the IC
and EC compartments in a unique block that describes the WM tissue.
The distribution of the volume fractions of the IC and EC compartments
showed in Figure 3.3 is right-shiftedwith respect to the distribution of the
corresponding signal fractions. On the contrary, the distribution of CSF
volume fractions in the WM mask is shifted towards lower values with
respect to the corresponding signal fractions. This means that the signal
fraction underestimates the presence of the intracellular compartment in
favour of the CSF compartment. This behaviour is consisted in all the
tested subjects.

This is coherent with the proportion between 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 and 𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 , as the for-
mer is typically lower than the acquired 𝑆0 and the latter is higher. The
results displayed in Figure 3.4 show how, within the WM mask, the WM
volume fraction is globally higher than the WM signal fraction. Also,
the absolute difference between the two exhibits some uniformity within
the considered sample. The macroscopic differences between the left and
right hemispheres present in all the three subjects may be due to some
bias field effect that we did not include in the model and survived the
minimal preprocessing of the data (Matthew F Glasser et al. 2013).
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Figure 3.4: Signal fractions (first column),
volume fractions (second column), and
their absolute difference (third column)
for three subjects of the HCP database.
Brighter colors correspond to higher frac-
tions (in the first two columns) and errors
(in the third column). Voxels shown in or-
ange/red and black correspond to decreas-
ingly lower values of the same fractions
and errors.

3.4 Discussion

In this chapter we analysed how multi-compartment models of brain tis-
sue microstructure can be adapted to account for the presence of tissues
having different 𝑇2 relaxation times. In particular, we focused on the ca-
pability of such models to estimate the volume fraction of each tissue
in the WM. We proposed a solution based on single-TE dMRI data, in
contrast with the state-of-the-art techniques that require multi-TE dMRI
data. Our results on both synthetic and in-vivo data show that signal frac-
tion and volume fraction are not interchangeable concepts in the context
of MC microstructure modelling. The shift of paradigm from signal frac-
tions to volume fractions has already been shown to improve the estima-
tion of fODFs (Jeurissen et al. 2014) and in this work we transferred the
same approach to the field of MC models of brain tissue microstructure,
leveraging the differences between the 𝑆0 responses of each modelled
tissue.

Overall, the presented results yielded an empirical confirm of the theoret-
ical considerations made in this work. In particular, the following aspects
are highlighted:

▶ With single-TE dMRI data it is possible to retrieve tissue-specific
volume fractions. Under the assumption that the IC and EC com-
partments have equal 𝑆0 response, techniques like the one of Dhol-
lander et al. 2016b allow to define the 2-tissue model used in this
section, opening the door to a better estimation of the compartment-
specific volume fractions. This is made possible by the MT-version
of the standard model of dMRI in theWM that we presented in this
work. It models multiple tissues in a MC fashion without requiring
multi-TE acquisition, which are conversely necessary in order to
use other state-of-the-art models.
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▶ Signal fractions and volume fractions are not equivalent in general.
This fact has considerable implications in clinical context. Previ-
ous studies that drew conclusions based on the idea of inspecting
volume fractions with single-TE dMRI need to be re-interpreted in
light of the fact that what they are based on is the signal fraction
of the tissues and not their volume fraction. How those differences
are expressed in the presence of pathology or group differences
remains unexplored and needs to be assessed in future studies.

We designed a multi-tissue version of the standard model of dMRI in the
WM, which allows to separate the contribution of the intra-axonal, the
extra-axonal and the CSF compartments and estimate the correspond-
ing three volume fractions. The results reported in Figure 3.2 suggest
that 2-tissue and 3-tissue models are always preferable to the 1-tissue
model. A bigger improvement is obtained by considering two tissues in-
stead of one, compared to the shift from the 2-tissue to the 3-tissue model.
This is due to the proportion between the 𝑆0s of each tissue, which sees
𝑆𝐶𝑆𝐹0 >> 𝑆𝑊𝑀0 , with 𝑆𝐼 𝐶0 > 𝑆𝐸𝐶0 but the latter difference is lower than the
former (Jeurissen et al. 2014).

A remarkable property of the proposed MT-MC model is that not only it
can be straightforwardly fitted on single-TE dMRI data (VF strategy), but
it can also re-use the results obtained with the MC version of the model
(which in principle would have returned only the signal fraction of each
compartment) and yield the volume fractions by means of an elemen-
tary rescaling operation (SVF strategy). While employing the SVF solu-
tion, extra care must be devoted to the use of the tortuosity constraint.
Rescaling signal fractions obtained using the non-MT-corrected tortuos-
ity constraint yields the volume fractions of a model where the perpen-
dicular diffusivity of the EC compartment has been obtained using signal
fractions, configuring an ambiguous (if not degenerate) solution.

The proposed model strongly relies on the external estimation of the 𝑇2
or the 𝑆0 of the modelled tissues. Our experiments on real data lever-
aged the heuristic of Dhollander et al. 2016b to retrieve the 𝑆0 of the WM
and the CSF. Understanding how this choice affects the estimation of
volume fractions is out of the scope of this work, but the raised question
suggests that further efforts should be devoted to researching techniques
that estimate tissue-specific 𝑆0 responses using single-TE data. Addition-
ally, analysing the proportion between the 𝑆0 of each tissue in a large
cohort of subjects could highlight patterns that could be exploited. If hy-
pothetically the 𝑇2 of extra-axonal was showed to be a constant fraction
of the 𝑇2 of the intra-axonal compartment, this could straightforwardly
be encoded in the model.

The difference between signal fractions and volume fractions has implica-
tions also in the field of tractography filtering (Frigo et al. 2020b), where
a coefficient is assigned to each streamline in a tractogram weighing its
contribution to the formation of the dMRI signal. In the COMMIT frame-
work (Daducci et al. 2014) these coefficients are the signal fractions asso-
ciated to each streamline. The model can be easily adapted to obtain the
volume fraction associated to each streamline, in particular in the con-
text of the recent work of Barakovic et al. 2020, where streamlines are
associated to bundle-specific 𝑇2 times.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented our work in the field of brain tissue mi-
crostructure estimation viamulti-compartmentmodels of dMRI. A known
limitation of these models is their inability to model multiple tissues
at the same time. We showed how what have always be considered to
be the volume fraction of a certain tissue is shown to actually be the
signal fraction of the same tissue. State-of-the-art techniques for over-
taking such limitation rely on multi-TE dMRI data. In this chapter we
proposed a multi-tissue the Multi-Tissue Multi-Compartment models of
dMRI, which allow to model multiple tissues at the same time using
single-TE dMRI data. Moreover, we formulated a generalisedmulti-tissue
modelling framework that encompasses both single-TE and multi-TE
multi-tissue models. Our results indicate that with single-TE dMRI data
alone one can model multiple tissues with multi-compartment models.

This work was done in collaboration with Rutger Fick †. This chapter is
based in part on the following published works.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Mauro Zucchelli, Rutger Fick, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi-compartment modelling of diffu-
sion MRI signal shows TE-based volume fraction bias. OHBM 2020.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Rutger Fick, Mauro Zucchelli, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi Tissue Modelling of DiffusionMRI
Signal Reveals Volume Fraction Bias. ISBI 2020.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Rutger Fick, Mauro Zucchelli, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi Tissue Multi Compartment Mod-
elling of Single-TE Diffusion MRI. bioRxiv 2021.01.29.428843.

† Former PhD student in the team, now at TRIBVN Healthcare, Paris, France
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Overview Several works exposed the limitations of dMRI-based trac-
tography, in particular in relation to the lack of quantitativeness in the
information carried by the estimated fiber pathways. A class of methods
that has been designed for addressing this issue goes under the name
of tractography filtering techniques (TFTs). These techniques act as post-
processing of a pre-computed tractogram by assign to each streamline
a coefficient representing how much the streamline is necessary for ex-
plaining the acquired dMRI signal or some transformation of it. The first
contribution of this chapter is a review of the state of the art TFTs and def-
inition of a unified framework that generalises the previous approaches.
The Tractograms As Linear Operators in Neuroimaging (TALON) Python
package allows this generalised approach to TFTs and has been publicly
released together with this thesis. We show how the inclusion of TFTs
in connectomic pipelines changes the topology of the obtained structural
connectomes on both healthy subjects and patients affected by traumatic
brain injury. This work was done in collaboration with Ragini Verma∗

and Junghoon John Kim†. The second contribution here presented con-
cerns the presentation of a novel TFT that extends the previous approaches
by including not only the structural information represented by diffusion
MRI, but also the functional information that is encoded in functional
connectomes. Our preliminary results show that the proposed method is
sound with respect to the criteria adopted for the evaluation of related
techniques.

4.1 Introduction

The increasing interest in connectomics shed light on the intrinsic lim-
itations of tractography based connectomes (Daducci et al. 2016; Jbabdi
et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2013; Maier-Hein et al. 2017; Francois Rheault et
al. 2020a). Tractography itself is an ill-posed problem that aims at re-
constructing the white matter fiber tracts from dMRI data. For exam-
ple, straight bundles are easier to recover than curved or fanning bun-
dles (Schilling et al. 2019b). Moreover, as exemplified in Figure 4.1, cross-
ing and kissing fiber configurations require specific prior knowledge to
be distinguished (Francois Rheault et al. 2020a). Considering that cross-
ing and kissing configurations are vastly present in the human white

∗ Penn Applied Connectomics and Imaging Group, Department of Radiology, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, United States of America

† Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Biomedical Sciences, CUNY School of Medicine,
The City College of New York, NY, United States of America
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Figure 4.1: Left panel: Assuming that the
gray region is the portion of WM that is
being studied and that the anatomically
correct bundles that form such geometry
are the ones that follow the red and the
blue lines, the figure gives an example
of a crossing bundles configuration. The
limited resolution of dMRI does not al-
low to distinguish the red and blue bun-
dles from the yellow and azure ones. Right
panel: Without additional priors, tractog-
raphy yields all the four bundles indepen-
dently of what the ground truth configu-
ration is.

matter, the number of bottlenecks that are encountered in the track-
ing process grows quickly, drastically reducing the accuracy of the re-
covered streamlines. As a results of the tractography challenge organ-
ised within ISMRM 2015 focused on the structural connectomics impli-
cations of tractography, Maier-Hein et al. 2017 reported that state-of-
the-art tracrography algorithms retrieve most of the valid bundles but
the retrieved invalid bundles are more than the valid ones. Notice that
these results rely on the mere presence of such streamline bundles in the
tractogram. When a quantitative approach is followed in the evaluation
of connectomes, such as the streamline count measure defined in Chap-
ter 2, the problem inherits the uncertainty carried by the lack of volume
that affects the streamlines. As a matter of fact, streamlines are defined
as curves in the three-dimensional space, hence they do not occupy a
certain portion of volume per-se. This makes the density of streamlines
much more affected by co-factors such as the seeding strategy, the cur-
vature of the bundle that is being tracked, the degree of branching of the
fiber configuration and any other configuration that deviates from the
simple case of the straight bundle not traversed by any other fiber (Jones
et al. 2013; Francois Rheault et al. 2020a). Finally, several studies (Jbabdi
et al. 2011; Jeurissen et al. 2019; Jones et al. 2013) pointed the finger to-
wards the fundamental sin of dMRI-based tractography: tracking algo-
rithms assume that axons are aligned with the direction of minimum
water hindrance. While this is a reasonable approximation at axonal res-
olution, it loses validity when brought to the dMRI resolution, where
water encounters a variety of barriers and restrictions limiting the ac-
ceptability of the simplification that describes the anisotropy of water
diffusion as a direct consequence of the microstructure of the sole axons.
Finally, dMRI is not able to distinguish afferent and efferent connections.
For these and other reasons (Jbabdi et al. 2011; Jeurissen et al. 2019; Jones
et al. 2013; Maier-Hein et al. 2017; Francois Rheault et al. 2020a; Schilling
et al. 2019a,b), the universally accepted truth is that tractography per-se
is not quantitative. This feels like a waste of information, since dMRI is a
complex quantitative technique that measures with incredible precision
the average displacement of water molecules, which is a phenomenon at
a much more refined scale than the one described with tractograms.
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Among the many problematic issues of tractography-based structural
connectivity estimation, the non-quantitative nature of tractography (Jones
et al. 2013; R. E. Smith et al. 2015b), the methodological limitations of
dMRI-based tractography (Francois Rheault et al. 2020a) and the presence
of many false positive connections within connectomes (Maier-Hein et
al. 2017) are the ones that inspired some of the most recent method-
ological advances in the field of non-invasive tractography. With the
aim of re-establishing the quantitative properties that one expects from
tractography, i.e. the strength of the structural connection being associ-
ated to quantitative aspects of the fiber population represented by each
streamline, several evolution of the standard tracking paradigm have
been developed. One such evolution is the so-called global tractography
approach (Christiaens et al. 2015; Kreher et al. 2008; Schreiber et al. 2014),
which makes use of a simulated annealing process and has been proven
to mitigate the potential bias induced by the geometry of the streamlines
to be tracked (bending, fanning, crossing, kissing, ...). Another technique
called AxTract (Girard et al. 2015, 2017) simultaneously tracks the stream-
lines and associates an axonal diameter to the tracked bundles. The global
and AxTract methods are generative (a.k.a. bottom-up) techniques, as
they build streamlines according to criteria that are more restrictive and
better informed than the ones of ordinary tractography algorithms.

In contrast with the bottom-up approach, a series of top-down techniques
have been proposed, namely the Spherical-deconvolution Informed Fil-
tering of Tractograms (SIFT) technique (R. E. Smith et al. 2013) and its
evolution (R. E. Smith et al. 2015a), the Convex Optimization Modelling
forMicrostructure Informed Tractography (COMMIT) (Daducci et al. 2014)
and its evolution COMMIT2 (Schiavi et al. 2020) and the Linear Fascicle
Evaluation (LiFE) model (Pestilli et al. 2014). These techniques go un-
der the name of Tractography Filtering Techniques (TFTs). They take a
predefined tractogram and associate to each streamline a single weight
that represents the amount of signal explained by or the connectivity
strength associated to the streamline depending on the used technique.
The following section is devoted to a review of these methods, to their
unification under a more general formulation and to the presentation of
the Functionally Informed TFT, which is a novel filtering technique that
extends the previous ones by integrating functional information in the
model. Section 4.3will be dedicated to two sets of experiments. In the first
we will assess how the use of TFTs affects the graph-theoretical analy-
sis of structural connectomes estimated with dMRI. This work has been
published in the Journal of Neural Engineering (Frigo et al. 2020b). The
second set of experiments is dedicated to the preliminary analysis of the
proposed FIT framework on both synthetic and real data. The results are
then discussed and a conclusion is given in Section 4.4

4.2 Theory

4.2.1 Tractography Filtering Techniques

As we discussed in the previous section, tractography is intrinsically ill-
posed and several of its limitations have been unveiled in the last fifteen
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Figure 4.2: This fODF has four lobes, two
of which follow the superior-inferior di-
rection (blue) while the other two follow
the left-right direction (red). The volume
of each lobe is what in Equation (4.2) is
denoted as 𝐹𝐷ℓ, where ℓ is the lobe index.

years, inspiring the development of novel tractography algorithms. Trac-
tography filtering techniques are top-down approaches that augment a
tractogram by associating a coefficient 𝑤𝑠 to each streamline 𝑠 accord-
ing to how much of the dMRI signal or of a certain map is explained
by the streamline. This coefficient quantifies the connectivity that is as-
sociated to the specific streamline and corresponds to the 𝑤𝑠 defined in
Equation (2.23). In the context of tractometry (Côté et al. 2013), stream-
lines associated to null weights are marked as false positives, hence dis-
carded from the tractogram in the construction of the connectome. In
this study we are going to focus only on SIFT2, and COMMIT2, as LiFE
can be formulated as a particular case of COMMIT and SIFT2 and COM-
MIT2 substitute SIFT and COMMIT respectively.

More recently, deep learning techniques for labelling false positive stream-
lines have been proposed (Astolfi et al. 2020; Legarreta et al. 2020). The
reason why these techniques are not included in our analysis is two-fold.
First, they follow a completely different paradigm. These deep learning
approaches rely solely on the geometry of the streamlines, while the
TFTs studied in this thesis are based on the idea that streamlines should
be re-projected on some reliable map in order to assess their role in the
construction of a weighted structural connectome. Secondly, these tech-
niques were proposed when this thesis started to see its end.

In the next sections we are going to define the mathematical foundations
of the TFTs studied in this work. The used notation is as close as possible
to the one of the original works. In some occasions, further simplifica-
tions have been included in order to ease the comprehension of the core
elements that characterise each TFT.

4.2.1.1 SIFT2

The SIFT2 model assigns a coefficient to each streamline in such a way
that the fiber density computed from the fODFsmatches the one obtained
from the weighted tractogram. It is implemented as part of the Mrtrix3
suite (Tournier et al. 2019).

The technique is formulated as a regularized least squares problem that
fits the reference vector whose entries are the integrals of each lobe of
the fODFs as they are showed in Figure 4.2. The fiber density associated
to lobe ℓ is denoted 𝐹𝐷ℓ and can be computed beforehand. This will not
change during the optimization process. What changes is the streamline
density, which is denoted as 𝑇𝐷ℓ and defined as follows. Given the 𝐿 fODF
lobes that are present in the image, let 𝑠 ∈ ℓ denote the streamlines that
are associated to the direction of lobe ℓ, then:

𝑇𝐷ℓ = ∑
𝑠∈ℓ

|𝑠ℓ| ⋅ 𝑒𝑤𝑠 (4.1)

where |𝑠ℓ| is the length of the segment of the streamline associated to
lobe ℓ traversing the voxel and the exponential is employed in order to
impose a soft non-negativity constraint on the weighting of each stream-
line contribution in the formation of the track density. The minimization
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problem is then defined as follows:

𝑥∗ = argmin
𝑥

𝐿
∑
ℓ=1

(𝐹𝐷ℓ −∑
𝑠∈ℓ

|𝑠ℓ| ⋅ 𝑒𝑥)
2
+ Ω(𝑥) (4.2)

where Ω is a regularization function. The original paper (R. E. Smith et
al. 2015a) proposes the use of regularization terms such as the standard
Tikonov regularization and the total variation penalty.

The minimisation problem written in Equation (4.2) can be re-written
to match the more common dictionary-based paradigm. Let 𝐹𝐷 ∈ ℝ𝐿 be
the vector whose entries are the volumes of each fODF lobe and 𝑛 the
number of streamlines in the tractogram, then define the matrix 𝑆 ∈ ℝ𝐿,𝑛
having one row per lobe and one column per tracked streamline. Each
entry 𝑆ℓ,𝑠 encodes the length of the segment |𝑠ℓ| that was used in the defi-
nition of 𝑇𝐷ℓ. If a streamline 𝑠 does not traverse lobe ℓ, the corresponding
entry will be null 𝑆ℓ,𝑠 = 0. In this way, the optimisation problem given in
Equation (4.2) can be written as follows:

𝑥∗ = argmin
0<𝑥∈ℝ𝑛

‖𝑆𝑥 − 𝐹𝐷‖22 + Ω(𝑥) (4.3)

where 𝑆𝑥 denotes the standard matrix-vector product and 𝑥 > 0 ac-
counts for the positivity constraint inherited from the exponential in
Equation (4.2).

This SIFT2 model has the advantage of attaching a biological interpre-
tation to the coefficients associated to the streamlines. Since the data
that are fitted are the volume integrals (𝑚𝑚3) of the lobes and the track
density is defined as the product of a length (𝑚𝑚) and some weighting
factor, such weighting factor has the dimension of an area (𝑚𝑚2). For
this reason, the weighting factors 𝑒𝑤𝑠 associated to each streamline can
be interpreted as the mean cross sectional area along the streamline. The
main limitation of this method is its inability to associate a null weight to
a streamline. In the context of connectomics, this means that the method
does not mark any streamline as a false positive connection. Neverthe-
less, the influence of such streamlines can be mitigated by assigning a
very small weights to it, limiting its impact in the construction of the
weighted connectome.

4.2.1.2 COMMIT2

The COMMIT2 framework is based on a forward model that transforms
each streamline into its profile in some dMRI-based map, allowing to
define a convex optimization problem that finds the linear combination
of streamline profiles that best matches the acquired dMRI signal. The
implementation of COMMIT2 is delivered as a Python package (Daducci
et al. 2020).

As for SIFT2, the technique is formulated as a regularised least squares
problem. The differences lie in what data are used as reference, in the
design of the forward model and in the specific choices made in the regu-
larization. As far as the data and the forward model are concerned, there
are two main choices that have been made by the authors of the origi-
nal papers of COMMIT (Daducci et al. 2014) and COMMIT2 (Schiavi et
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al. 2020). The first can be categorised under the microstructure-informed
tractography (MIT) umbrella, while the second follows the trend of SIFT2,
hence models the fiber density in each voxel. In both cases, the dMRI sig-
nal 𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑑 ⋅𝑛𝑣 (𝑛𝑑 is the number of acquired diffusion-weighted images
and 𝑛𝑣 is the number of voxels) is modelled as 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝜂, where 𝑥
is the vector of coefficients associated to each streamline, 𝐴 is a linear
operator that maps those coefficients to the space of the reference vol-
ume and 𝜂 accounts for the noise in the measurements. To retrieve the
streamline-specific coefficients, the procedure is analogous to the one of
SIFT2, hence:

𝑥∗ = argmin
𝑥≥0

‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22 + 𝜆Ω(𝑥) (4.4)

where 𝜆 ≥ 0 is a regularisation parameter and Ω is a regularisation term.
What is solved is the regularised non-negative least squares (rNNLS) prob-
lem,which reduces to theNNLS casewhen 𝜆 = 0. The hard non-negativity
constraint is the main difference with the SIFT2 model, as it allows to re-
trieve streamline coefficients that are actually equal to zero. This marks
the corresponding streamlines as candidate false positives without the
need to threshold the coefficients, as it was the case for SIFT2. Whenever
Ω is a convex lower semi-continuous proper function whose proximal
operator can be computed, the problem in Equation (4.4) can be solved
efficiently with routines like the Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding
Algorithm (FISTA) routine of Beck and Teboulle (Beck et al. 2009).

The definition of the forward operator 𝐴 and the regularisation term Ω
is discussed in the following paragraphs.

Microstructure-Informed Tractography The MIT approach to the def-
inition of the forward operator of COMMIT2 aims at finding the linear
combination of streamline profiles that best fits the pure dMRI signal.
This idea was first mentioned by Smith et al. in the paper where the first
version of SIFT was presented (R. E. Smith et al. 2013), then Daducci et
al. (Daducci et al. 2014) developed and implemented it in the first version
of COMMIT. The forward model is inspired by the standardMCmodel of
dMRI inWMdiscussed in Chapter 3. The dMRI signal 𝑦 is modelled as the
combination of three compartments that account for the diffusion in the
intra-cellular (IC), the extra-cellular (EC) and CSF compartments. The IC
compartment is modelled by the streamlines in the tractogram. For each
streamline, the corresponding signal profile is computed by defining a
vector 𝑆𝑠 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑑 ⋅𝑛𝑣 whose voxel-wise blocks are the response function of
corresponding to the diffusivity within a stick aligned withe streamline
𝑠 with parallel diffusivity equal to 𝜆∥ = 1.7 ⋅ 10−9𝑚2𝑠−1. The taxonomy is
borrowed from (Panagiotaki et al. 2012). The response function in each
voxel is weighted by the length of the streamline segment traversing the
voxel, hence voxels that are not traversed by the streamline are associ-
ated to a null response function. All these vectors define a dictionary
𝐴𝐼 𝐶 ∈ ℝ(𝑛𝑑 ⋅𝑛𝑣 )×𝑛𝑠 that generates the dMRI signal as a linear combination
of the expected signal profiles of the streamlines in the given tractogram,
where 𝑛𝑠 is the number of streamlines in the tractogram. A dictionary for
the EC compartment is build from the peaks of the fODFs in each voxel.
With the same principle of the streamline-specific dictionary, we define
𝐴𝐸𝐶 ∈ ℝ(𝑛𝑑 ⋅𝑛𝑣 )×𝑛𝑝 as the set of 𝑛𝑝 vectors 𝑍𝑝 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑑 ⋅𝑛𝑣 such that the block
of coordinates corresponding to the voxel 𝑣 where peak 𝑝 is present en-
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codes the response function of a zeppelin aligned with the peak with par-
allel diffusivity equal to 𝜆∥ = 1.7 ⋅10−9𝑚2𝑠−1 and perpendicular diffusivity
equal to 𝜆⟂ = 0.5 ⋅ 10−9𝑚2𝑠−1. Finally, a dictionary 𝐴𝐶𝑆𝐹 for the CSF com-
partment is defined by including one vector per voxel that encodes the re-
sponse function of a ball with radial diffusivity 𝜆𝑟 = 3.0⋅10−9𝑚2𝑠−1 within
the voxel. Stacking the three dictionaries horizontally yields the linear
operator 𝐴 = [𝐴𝐼 𝐶 , 𝐴𝐸𝐶 , 𝐴𝐶𝑆𝐹 ] that characterises the MIT paradigm. The
linear operator has dimension (𝑛𝑑 ⋅ 𝑛𝑣 ) × (𝑛𝑠 + 𝑛𝑝 + 𝑛𝑣 ) as it predicts the
full dMRI signal (𝑛𝑑 ⋅ 𝑛𝑣 rows) by combining linearly the signal profiles of
each streamline (𝑛𝑠 in the tractogram), peak (𝑛𝑝 in the volume) and per-
voxel ball (𝑛𝑣 voxels). Equation (4.5) gives a global view on the definition
of the forward operator 𝐴 in the MIT paradigm.

𝐴 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

𝑆11 ⋯ ⋯ 𝑆1𝑛𝑠 𝑍1 0 ⋯ 0 𝐵 0 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ 0 ⋱ ⋱ ⋮ 0 𝐵 ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ 0 ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ 0

𝑆𝑛𝑣1 ⋯ ⋯ 𝑆𝑛𝑣𝑛𝑠 0 ⋯ 0 𝑍𝑛𝑝 0 ⋯ 0 𝐵

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(4.5)

where 𝑆𝑗𝑖 is the expected signal profile of the segment of streamline 𝑖 in
voxel 𝑗, 𝑍𝑝 is the response function of the 𝑝-th peak in the volume and
𝐵 is the response function of the ball. The IC block of matrix 𝐴 has 𝑛𝑠
columns, the EC block has 𝑛𝑝 columns and the CSF block has 𝑛𝑣 columns.
The entries of the matrix are a-dimensional, as they correspond to an
attenuation of the dMRI signal.

Ideally every possible MC microstructure model can be encapsulated in
the MIT paradigm. The one presented in the previous lines is intended
to be a general example from which one can tailor the needed specific
instance while respecting the MC paradigm and the block-matrix defini-
tion. For instance, the LiFE framework is designed to include only the
IC component and fit the demeaned version of 𝑦 . An attempt to use the
multi-TE multi compartment models described in Chapter 3 into the MIT
framework has been recently presented by Barakovic et al. 2020.

Fiber Density A different approach to the definition of the forward
operator of COMMIT2 involves the use of a fiber density model. From
the methodological point of view, this approach is a simplification of
the forward model of SIFT and SIFT2. Both of them aim at fitting the
fiber density in each voxel. In SIFT2 this is further refined by consider-
ing separately the fiber density in each fODF lobe, while in COMMIT2
the fitted vector is the 𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑣 encoding the IC volume fraction in each
voxel. This can be obtained with some third-part technique such as the
MT-MC model presented in Chapter 3, NODDI (H. Zhang et al. 2012) or
SMT (Kaden et al. 2016). In dictionary 𝐴 each streamline is encoded as
a column vector whose entry corresponding to voxel 𝑣 is the length of
the streamline segment traversing that voxel. Using the same notation
as for the SIFT2 model we define 𝐴 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑣×𝑛𝑠 as the matrix whose entry
(𝑣 , 𝑠) encodes the length of the segment |𝑠𝑣 | of streamline 𝑠 in voxel 𝑣 .
That this quantity is measured in 𝑚𝑚, meaning that the streamline co-
efficients 𝑥𝑠 with which the matrix is multiplied have to be measured in
𝑚𝑚2 in order to balance the dimensional equation against the volumetric
(𝑚𝑚3) data that are fitted. As for the SIFT2 model, these coefficients can
be interpreted as the mean cross-sectional area of the fiber population
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represented by the corresponding streamline.

Regularisation The regularisedNNLS problem refined in Equation (4.4)
includes the use of a regularisation term Ω. The design of this function
shapes the solution of the minimisation problem. Notice that the hard
non-negativity constraint can be seen as a regularisation per-se, as the
constrained optimisation problem of Equation (4.4) can be written as a
minimisation problem as follows:

𝑥∗ = argmin
𝑥

‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22 + 𝜆Ω(𝑥) + 𝜄≥0(𝑥) (4.6)

where 𝜄≥0(𝑥) ∶ ℝ𝑛𝑠 → {0, +∞} is the indicator function (in the sense of con-
vex analysis) that takes value 𝜄≥0(𝑥) = 0 if all the entries of 𝑥 respect the
condition 𝑥 ≥ 0, otherwise it takes value +∞. While in SIFT2 Ω is set to
account for a regularisation of the solution that reduces the ill-posedness
of the minimisation problem, COMMIT2 uses sparsity-inducing regular-
isation functions. In the paper where COMMIT was introduced (Daducci
et al. 2014), the used penalty term was Ω(𝑥) = ‖𝑥‖ℓ1 , which is the ℓ1 norm
of the coefficients. This regularisation promotes sparsity in the space of
streamlines, as it is designed to retain the minimum number of stream-
lines while explaining the data by means of the employed forward model.
In this case, Equation (4.6) is called the least absolute shrinkage and selec-
tion operator (LASSO) problem.

To actually account for the minimal number of retained variables in a
regularised least squares problem, one would have to employ the ℓ0 norm
as a penalty term:

ℓ0(𝑥) = |𝑥0|0 + |𝑥1|0 + ⋯ + |𝑥𝑛 |0 (4.7)

which under the assumption that 00 = 0 returns the number of entries of
𝑥 that have non-zero value. This function is not convex. The ℓ1 norm is
a more suitable choice since it acts as a convex relaxation of the ℓ0 norm,
allowing to keep the optimisation problem of Equation (4.6) convex.

More recent works (Ocampo-Pineda et al. 2021; Schiavi et al. 2020) aimed
at imposing sparsity in a structured fashion, hence to promote solutions
where the least number of groups (a.k.a. bundles) of streamlines is used
for explaining the data through the forward model. This is motivated by
the observation that streamlines represent populations of neuronal fibers
which are in turn organised in fascicles that connect the same pair of cor-
tical regions(Schiavi et al. 2020). The mathematical formulation of such
regularisation term was originally proposed by Jenatton et al. (Jenatton
et al. 2010, 2011). Given a group structure 𝒢 and a real positive weight
𝑤𝑔 associated to each group 𝑔 ∈ 𝒢 , the structured sparsity penalty term
reads as follows:

Ω(𝑥) = ∑
𝑔∈𝒢

𝑤𝑔 ‖𝑥𝑔 ‖2 (4.8)

where 𝑥𝑔 is the restriction of vector 𝑥 to those entries belonging to group
𝑔. When the groups in 𝒢 are disjoint, Ω defines the so-called group spar-
sity regularisation (obtaining the group LASSO problem), while when the
groups overlap in a hierarchical fashion, the regularisation is called hi-
erarchical sparsity. When there is no structure in the overlapping of the
groups, the penalty is then called overlapping group. The coefficients 𝑤𝑔
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associated to each streamline bundle can be designed to encapsulate any
sort of normalisation and prior information. The simplest definition of
𝑤𝑔 normalises for the different number of streamlines in each bundle and
is defined as 𝑤𝑔 = 1/√|𝑔|, where |𝑔| is the number of streamlines in group
𝑔. This normalisation prevents from promoting a bundle to be zeroed-out
just because it involves a larger number of streamlines. A more sophis-
ticated choice gives higher weights to bundles whose streamlines have
been associated to low weights in the NNLS formulation of the same
problem (hence for 𝜆 = 0). This choice is inspired by the work of Candés
et al. (Candes et al. 2008), where the reweighted ℓ1 approach was first
introduced. This is achieved by 𝑤𝑔 = 1/ ‖�̂�𝑔 ‖2, where �̂� is the solution
of the NNLS problem. In COMMIT2, the groups weights are designed as
𝑤𝑔 = √|𝑔|/ ‖�̂�𝑔 ‖2 (Schiavi et al. 2020).

The sparsity paradigm have been explored also in the LiFE framework in
the specific form of the ℓ1 regularisation (Caiafa et al. 2017).

4.2.2 Unified Tractography Filtering Framework

As shown in the previous sections, the presented TFTs show a common
structure that reduces tractography filtering to four fundamental ele-
ments.

Data 𝑦 to be fitted:

▶ SIFT2: fODF lobe-specific fiber density.
▶ COMMIT2: voxel-wise fiber density or raw dMRI signal.

Forward model mapping streamlines onto data through a forward oper-
ator 𝐴:

▶ SIFT2: length of the streamline segment associated to the fODF
lobes that it traverses.

▶ COMMIT2: length of the streamline segment traversing each voxel
or MC microstructure model.

Regularisation term promoting solutions having a property that min-
imises 𝜆Ω:

▶ SIFT2: Tikonov and total variation.
▶ COMMIT2: sparsity-promoting regularisation possibly organised

in group or hierarchical structure.

Constraints encoded through the use of indicator functions 𝜄 (in the sense
of convex analysis):

▶ SIFT2: soft non-negativity constraint on the coefficients that does
never associate null weights to streamlines.

▶ COMMIT2: hard non-negativity constraint that allows streamlines
to be associated to null weights, hence to be marked as candidate
false positives.

These four elements are all part of the convex optimisation problem al-
ready stated in Equation (4.6) and hereafter reported.

𝑥∗ = argmin
𝑥

‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
data fitting

+ 𝜆Ω(𝑥)⏟
regularisation

+ 𝜄(𝑥).⏟
constraint

(4.9)
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This problem is the core operation that retrieves the streamline coeffi-
cients 𝑥𝑠 which are then used for defining the corresponding weighted
structural connectome as prescribed in Chapter 2. We call the connec-
tomes obtained using TFTs filtered connectomes. The topology of these
networks is supposed to be different from the one of the streamline-count
connectomes, but the literature lacked a systematic evaluation of the ef-
fects of TFTs on the graph-theoretical analysis of structural connectomes.
As we are going to show in Section 4.3.1, we presented the aforemen-
tioned analysis in a recent article (Frigo et al. 2020b), showing how TFTs
indeed change the topology of structural connectomes.

Not all the combinations of the four fundamental factors that define the
TFTs are implemented in publicly available software (Daducci et al. 2020;
Pestilli et al. 2014; Tournier et al. 2019). One of the outcomes of this the-
sis is a general implementation of all these models in the Tractograms
As Linear Operators in Neuroimaging (TALON) Python package, whose
description is present in Appendix A.

The presented TFTs rely uniquely on the dMRI signal and its transfor-
mations, hence to data that carry only information about the structure
of the brain network. In the next sections we are going to present how
functional information can be included in the tractography filtering pro-
cess.

4.2.2.1 Computational aspects

As we showed in the previous paragraphs, the design of a TFT experi-
ment reduces to four choices: fitted data, forward model, regularisation
term and constraints. From the neuroscientific point of view, these choices
affect the interpretability of the obtained streamline coefficients and the
assumptions and limitations carried by the model. One side that has been
less discussed in previous works concerns the computational aspects of
tractography filtering. A typical connectomic pipeline involves the track-
ing of several million streamlines. This means that direct methods for the
solution of (4.9) are not usable, as the inversion of matrix𝐴 is not feasible
on reasonable hardware. Fortunately, SIFT2, COMMIT and TALON are
all capable of treating the forward operator 𝐴 in a sparse fashion, hence
significantly reducing the necessary resources. Nevertheless, the gap be-
tween sparse methods and direct methods for the solution of minimisa-
tion problems such as the one in Equation (4.9) remains important.

The standard algorithm used for solving the problem stated in Equa-
tion (4.9) is FISTA, which is an accelerated proximal gradient descent.
This method is a generalisation of the classic gradient descent that al-
lows to consider non-smooth regularisation terms. At each iteration, it
requires evaluations of the fitting and regularisation terms, of the gra-
dient of the fitting term, of the proximal operator of the regularisation
term (i.e., the non-smooth generalisation of its gradient) and of the pro-
jection onto the constraining set. Convergence is granted any time the
regularisation term is convex, proper and lower semi-continuous and the
constraining set is convex, which is the case for the non-negativity con-
straint (Beck et al. 2009).

The backtracking strategy used for adapting the step size (a.k.a. learning
rate) during the optimisation process requires multiple evaluations of the
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fitting term 1/2 ‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22 and its gradient 𝐴𝑇 (𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦) between two itera-
tions. From the computational point of view, the large part of the burden
is carried by the 𝐴𝑥 and 𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑦 operations, which are matrix-vector prod-
ucts involving the forward operator 𝐴. While this can be optimised in
terms of memory consumption, two main concerts on the computational
complexity have to be considered.

▶ A higher number of streamlines 𝑛 increases the complexity of com-
puting the matrix-vector product 𝐴𝑥 , as the dimension of the do-
main where 𝑥 lies increases together with 𝑛.

▶ The forward operator can map streamline coefficients to voxel-
specific scalar or vector data. This choice changes the size of the co-
domain of 𝐴, which affects any matrix-vector product 𝐴𝑇 𝑦 , which
is necessary for the computation of the gradient of the data fitting
term. In practice, a MIT forward model that directly describes the
dMRI signal (vector valued in each voxel) implies a much heav-
ier computational complexity than e.g. the volume fraction model,
which models one scalar per voxel. On the other side, modelling
maps other than the pure dMRI signal requires to explicitly com-
pute those maps, which could itself require heavy computations or
further acquisitions.

Two further factors act as obstacles in the optimisation process, namely
the design of the regularisation term and the constraints to be applied to
the streamline coefficients. As far as the regularisation term is concerned,
we are going to limit our considerations to the case where it depends
solely on the streamline coefficients 𝑥 . What we are going to say may
be not true in general, but it will be true in most of the cases to which
machine learning have accustomed us, like the sparsity inducing norms,
the Tikonov regularisation and the total variation regularisation (Sra et
al. 2011). Except few notable smooth exceptions like the aforementioned
Tikonov regularisation (Ω(𝑥) = ‖𝑥‖22), in most cases the regularisation
term is non-smooth, convex, proper and lower semi-continuous. This
means that the computation of its gradient is not possible, hence it re-
quires the use of the concepts of subgradient and proximal operator. The
former is the non-smooth equivalent of the gradient, while the latter pro-
vides the mathematical tool that grants the ability to perform the prox-
imal gradient descent. The definition of the proximal operator reads as
follows‡:

prox
Ω

(𝑣) = argmin
𝑥

1
2Ω(𝑥) + ‖𝑥 − 𝑣‖22 (4.10)

which makes straightforwardly clear that an additional layer of complex-
ity is added to the standard gradient descent. As a matter of fact, the
gradient descent is based solely on the evaluation of the gradient, while
the proximal iteration requires the evaluation of the proximal operator,
which in turn requires to solve a minimisation problem. Whenever the
regularisation term is an ℓ𝑝 norm, such operation reduces to the projec-
tion onto an appropriate convex set, which in the common cases when 𝑝
is equal to 𝑝 = 1 or 𝑝 = 2 is a 𝒪(𝑛) operation (Sra et al. 2011), where 𝑛 is
the number of streamlines. The degree of sophistication induced by defi-
nitions like the group lasso or the hierarchical sparsity terms mentioned
in Section 4.2.1.2 strongly depends on the geometry of the encoded prior.
For instance, the evaluation of the proximal operator of the group LASSO

‡ The interested reader should refer to the thorough presentation of Sra et al. 2011.
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regularisation has complexity linear in the number of groups, while for
the hierarchical sparsity it becomes 𝒪(𝑑 ⋅ 𝑛), where 𝑛 is the number of
coefficients (i.e., streamlines) and 𝑑 is the depth of the considered hier-
archical structure. In brief, the design of the regularisation term brings
an additional layer of complexity that can not be omitted in the global
economy of TFT methods.

A final note is devoted to the use of constraints defined through indi-
cator functions 𝜄𝐶 (𝑥), where 𝐶 is the convex set of the acceptable solu-
tions. Again, the computational burden reduces to the projection onto 𝐶
at each iteration of the optimisation process. In the case of the hard non-
negativity constraint employed by COMMIT, 𝐵 is the first 𝑛-dimensional
orthant and the corresponding projection is the coordinate-wise projec-
tion onto the positive half line. More sophisticated constraint may not
be treatable as simply.

With the previous paragraphs we gave a simplified picture of the compu-
tational bottlenecks that affect the solution of the optimisation problem
of Equation (4.9). The combination of choices that yields the simplest
(from the computational point of view) optimisation problem is the one
employed by SIFT2, which avoids the use of hard constraints and maps
streamline coefficients in a voxel-wise vector-valued map of relatively
low dimension, as highlighted in the previous section. We highlight how
these choices are very similar to the ones that can be employed in COM-
MIT with the volume fraction model, modulo the hard non-negativity
constraint. In practice, the difference in terms of performance should
not be important. Nevertheless, the SIFT2 framework is known to be the
fastest among the available TFTs. This reputation is partially due to its
implementation, which not only is in C++ (against the Python implemen-
tations of the competitors) but is also highly engineered§. This difference
becomes relevant when large cohorts are studied.

Finding the appropriate balance between a sufficient number of stream-
line, an informative forward model, meaningful regularisation terms and
reasonable constraints is a challenging task whose solution is sometimes
driven by exogenous constraints such as the available hardware or the
reliability of the data.

4.2.3 Functionally Informed Tractography Filtering

As highlighted in the previous section, SIFT2 and COMMIT2 are purely
based on the structural information obtained fromdMRI. One of ourmain
contributions presented in this thesis is the development of a TFT that
uses functional information to drive the fitting process of structure-based
TFTs like the ones summarised in Section 4.2.2. The procedure we are
proposing is called Functionally Informed TFT (FIT) and it is a general
framework that builds on top of any forward model among the ones em-
ployed by SIFT2 or COMMIT2, as the functional information is included
in the design of the regularisation term.We presented preliminary works
concerning this formulation at the 24th meeting of the Organisation for
Human Brain Mapping (Frigo et al. 2018a) and at the Computational Dif-
fusion MRI workshop of MICCAI 2018 (Frigo et al. 2018b).

§ The interested reader should refer to the sources available at the Github repository of
Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019).
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The prior knowledge we want to include in the formulation of FIT is
comes from two observations:

1. Axons are organised in coherent fascicles that connect pairs of cor-
tical regions, so should be streamline bundles.

2. Significant correlation has been highlighted between axonal con-
nectivity and functional interaction (Hagmann et al. 2008), sug-
gesting that streamline bundles connecting brain regions that show
higher functional connectivity are more likely to represent true ax-
onal connections with respect to bundles connecting regions with
low functional connectivity.

As far as the first statement is concerned, the concept of non-overlapping
group sparsity defined in Section 4.2.1.2 provides the appropriate tools.
The fact that it drives the optimisation to retain the fewest groups of vari-
ables that explain the data, perfectly fits the concept of sparsity in the
space of streamline bundles that we described in the first listed point. The
design of such regularisation term requires the definition of a weight as-
sociated to each streamline bundle. The higher theweight is, themore the
optimisation process will be driven towards solutions where the stream-
lines belonging to the group have null weights. This comes in handy for
including the second prior, which concerned the establishment of a lower
penalisation for streamline bundles connecting regions with high func-
tional correlation. Let 𝒢 be the group structure defined in Section 4.2.1.2
and let 𝑔 ∈ 𝒢 be a streamline bundle that connects cortical regions 𝑖 and
𝑗. Let then 𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐𝑔 ∈ [0, 1] be the functional connectivity between regions
𝑖 and 𝑗, then the wanted regularisation term can be defined as follows:

Ω(𝑥) = ∑
𝑔∈𝒢

1
√|𝑔| (1 + 𝑐𝑔)

‖𝑥𝑔 ‖2 (4.11)

which corresponds to the particular case of Equation (4.8) where 𝑤𝑔 =
1/ (√|𝑔| (1 + 𝑐𝑔)). The regularisation term defined in Equation (4.11) in-
cludes both a normalisation by the number of streamlines in each group
and a function-dependent component. The 1/(1 + 𝑐𝑔) factor that multi-
plies each term in the sum takes value in the [1/2, 1] interval. In partic-
ular, the weight associated to streamline bundles connecting pairs of re-
gions with low functional connectivity (𝑐𝑔 ∼ 0) is up to twice the weight
of bundles of streamlines connecting regions with high functional con-
nectivity (𝑐𝑔 ∼ 1). This proves that the designed penalisation term re-
spects the second prior information that we wanted to include.

The definition of the coefficient 𝑐𝑔 that encodes the functional connectiv-
ity between the regions connected by streamline bundle 𝑔 can be under-
taken in different ways. Among the techniques that allow to estimate the
functional connectivity between regions, resting-state functional MRI
(rs-fMRI) has showed unprecedented robustness for the study of the func-
tional activity in the human brain (Van Den Heuvel et al. 2010). Nothing
prevents from considering other techniques such as M/EEG to define the
𝑐𝑔 coefficient, but in this study we are going to restrict the analysis to rs-
fMRI. We remark that 𝑐𝑔 must indicate if and how much the streamlines
connecting regions (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑔 represent a connection that is observed also
from the functional point of view. One possible solution to the problem of
estimating 𝑐𝑔 is to employ amaximum sliding window correlation strategy,
which corresponds to taking the maximal correlation observed between
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1: At the time when this work was pre-
pared, COMMIT2 had not been published
yet.

the two regions in the dynamic functional connectome (dFC) obtained
through sliding window correlation (Preti et al. 2017). This choice pro-
vides a highly sensitive estimator of the functional connectivity. Another
solution comes from the use of static (as opposed to dynamic) functional
connectivity (sFC) index (Van Den Heuvel et al. 2010). The first possibil-
ity requires the design of a strategy for the computation of the dFC, in-
creases the complexity of the problem in a way that the second strategy
simply avoids at the price of a lower sensitivity. Notice that if a stream-
line bundle connects two regions that show low functional correlation it
will not be automatically marked as a false positive. In fact, the presence
of the fitting term relying on the dMRI data in the optimisation problem
of Equation (4.6) guarantees that streamline bundles that are required
for the explanation of the reference data (be it the dMRI signal or the IC
volume fractions) are retained. For this reason, the higher complexity of
the dFC strategy might not be worth its higher specificity. In this work
we are going to consider the definition of 𝑐𝑔 coming obtained from the
sFC strategy, which corresponds to the one given in Chapter 2.

In Section 4.2.3 we are going to present some unpublished preliminary
results obtained with FIT on both synthetic and real data, showing how
the inclusion of functional priors in the filtering process drives the opti-
misation.

4.3 Experiments

4.3.1 TFTs Change the Topology of Structural
Connectomes

With the aim of assessing how connectomic studies are affected by the
use of TFTs, in this experimentwe investigate how four graph-theoretical
metrics (GTM) of network integration and segregation change with re-
spect to the employed TFT and to density based thresholding. In par-
ticular we consider the Characteristic Path Length (CPL), the Global Effi-
ciency (GE), the global Clustering Coefficient (CC), and the LouvainMod-
ularity (MO). These metrics are calculated on connectomes obtained via
streamline count (SC), SIFT2 and COMMIT1 and a detailed presentation
of why they are representative of the topology of the network is given
in Chapter 2. For each type of filtered connectome we also investigate
the robustness to density-based thresholding of the considered graph-
theoretical measures, which is the act of excluding all the weakest con-
nections in the network until a structural connectome of the wanted den-
sity is obtained. A recent study by Civier et al. 2019 partially investigated
the latter aspect, but the focus was specifically on the density-based
thresholding aspect of connectomic pipelines. Density-based threshold-
ing is the act of excluding all the weakest connections in the network
until a structural connectome of the wanted density is obtained (Civier
et al. 2019). This practice was proved to reduce the number of false pos-
itive connections in structural networks (Sarwar et al. 2019), but its use
was showed to yield no detectable effect on the topology of the connec-
tome when coupled with the use of SIFT2 (Civier et al. 2019). As our
experiment focuses on the TFT step, our analysis is an extension of the
one of (Civier et al. 2019) to the case where COMMIT is employed.
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When identical connectomic pipelines are employed, changes in brain
network topology can be due to the presence of pathology (Verma et al.
2018, 2019) like traumatic brain injury (TBI), which is a network disor-
der that exhibits (among others) changes in the small-worldness of the
brain network (Pandit et al. 2013). Moreover, subjects affected by TBI
show an increase of the mean diffusivity coupled with a decreased frac-
tional anisotropy (Mohammadian et al. 2017), which are two indicators
of dMRI signal changes that can affect the estimation of fiber tracts, and
thus structural brain networks. For these reasons it is not possible a priori
to generalize the results obtained on healthy subjects to the considered
pathological cases.

The analyses of the effects of TFTs and density-based thresholding are
performed on connectomes obtained on the 100 unrelated healthy sub-
jects from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) database (Matthew F
Glasser et al. 2013). The high quality of the data provided by the HCP
database is not a realistic example of the data that are acquired clinically.
For this reason, we extend our analysis to a dataset acquired using a clin-
ical protocol, which mandates short acquisitions. This dataset includes
both healthy subject and TBI patients, showing that additional care is
needed in the employment of TFTs as they have the potential to change
the clinical interpretation of the results.

The employed connectomic pipeline was designed to systematically in-
clude a tractography filtering step. A recent and related study investigat-
ing the effects of tractography filtering on the topology of brain networks
is the work of Yeh et al. (C.-H. Yeh et al. 2016), where the effects of the
first version of the SIFT technique on the graph-theoretical analysis of
structural brain networks estimated with dMRI are evaluated. Inspired
by the novelties in the field of tractography filtering proposed in the
last years and the recently growing interest towards the field of patho-
connectomics (Verma et al. 2018), this experiment represents the first
systematic comparison of the effects of TFTs on the graph-theoretical
analysis of structural brain networks estimated in-vivo.

This analysis was published in the Journal of Neural Engineering (Frigo
et al. 2020b) and was funded by the European Research Council (ERC)
under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation pro-
gram (ERC Advanced Grant agreement No 694665: CoBCoM - Computa-
tional Brain ConnectivityMapping), the NIH R01NS065980 grant, the PA-
Department of Health PACT award and the NIH R01NS096606 grant.

4.3.1.1 Data and Methods

Data: HCP subjects From the HCP database we considered the list of
100 unrelated subjects (U100 group) dataset available at the Connectome
Coordination Facility (WU-Minn Human Connectome Project consor-
tium 2017; Sotiropoulos et al. 2013; Van Essen et al. 2012). These data
were acquired on a Siemens Magnetom Skyra 3TMRI system and prepro-
cessed with the minimal preprocessing pipeline for the Human Connec-
tome Project, which includs EPI distortion correction via FSL’s topup (Jes-
per LR Andersson et al. 2003; Jenkinson et al. 2012) and eddy current
and subject motion correction via FSL’s eddy (J. Andersson et al. 2012;
Sotiropoulos et al. 2013). For a detailed discussion on the preprocessing
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pipeline employed for this dataset, the interested reader can refer to the
original paper of Glasser et al. (Matthew F Glasser et al. 2013). Aiming
at minimizing the influencing factors in the study, we used the prepro-
cessed data that are available at the Connectome Coordination Facility.
For each subject we have 288 images subdivided in 18 volumes at 𝑏 =
0𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and 90 diffusion-weighted volumes obtained at uniformly dis-
tributed directions at 𝑏 = 1000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2, 𝑏 = 2000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and 𝑏 = 3000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2
for a total of 3 shells.

Data: Clinical The clinical dataset consisted of 39 adults with moder-
ate to severe TBI acquired 3, 6, and 12 months after their injuries. The
3-month subset was selected for this study and 35 age-matched healthy
controlswith similar gender and duration (years) of educationwere added.
This study was approved by the University of Pennsylvania institutional
review board. All participants provided written informed consent either
directly or by proxy via a legally authorized representative. The TBI pa-
tients were recruited from outpatient clinical programs at the Drucker
Brain Injury Center at the MossRehab Hospital. They were screened
to include only patients with predominantly diffuse TBI (Rabinowitz et
al. 2018). Healthy controls were recruited through local advertising and
word of mouth, and underwent a clinical interview to ensure that they
had no known history of TBI that resulted in alteration or loss of con-
sciousness. The MRI data were acquired on a Siemens 3T Tim Trio sys-
tem. Diffusion weighted images were acquired in two runs, both on the
same 30 directions at a 𝑏 = 1000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 with 7 𝑏 = 0𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 images dis-
persed throughout each acquisition. The data were acquired with 𝑇𝑅 =
6500𝑚𝑠 and 𝑇𝐸 = 84𝑚𝑠 and a 90 degree flip angle at a resolution of
2.18 × 2.18 × 2.2𝑚𝑚3. A structural MPRAGE image was finally acquired
with 𝑇𝑅 = 1620𝑚𝑠 and 𝑇𝐸 = 3𝑚𝑠, a 15 degree flip angle, and an image res-
olution of 1 × 1 × 1𝑚𝑚3. All images were manually inspected for artifacts.
If artifacts were present in < 25% of the volumes of the DWI acquisi-
tion, those volumes were removed from the series before processing. All
volumes that were flagged for removal contained motion-induced signal
drop-out artifacts. If more than 25% of volumes contained artifacts, the
scan was rejected and removed from the sample. The final sample size
was 35 TBI patients and 34 healthy controls, giving in total 69 subjects.
The TBI cohort includes 23 male and 12 female subjects with age in the
19-53 years range (mean ± standard deviation= 32.71 ± 13.45 years) and
the healthy controls cohort includes 25 male and 9 female subjects with
age in the 18-65 years range (mean ± standard deviation= 34.35 ± 9.8
years). The hypothesis that the TBI patients and the healthy controls pop-
ulations are age-matched is supported by a two-sample two-sided 𝑡-test
with an alpha equal to 0.05 comparing the average of the age distribution
of the two cohorts (𝑡 = 0.58, 𝑝 = 0.57).
Diffusion MRI data were denoised using a local PCA method (Manjón et
al. 2013), followed by brain extraction with FSL’s BET tool (S. M. Smith
2002) on the first b0 image. The denoised data and brain mask were in-
put to FSL’s eddy to correct the data for motion and eddy-current distor-
tion (Jesper LR Andersson et al. 2016). Because reverse phase-encoded
data was not acquired, EPI distortion correction was not possible. Finally,
the brain was extracted a second time with BET on the motion-corrected
average b0 image.
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Connectomic pipeline A five-tissue-type image (R. E. Smith et al. 2012)
of each subject was obtained with the Freesurfer pipeline (Fischl 2012)
implemented in Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019). The estimation of the fiber
orientation distribution functions (fODFs) was tailored on each dataset
due to the lack of multi-shell data in the clinical cohort.

▶ HCP subjects: response functions for each tissue were computed
using the multi-shell multi-tissue (MSMT) response function es-
timation algorithm provided by Jeurissen et al. in their work on
MSMT constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) (Jeurissen et al.
2014) and the fODFs were computed using the MSMT-CSD algo-
rithm (Jeurissen et al. 2014; Tournier et al. 2004) with a maximal
spherical harmonics order of ℓ = 8.

▶ Clinical: the unsupervised algorithm of Dhollander et al. 2016b
was used for estimating the white matter response function, while
fODFs were computed using the CSD algorithm (Tournier et al.
2007) with a maximal spherical harmonics order of ℓ = 6.

The obtained fODFswere used for probabilistic anatomically-constrained
tractography (ACT) with the iFOD2 algorithm (R. E. Smith et al. 2012).
The seeding was performed from the gray matter - white matter inter-
face (GMWMI) and a total of 2 millions of streamlines was obtained.

On both datasets, the cortical parcellation used for evaluating the struc-
tural connectivity between regions was extracted with the automated
labeling system of Desikan et al. 2006 via Freesurfer (Fischl 2012).

Tractography filtering was then performed on both datasets via SIFT2
and COMMIT. The forwardmodel of COMMITwas definedwith theMIT
paradigm. The diffusivity within the intra-cellular (IC) compartment was
modelled as a stick with parallel diffusivity equal to 1.7 ⋅ 10−3𝑚𝑚2/𝑠,
the diffusivity in the extra-cellular compartment was modelled with a
zeppelin under the tortuosity assumption with a fixed intra-cellular vol-
ume fraction equal to 𝑓𝐼 𝐶 = 0.7 and the isotropic compartment was de-
scribed as a linear combination of two isotropic balls with radial diffu-
sivity 1.7 ⋅ 10−3𝑚𝑚2/𝑠 and 3 ⋅ 10−3𝑚𝑚2/𝑠 respectively. The use of a multi-
compartment model with the single-shell data of the clinical dataset is
allowed by the fact that the only parameters that are not fixed are the sig-
nal fractions. A weighted connectome was computed for each employed
TFT and we also computed the streamline count (SC) connectome asso-
ciated to each tractogram. Figure 4.3 gives a graphical overview of the
connectomic pipeline employed in this work.

The GE, CPL, CC and MO are defined as presented in Chapter 2 and com-
puted for each obtained connectome with the Python implementation of
the brain connectivity toolbox (Rubinov et al. 2010). In particular, modu-
larity was computed by averaging the results of 100 runs of the Louvain
algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008). These metrics were computed on every
connectome of every subject. In order to investigate the robustness of
these metrics to density-based thresholding, each GTM was computed
also on the same connectomes thresholded at unitary intervals from 1%
to the base density 𝑑%, where 𝑑 is the density of the non-thresholded
connectome.
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Figure 4.3: The represented connectomic
pipeline is the one employed through-
out this work. The first step is the
pre-processing and the co-registration
of the T1-weighted (T1w) and the
diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance
images (DWI). The T1w image was used
to obtain the Desikan atlas and the five-
tissues-type image. The DWI allowed to
estimate the response functions and the
fODFs (with the multi-shell multi-tissue
algorithm for the HCP dataset and the
single-shell single-tissue algorithm for
the clinical dataset) that were necessary
to perform anatomically constrained
tractography (ACT) with the second
order integration of the FOD (iFOD2)
algorithm seeding from the gray matter -
white matter interface (GMWMI). Finally,
the tractography filtering step allowed to
define the filtered connectomes whose
topology was the object of interest of this
study. Notice that SC connectomes were
obtained by skipping the tractography
filtering step.

Statistical Analysis In order to understand the differences between the
connectomes obtained on distinct datasets or with a particular TFT, sta-
tistical analyses were performed with an alpha of 0.05 in all experiments.
First, we evaluated the density of the connectomes obtained with each
TFT. A separate analysis was performed for each subject cohort. The
normality of the distribution of those values was assessed by inspect-
ing the normal probability plot of the raw data for each considered TFT.
A two-tailed dependent-samples t-test was employed to test if the use of
TFTs changes the average density of the connectomes within the sub-
ject cohort. Furthermore, we analysed the values of the GTMs computed
on each connectome. For each considered GTM we analysed each sub-
ject cohort independently. The normality of the raw values of the GTM
computed on connectomes built with a specific TFT was tested using
the Anderson-Darling test and the statistical significance of the differ-
ences between the results obtained with distinct TFTs was tested using
the Mann-Whitney 𝑈 test (Mann et al. 1947) and measured with the rank-
biserial correlation (an effect size measure defined in the [−1, 1] range).
To account for multiple comparisons, a false discovery rate (FDR) correc-
tionwas performedwith the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (Benjamini
et al. 1995). Finally, we performed an edge-wise comparison between the
filtered connectomes obtained from the two clinical subject cohorts (TBI
patients and healthy controls). Each TFT was studied independently. For
each edge of the connectome, the normality of the distribution of the
edge weights for one subject cohort and one TFT was tested using the
Anderson-Darling test and the statistical significance of the differences
between the edge weight distribution in TBI patients and in the healthy
controls was tested with the Mann-Whitney 𝑈 test. The magnitude of
this difference was then evaluated using the rank-biserial correlation ef-
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fect size measure. FDR correction was performed with the Benjamini–
Hochberg procedure.

4.3.1.2 Results

We processed the data presented in the previous section and for each sub-
ject we built the structural connectivity matrices both by employing one
TFT among COMMIT and SIFT2 and by not employing any TFT, hence
considering the streamline-count (SC) connectome. Figure 4.4 shows the
effect of the inclusion of TFTs in connectomic pipelines on the density
of the resulting connectomes. Each box-and-whisker plot represents the
density of the filtered and non-filtered connectomes obtained from a sin-
gle subject cohort. We report that SIFT2 has no effect on the density of
connectomes. On the contrary, COMMIT has the effect of shifting the
mean towards lower values, hence lowering the density of the connec-
tomes with respect to the one of the SC/SIFT2 connectomes. The nor-
mal probability plots of the raw values of the density of the connec-
tomes reported in Figure A1 of the supplementary materials support
the assumption that these values are normally distributed. The statisti-
cal significance of the differences observed between the COMMIT and
the SC/SIFT2 connectomes (the latter are equivalent) is supported by the
𝑡-test performed on the HCP subjects (𝑡 = 64.02, 𝑝 ≤ 0.05), the healthy
controls of the clinical dataset (𝑡 = 39.23, 𝑝 ≤ 0.05) and the TBI patients
(𝑡 = 49.11, 𝑝 ≤ 0.05). The mean density of the COMMIT connectomes
of the HCP subjects is 8% lower than that of the SC/SIFT2 connectomes,
while the shift in the case of both the healthy controls and TBI patients
from the clinical dataset is equal to 19%. In order to understand how

Figure 4.4: Each box-and-whisker plot
represents the density of the connectomes
obtained via SC, SIFT2 and COMMIT on
subjects in specific cohorts (HCP, healthy
controls of the clinical dataset and TBI pa-
tients respectively). SC and SIFT2 connec-
tomes systematically have the same den-
sity.

the interpretation of patho-connectomic studies can be changed by the
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use of TFTs, we performed an edge-wise statistical comparison of the
connectomes obtained with each TFT on the pathological cohort of sub-
jects affected by TBI against the healthy controls from the clinical dataset.
Each TFT was analysed independently. The Anderson-Darling test per-
formed for each edge of the connectome and reported in Figure A2 of
the supplementary materials of (Frigo et al. 2020b) supports the assump-
tion that for a fixed edge, the edge weights from one subject cohort are
not normally distributed in general. The results presented in Figure 4.5
show how the set of edges exhibiting statistically significant differences
between TBI patients and healthy controls are different for every TFT.

Figure 4.5: These panels show the results
of the edge-wise statistical comparison of
connectomes of patients with brain injury
versus the healthy controls of the clini-
cal dataset using the Mann–Whitney U
test with FDR multiple comparisons cor-
rection on SC, SIFT2 and COMMIT con-
nectomes. The displayed rank-biserial cor-
relations are obtained from the Mann-
WhitneyU test where the healthy controls
are the first group and the TBI patients
are the second group. For example, the red
dots correspond to connections for which
the controls are likely to be stronger than
the patients. Only significant differences
with 𝑝 ≤ 0.05 are shown.

Weanalysed the three connectomes per subject from the graph-theoretical
point of view by computing the Global Efficiency (GE), the Characteristic
Path Length (CPL) the Louvain Modularity (MO) and the Clustering Co-
efficient (CC) of each connectome. The obtained values are reported in
Figures A3 and A4 of the supplementary materials of (Frigo et al. 2020b).
The effect of TFTs on these metrics is then presented in Figure 4.6, which
shows the results of Mann-Whitney U tests between the values of GTMs
calculated under each TFT, displayed as the rank-biserial correlation ef-
fect size, within each cohort (HCP, TBI patients or clinical healthy con-
trols). Only significant differences with 𝑝 ≤ 0.05 are shown. These plots

Figure 4.6: Each row of 3x3 matrices rep-
resents data from a unique subject co-
hort. Each column made of 3x3 matrices
shows the results for a specific GTM. Each
3x3 matrix shows the rank-biserial cor-
relation effect size measure between the
GTM computed with the TFTs indexed by
row and the column of the observed entry.
The displayed rank-biserial correlations
are obtained from the Mann-Whitney U
test where the first group is indexed by the
row and the second group is indexed by
the column. For example, the effect size on
MO of COMMIT (group 1) with respect to
SC (group 2) for HCP subjects is reported
to be 0.87, which means that whenever
one compares the MO of a COMMIT con-
nectomewith the one of a SC connectome,
it is likely that the first will be higher than
the second. Only significant differences
with 𝑝 ≤ 0.05 are shown.

highlight two distinct phenomena:
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▶ SIFT2 andCOMMIT connectomes are not equivalent from the graph-
theoretical point of view, as there are significant non-negligible dif-
ferences between the GTMs computed on connectomes computed
with the two TFTs;

▶ both the SIFT2 and the COMMIT connectomes exhibit topological
differences with respect to the unfiltered SC connectomes.

The two phenomena can be observed for every GTM (GE, CPL, CC, MO).
We note that the results obtained from the HCP database show the pres-
ence of significant differences between the GTMs computed with each
pair of TFTs. On the contrary, the clinical dataset shows less differences,
even if they are present in every GTM. In particular, no significant dif-
ference was detected between the GE computed with COMMIT and SC.
Also, CPL, CC and MO do not exhibit significant differences when com-
puted with SIFT2 and SC.

Figure 4.7 shows the relative change of the graph-theoretical metrics
computed on the filtered connectomes of each subject in the three co-
horts pruned with density-based thresholding. In particular, the first row
of panels shows the relative change of the GTM computed at specific
density with respect to the one computed at base density for the HCP
dataset for each considered TFT. The shape of the resulting curves is
qualitatively similar to the one reported in (Civier et al. 2019) not only
for the SC and SIFT2 connectomes (as one would expect, since the ex-
perimental setup of the present and the cited work are very similar) but
also for the COMMIT connectomes, which we recall having a different
base density. There is no evident qualitative difference between the de-

Figure 4.7: Each panel concerns the anal-
ysis of the robustness to density-based
thresholding of filtered connectomes ob-
tained from one subject cohort. The plots
show the relative change of the graph-
theoretical measure computed at a spe-
cific density with respect to the one com-
puted at base density. The vertical ticks
represent the base density of the connec-
tomes of each subject. The gray bands
indicate the 1% range and the 5% range
around the no-deviation line.

viation curves of the healthy controls from the clinical subjects (second
row) and the TBI patients (third row). When compared to the deviation
curves of the HCP dataset, it is possible to notice that the latter shows
less inter-TFT variability. Table 4.1 reports the maximal density across all
subjects in the three datasets respectively such that the relative change
of the considered graph-theoretical measure is below the 1% and the 5%
threshold for each type of connectome. We observe that the robustness
of connectomes built via streamline count is similar to the one of connec-
tomes built employing tractography filtering techniques. Table 4.1 shows
that integrationmeasures (GE and CPL) aremore robust to density-based
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SC COMMIT SIFT2
>1% >5% >1% >5% >1% >5%

HCP

GE 9% 7% 9% 6% 11% 7%
CPL 11% 9% 11% 8% 13% 13%
MO 43% 25% 38% 21% 41% 22%
CC 57% 36% 51% 32% 54% 35%

C-HC

GE 13% 6% 10% 8% 12% 7%
CPL 19% 19% 19% 19% 20% 20%
MO 36% 18% 31% 12% 36% 18%
CC 48% 30% 42% 26% 49% 30%

TBI

GE 13% 12% 9% 9% 13% 7%
CPL 18% 18% 19% 19% 18% 17%
MO 36% 18% 28% 14% 36% 18%
CC 49% 30% 39% 23% 48% 29%

Table 4.1: Maximal density across all sub-
jects in the HCP, clinical healthy controls
(C-HC) and TBI datasets that realized a de-
viation of at least 1% and 5% from the base
value of each studied graph-theoretical
metric GE, CPL, MO and CC computed on
the three types of connectomes SC, COM-
MIT and SIFT2. Considering only low-to-
moderate pruning, the obtained results
are in line with the ones shown in Civier
et al. 2019.

thresholding if investigated on connectomes built via COMMIT. Segrega-
tion measures show comparable performances among the three filtering
techniques.

4.3.1.3 Discussion

In this study, we investigated how the topological analysis of structural
brain networks estimated from dMRI is affected by the use of tractogra-
phy filtering techniques and density-based thresholding in connectomic
pipelines. In particular, each considered dataset has been processed sep-
arately with SIFT2 and COMMIT in addition to being thresholded.

Analysing data of both clinical quality (shorter acquisition, more noise)
and research quality (longer acquisition, less noise) we had the possibility
to explore the effects of tractography filtering techniques on the topolog-
ical analysis of structural brain networks estimated from dMRI data. The
clinical cohort involved subjects affected by TBI, a connectivity disorder
of the brain that changes the topological properties of brain networks
and is characterised by high inter-subject heterogeneity. The inclusion
of the research quality data represented by the HCP subjects reflected
the two necessities of testing the studied state-of-the-art techniques on
high quality data for reference and to give a preliminary insight on the
effects of these techniques on data that in some years could be available
in the daily clinical practice.

Understanding if and how the interpretation of patho-connectomic stud-
ies is affected by the use of TFTs is of fundamental importance. In the
present work we showed that while performing edge-wise comparisons
between cohorts of healthy and TBI-affected subjects, one should take
into account that the use of TFTs does change the set of edges showing
significant differences. The result can not be straightforwardly general-
ized to any other pathology. In light of the fact that TFTs have different
effects on the HCP dataset and on the clinical dataset and keeping in
mind that ground-truth knowledge on the topology of brain networks
is not available, we observe that the interpretability of studies of group
differences between populations could be unpredictably affected by the
use of tractography filtering techniques. Extra caution and further inves-
tigations addressing the specific problem of the nature of these effects
are required.
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The effect on the single edge weights induced by each TFT is reflected by
the different density of each type of connectome. Looking at Figure 4.4
it is possible to notice how COMMIT lowers the density of the connec-
tomes in both the high resolution and the clinical resolution datasets.
Moreover, the shift of density is different in the two datasets.

In this study we also explored the changes in the global efficiency, the
characteristic path length, the modularity and the clustering coefficient
on connectomes obtained through a connectomic pipeline involving a
tractography filtering step where SIFT2 or COMMIT were used. Connec-
tomes determined with the streamline count strategy served as a refer-
ence since they are computed excluding the tractography filtering step.
From the results presented in Figure 4.6 we confirm that the topology
of connectomes is changed by the employment of tractography filtering
techniques. These changes appear in both the high resolution data rep-
resented by the HCP subjects and the low resolution data acquired in a
clinical study. Moreover, clinical data showed changes both in healthy
subjects and in TBI patients. On another note, the differences between
the results obtained on different datasets by both SIFT2 and COMMIT
suggest that the quality of the data is highly influential also in connec-
tomic pipelines involving tractography filtering techniques.

As discussed in the paragraphs above, the changes caused by the employ-
ment of TFTs involve every aspect of connectomic studies from edge
weights through connectome density to graph-theoretical analyses. In
particular, the effect on the distribution of the edge weights within the
connectome could be modified by TFTs. Studying this distribution is par-
ticularly interesting when selecting the optimal threshold for density-
based thresholding of the connectomes, which could be employed in or-
der to remove the weakest edges of the filtered connectomes. This had
already been thoroughly studied by Civier et al. (Civier et al. 2019) in
a recent work by considering only SIFT2 connectomes and healthy sub-
jects from both the HCP database and clinical acquisitions. In this work
we successfully replicated their experiments and we extended their anal-
ysis by considering an additional TFT, i.e. COMMIT, and a supplemen-
tary cohort of subjects affected by TBI. In Figure 4.7 we give evidence to
the fact that low-to-moderate density-based thresholding does not affect
the analysis of filtered connectomes obtained from data of TBI patients.
We confirm that low-to-moderate pruning is not advisable as it would
require to justify the choice of the threshold by means of arbitrary or
heuristic-based arguments at the price of no evident beneficial effect.

A possible improvement of this work regards the number of employed
streamlines, as we considered tractograms made of 2 million streamlines
compared to the ones used in (Civier et al. 2019), where the authors con-
sidered tractograms composed of 10 million streamlines. This choice was
induced by the limited capability of COMMIT to work on tractograms
with more streamlines than the ones used here. The influence of this pa-
rameter on the performed analysis will be studied in future works.

Overall, this study highlights that the application of SIFT2 and COMMIT
to diffusion MRI-based structural connectomics affects the measurement
of global efficiency, characteristic path length, modularity and clustering
coefficient of the estimated brain networks. Moreover, the interpretation
of group differences in patho-connectomics is altered by the use of TFTs.
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2: The same challenges are posed by the
validation of tractography algorithms.

As such, more research and extra caution are needed prior to incorporat-
ing tractography filtering into connectomic analysis pipelines in clinical
studies. Finally, the practice of density-based thresholding in the con-
text of graph-theoretical studies of structural brain networks obtained
via tractography filtering is confirmed to have negligible effects both on
healthy subjects and patients affected by traumatic brain injury.

4.3.2 Functionally-informed TFT

In this experiment we tested the validity of the FIT formulation proposed
in Section4.2.3. The lack of a golden standard of the structural connec-
tivity of the human brain poses a severe challenge to the possibility to
provide an unequivocal answer to the question whether a TFT2 is valid
or not. Moreover, Zalesky et al. 2016 recently showed how the sensitiv-
ity and specificity of structural connectomes affect the graph-theoretical
analysis of brain networks, highlighting how, in specific settings, the
presence of a false positive connection can be twice as detrimental as hav-
ing a false negative. This consideration acquires an alarming tone when
put next to the observations of Thomas et al. 2014 and Maier-Hein et al.
2017, who verified the presence of a non-trivial portion of false positive
connections in dMRI tractography-based structural connectomes.

To assess if and how FIT improves the quality of the retrieved structural
connectomes, we tested it on synthetic datasets that allow to observe its
effects on the sensitivity and the specificity of the retrieved networks in a
tractometric fashion (Côté et al. 2013).Moreover, preliminary insights are
obtained on the real data of a healthy subject from the HCP database

4.3.2.1 Data and methods

Data Two synthetic datasets have been employed in the experiment.
Both of them aim at assessing if FIT is able to distinguish false positive
(FP) and true positive (TP) connections. The employed synthetic datasets
are designed in such a way that they allow to analyse the filtered trac-
tograms in terms of true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) connections
(a.k.a. in a tractometric fashion, see Côté et al. 2013).

In particular, the focus is on how the presence of a prior knowledge on
the connectivity between the connected regions affects the resulting con-
nectome. Preliminary results are obtained also on a healthy subject from
the HCP database.

Synthetic Dataset – Crossing/Kissing
The first employed phantom describes crossing and kissing bundles con-
figurations andmimics the one employed in thework of Girard et al. 2017.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the tractograms obtained from the two configu-
rations have all the four possible streamline bundles, when they should
have only two. The dMRI signalwas simulated using Phantomas (Caruyer
et al. 2014) for a geometry of 94x94x94 voxels of (2.0mm)3 size. A single-
shell acquisition scheme was employed including one 𝑏 = 0𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 image
and 64 diffusionweighted images uniformly distributed on a 𝑏-shell Caruyer
et al. 2013 at 𝑏 = 1500𝑠/𝑚𝑚2. Fiber ODFs and probabilistic anatomically
constrained tractography were computed with Dipy (Garyfallidis et al.
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2014), obtaining a total of 50′000 streamlines per phantom (one for the
crossing and one for the kissing configuration). This dataset is the one
employed in our preliminary work (Frigo et al. 2018b).

Synthetic Dataset – ISBI 2013
The second phantom is the well known three-dimensional dataset em-
ployed in the second HARDI reconstruction challenge (ISBI2013). This
phantom represents a step forward with respect to the simplistic phan-
tom presented in the previous paragraph in the sense that it includes
the complexity of several major white matter tracts of the human brain
that go beyond the simple crossing/kissing ambiguity. The dMRI sig-
nal was simulated using Phantomas (Caruyer et al. 2014) for a geome-
try of 88x88x88 voxels of (1.25mm)3 size with 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = ∞. The same ac-
quisition scheme of the HCP dataset was employed, which includes 288
diffusion-weighted images subdivided in 18 volumes at 𝑏 = 0𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and
90 diffusion-weighted volumes obtained at uniformly distributed direc-
tions at 𝑏 = 1000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2, 𝑏 = 2000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and 𝑏 = 3000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 for a total
of 3 shells. A tailored five-tissue-type image (Jeurissen et al. 2014) was
build in-house and used for running the standard tractography pipeline
presented in Chapter 2, which includes an estimation of the fODFs via
MSMT-CSD (Jeurissen et al. 2014) and a second order integration of the
fODFs with a probabilistic anatomically constrained tractography algo-
rithm (R. E. Smith et al. 2012) performed via Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019)
seeding from the white matter mask.

Both the synthetic datasets do not have native functional prior knowl-
edge associated to the dMRI data. Simulating a functional network us-
ing neural mass models (Sanz Leon et al. 2013) or structure-function
maps (Deslauriers-Gauthier et al. 2020) would mean including an addi-
tional modeling step that could affect the analysis. As the use of func-
tional connectivity information is the core of FIT, we opted for using the
ground-truth structural connectivity matrix as a functional prior, given
the strong relationship between the structural and the functional brain
network (Honey et al. 2007).

HCP subject
The real dataset used for the analysis of the proposed FIT technique is
represented by subject 100307 of the HCP database. For this subject, both
dMRI and resting-state fMRI data are available. In both cases, we em-
ployed the pre-processed data available at the Connectome Coordination
Facility (Matthew F Glasser et al. 2013).

The employed cortical atlas is the Desikan parcellation (Desikan et al.
2006), which is directly available on the HCP database.

The dMRI data include 288 images subdivided in 18 volumes at 𝑏 = 0𝑠/𝑚𝑚2
and 90 diffusion-weighted volumes obtained at uniformly distributed di-
rections at 𝑏 = 1000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2, 𝑏 = 2000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 and 𝑏 = 3000𝑠/𝑚𝑚2 for a total
of 3 shells. A five-tissue-type image (R. E. Smith et al. 2012) of each sub-
ject was obtained with the Freesurfer pipeline (Fischl 2012) implemented
in Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019). Response functions for each tissue were
computed using the multi-shell multi-tissue (MSMT) response function
estimation algorithm provided by Jeurissen et al. in their work on MSMT
constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) (Jeurissen et al. 2014) and the
fODFs were computed using the MSMT-CSD algorithm (Jeurissen et al.
2014; Tournier et al. 2004) with a maximal spherical harmonics order
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of ℓ = 8. The obtained fODFs were used for probabilistic anatomically-
constrained tractography (ACT) with the iFOD2 algorithm (R. E. Smith
et al. 2012). The seeding was performed from the gray matter - white
matter interface (GMWMI) and a total of 2 millions of streamlines was
obtained.

The resting state fMRI data used in this experiment are the ones from
the REST1 session, which includes two acquisitions. The time series were
filtered using a Butterworth bandpass filter with critical frequencies of
0.01 and 0.1 Hz. We discarded the first 20 volumes of each acquisition
and we detrended linearly the remaining voxels. The movement param-
eters and their derivatives were regressed out and the data was motion
scrubbed (Power et al. 2012). At this point both acquisitions were con-
catenated to produce a single dataset. The mean signal for each parcel
was computed and used to build the functional connectome. Each entry
(𝑖, 𝑗) of its adjacency matrix was computed as the Pearson correlation be-
tween the time series associated to regions 𝑖 and 𝑗. Finally all negative
entries of the matrix, corresponding to anticorrelations between cortical
regions, were set to zero.

Filtering Pipeline As explained in Section 4.2.2, the design of a trac-
tography filtering pipeline requires four choices: the fitted data, the for-
ward model, the regularisation term and the constraints. The choices em-
ployed in our experiments are motivated mostly by the limitations posed
by the considered datasets and the computational complexity of the re-
sulting optimisation problem.

For all dataset, a hard non-negativity constraint 𝜄≥0(𝑥)was included. Also,
the regularisation term was designed according to the FIT formulation
proposed in Section 4.2.3 and hereafter reported:

Ω(𝑥) = 𝜆 ∑
𝑔∈𝒢

𝑤𝑔 ‖𝑥𝑔 ‖2 , 𝑤𝑔 = 1
√|𝑔| (1 + 𝛼 ⋅ 𝑐𝑔)

(4.12)

where 𝜆 is the regularisation parameter and 𝛼 ∈ {0, 1} controls the use
of the functional information encoded in 𝑐𝑔 . For 𝛼 = 0, 𝑐𝑔 does not have
any effect on the regularisation and one retrieves a group sparsity (GS)
formulation that is a close variation of the one used in COMMIT2. For
𝛼 = 1 the functional information is included and gives less penalty to so-
lutions that contain bundles connecting regions with higher functional
correlation. The optimal 𝜆 is selected by drawing the L-curve and select-
ing the value that yields the solution closest to the origin after having
normalised the two axes (P. C. Hansen 1992).

The two elements that are still to be determined are the forward model
and the fitted data. In the following paragraphs they are going to be spec-
ified for each dataset.

Synthetic Dataset: crossing/kissing
The forward model was designed to fit the raw dMRI data in a MIT fash-
ion by means of a stick-zeppelin-ball MC model implemented in COM-
MIT (Daducci et al. 2014). Sticks model the intra-cellular diffusivity of
streamlines. Finally, one zeppelin per fODF peak and one ball per voxel
are included. The diffusion parameters are set as specified in Section 4.2.1.2.
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As we reported in Frigo et al. 2018b, a slight variation of the bundle-
specific weight 𝑤𝑔 is employed, namely

𝑤𝑔 = 1
√|𝑔|

( 1
𝑐2𝑔

exp (
1 − 𝑐2𝑔
2𝑠2 ) − 1) . (4.13)

where 𝑠 is a shape parameter. This formulation was an attempt to intro-
duce a non-linearity in the control of the influence of 𝑐𝑔 in the model.

Synthetic Dataset: ISBI 2013
The forward model was designed to fit the raw dMRI data in a MIT fash-
ion by means of a stick-zeppelin-ball MC model implemented in TALON.
Sticks model the intra-cellular diffusivity of streamlines. Finally, one zep-
pelin per fODF peak and one ball per voxel are included. The diffusion
parameters are set as specified in Section 4.2.1.2.

HCP subject
The fitted data is the intra cellular volume fraction computed with the
MT-MC model presented in Chapter 3. The employed volume fraction
map is the same as the one that was analysed in the corresponding results
presented in Section 3.3.2. We refer to that section for further details on
the computation of such map. The forward operator is defined with the
fiber density model described in Section 4.2.

4.3.2.2 Results

Synthetic Dataset – crossing/kissing We report here the same results
presented in (Frigo et al. 2018b). The optimisation was performed with
the solver provided in the COMMIT package. The objective of this ex-
periment was to assess the ability of FIT to distinguish the crossing and
kissing configurations by using the prior knowledge on the functional
connectivity between the connected regions. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show
how the crossing/kissing fibers ambiguity is solved by FIT in the context
of this simplistic phantom dataset.

Synthetic Dataset – ISBI2013 The ISBI 2013 phantom dataset mim-
ics several complex fiber configurations that are present in the human
brain. The optimisation was performed using the solver provided by the
TALON package. The regularisation parameter was defined as follows.
In an attempt to balance the weights of the fitting term and the regulari-
sation term, we set

𝜆 = 𝜎 ⋅ ‖𝐴𝑇 𝑦‖2 max𝑔∈𝒢 ( 1
𝑤𝑔

) (4.14)

where 𝜎 is a scale parameter, 𝐴 is the forward operator, 𝑦 is the fitted
data and 𝑤𝑔 is the weight defined in Equation (4.12). The ‖𝐴𝑇 𝑦‖2 factor
normalises the cost function by the energy of the gradient of the fitting
term evaluated at 𝐱 = 0, hence for the solution that would be obtained
for 𝜆 → ∞. The normalisation by the maximum of the reciprocal of 𝑤𝑔 is
required in order to fix the interval spanned by the set of bundle-specific
weights. Notice that, differently from COMMIT2, this definition does not
rely on the solution of the associated NNLS problem, i.e., the problem ob-
tained from 𝜆 = 0. We performed the optimisation for 25 logaritmically
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Figure 4.8: Crossing. The displayed results
were computed for 𝜆 = 2.5 and 𝑠 = 1. Sub-
plot 𝑎 shows the ground truth geometry of
the phantom, where each bundle has a dis-
tinctive color. Subplots 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 show ev-
ery bundle belonging to the filtered trac-
togram. Those marked as FP should not
be present after the tractography optimi-
sation while those marked as TP should
be.

Figure 4.9: Kissing. The displayed results
were computed for 𝜆 = 2.5 and 𝑠 = 1. Sub-
plot 𝑎 shows the ground truth geometry of
the phantom, where each bundle has a dis-
tinctive color. Subplots 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑑 show ev-
ery bundle belonging to the filtered trac-
togram. Those marked as FP should not
be present after the tractography optimi-
sation while those marked as TP should
be.
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Figure 4.11: Results of ISBI 2013 phantom.
The top-left panel displays the L-curve
and the corresponding optimal regularisa-
tion parameters for the FIT and GS exper-
iments. The top-right panel shows how
the Youden’s 𝐽 index changeswith respect
to the employed regularisation parameter
for each technique. The two bottom pan-
els are devoted to the presentation of how
the number of TPs and FPs is affected by
the choice of the technique (FIT or GS)
and of the regularisation parameter.

Figure 4.10: Scale factors employed in the
definition of the L-curve for the ISBI 2013
and the HCP datasets. The considered val-
ues of 𝜎 are distributed logaritmically in
the [10−16, 1] range.

Youden’s 𝐽 : statistic that encompasses the
effects of both TPs and FPs. It’s defined as
𝐽 = 𝑇𝑃𝑟 + 𝐹𝑃𝑟 − 1, where TPr and FPr are
the TP and FP rate respectively.

spaced values of 𝜎 spanning the [10−16, 1] range as shown in Figure 4.10.
The results for FIT AND gs are reported in Figure 4.11, where the L-
curve displayed in the top left panel shows the asymptotic behaviour on
the left, a plateau in the middle and the convergence towards the 𝐱 = 0
solution on the right. The behaviour is exhibited both by FIT and GS. No-
tice how the optimal regularisation parameter of FIT and GS is obtained
for different values of 𝜎 .
As mentioned before, the dataset is designed in such a way to allow to
label each bundle as a True Positive (TP) or a False Positive (FP). The anal-
ysis of these aspects is reported in the other three panels of Figure 4.11.
The results highlight how the same 𝜎 yields solutions with systematically
less FPs when FIT is employed with respect to GS. For the respective op-
timal values of 𝜎 the number of retrieved FP bundles is 23 for FIT and
21 for GS. This difference is present also in the analysis of TPs. For the
same value of 𝜎 , FIT retrieves more TPs than GS. At the respective opti-
mal values of 𝜎 the FIT solution has 20 TPs, while the GS solution has
17 TPs. Notice how the highest value of the Youden’s 𝐽 statistic (Youden
1950) is not attained for the optimal value of 𝜎 neither for the FIT nor
for the GS problem. The value of Youden’s 𝐽 at the optimal 𝜎 is equal to
𝐽𝐹 𝐼 𝑇 = 0.72 for FIT and to 𝐽𝐺𝑆 = 0.61 for GS.

HCP subject The studied HCP subject¶ is a healthy young adult. The
optimisation was performed using the solver provided by the TALON
package. The choice of the regularisation parameter was done as for
the ISBI 2013 phantom, hence with an L-curve strategy based on the
25-points logaritmic grid. The results of the optimisation process are

¶ Subject id: 100307.
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Figure 4.12: Results for the HCP subject. The left panel shows the L-curve for the FIT and GS experiments. The central panel reports the
number of kept streamlines for each technique and 𝜎 . The right panel shows the number of groups (i.e., streamline bundles) retained for each
technique and 𝜎 . The optimal parameter for each technique is marked in the corresponding curves (red for FIT, orange for GS). Optimality
is attained for both experiments at 𝜎 = 10−4.

presented in Figure 4.12. The left panel shows the L-curve for both FIT
and GS and the respective optimal points, which are both attained for
𝜎 = 10−4. The shape of the L-curve indicates that explored range of 𝜎
covers the whole spectrum of meaningful cases. The central panel of the
figure reports the number of streamlines retained after the optimisation
process for each technique and for each 𝜎 . A streamline 𝑠 is considered to
be retained if the optimisation process associates to it a coefficient 𝑥∗𝑠 > 0.
Despite using a sparsity-inducing penalty term, the number of retained
streamlines does not monotonically decrease as 𝜎 grows. This is due to
the design of the employed sparsity-inducing penalty, which promotes
sparsity in the space of bundles, instead of promoting it in the space of
streamlines. The sparsity in the space of bundles is displayed in the right
panel of the same figure, where it is possible to see how the number of
retained bundles decreases as expected. Considering the results obtained
with the optimal 𝜎 , the FIT solution has 1% less streamlines and 27% less
bundles than the GS solution. This indicates a superior sparsity of the
solution with respect to not only the criterion explicitly encoded in the
regularisation term (group sparsity) but also to the sparsity in the space
of streamlines, which demonstrates a higher global parsimony of the ob-
tained solution. All this at the price of a slight loss in terms of data fitting,
as the fitting term evaluated at the GS solution is 6% lower than the one
evaluated at the FIT solution.

4.3.2.3 Discussion

The results reported in the previous section show how filtering with FIT
as a different effect with respect to filtering GS. This comparison is mean-
ingful in the sense that FIT can be formulated as an extension of GS that
includes additional priors on the functional connectivity between the re-
gions connected by each streamline bundle.

The simple experiment involving the crossing-kissing fibers ambiguity
presented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 highlighted how the employed regulari-
sation term does indeed include the desired type of information. The ge-
ometry of the simulated phantom and the topology of the ground truth
network are too simplistic to draw any neuro-scientific conclusion from
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3: In (Schiavi et al. 2020) the authors
selected the regularisation parameter
of COMMIT2 (GS-like model) based
uniquely on the maximisation of the 𝐽
statistic on a synthetic phantom.

it, but it confirms that the prior can be included in the process and solves
simple problems and the designed regularisation terms acts in this sense
as expected.

Looking at the results obtained on the ISBI 2013 dataset, we can have a
more realistic picture of the effects of FIT on the sensitivity and speci-
ficity of the filtered tractograms. Ideally, one would want to have less
FPs and more TPs. This would imply an increase in terms of Youden’s
𝐽 statistic. In Figure 4.11 we showed how in a wide neighbourhood of
the optimal regularisation parameter the FIT solution has systematically
more TPs and less FPs, hence a higher 𝐽 , than GS. This result was ex-
pected since FIT includes the prior designed explicitly on the ground
truth connectivity, as specified in Section 4.3.2.1. The solutions of FIT
and GS obtained with the respective optimal regularisation parameters
highlight a fundamental aspect: the highest Youden’s 𝐽 is attained for
regularisation parameters different from the optimal ones in both GS and
FIT. This consideration indicates that the sole use of Youden’s 𝐽 as a crite-
rion for the selection of the regularisation parameter3 is not an optimal
strategy, as it could be transparent to relevant differences in terms of
data fit. The potential bias introduced by the use of Youden’s 𝐽 as the
only criterion for choosing the regularisation parameter is particularly
evident when real data are employed, for which no ground truth knowl-
edge is available. In particular, the ground truth connectivity between
the considered regions is not known, hence it is not possible to perform
the the TP/FP analysis.

The experiments on the real data highlights one difference in the selec-
tion of the optimal regularisation parameter, which in this case. contrary
to the experiments on the synthetic datasets, is the same for FIT and GS.
This suggests that the assessment of the optimal strategy for the selec-
tion of the regularisation parameter is far from being concluded. Further
studies are necessary in order to understand if the choice can be made at
subject level, at cohort level or at TFT level.

Another relevant aspect highlighted by the real data is the different spar-
sity yielded by FIT with respect to GS. At the price of a slight reduction
of the performance in terms of data fitting, the sparsity increases sig-
nificantly when FIT is applied with respect to GS. This increases our
confidence towards the idea that the higher parsimony observed when
the functional prior knowledge is included does indeed come from an
improved soundness of the whole framework.

One limitation faced in these experiments concerns the nature itself of
the bundle sparsity framework, which is what associates COMMIT2, GS
and FIT. For the way in which we formulated it, streamline bundles are
definedwith a cortical criterion, hence by clustering together streamlines
connecting different pairs of cortical regions defined with a cortical at-
las. Keeping in mind that the fitting term of the defined TFTs models
the maps generated by the streamlines along their trajectories (i.e., in
the WM), there is a WM-GM duality in the definition of the fitting and
the regularisation terms. Designing the streamline clustering in a way
that takes into account also the geometry of the streamlines (e.g., with
QuickBundles (Garyfallidis et al. 2012)) could allow a better modelling
of the prior. A drawback of such formulation would be that the defini-
tion of the functional connectivity associated to a bundle would need
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to be rethought to match the new definition of regions connected by the
streamline bundle.

Another limitation is posed by the use of Phantomas (Caruyer et al. 2014)
in the generation of the synthetic phantoms. This software does not allow
a reliable description of the intra-cellular volume fraction that is required
for the use of the fiber densitymodel as a forwardmodel for the TFT. This
weakens the possibility to infer properties of the solutions on real data
from solutions on synthetic data. On the other side, the use of the fiber
density model on the real data is mandated by the superior complexity
of the MIT modelling, whose use would make the problem intractable at
large scale.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we analysed the expanding field of tractography filtering
by reviewing the principal tools available in the literature, i.e., SIFT2 and
COMMIT2. We proposed a more abstract unified formulation of those
techniques discussing the modelling and the computational aspects. We
presented a systematic comparison of the effects of TFTs on the graph-
theoretical analysis of structural connectomes of the human brain es-
timated with dMRI. This phenomenon is shown to be present in both
healthy subjects and patients affected by traumatic brain injury. The sec-
ond contribution presented in this chapter is the Functionally Informed
TFT (FIT), a novel filtering technique that extends the previous ones
by including prior information on the functional connectivity between
the regions connected by the streamlines. The preliminary results pre-
sented in this chapter show that connectomes obtained with FIT satisfy
the expected properties, opening the door towards the exploration of
functionally-informed structural connectomes.
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Overview Brain atlases are central objects in network neuroscience,
where the interactions between different brain regions are modeled as a
graph called connectome. In structural connectomes, nodes are parcels
from a predefined cortical atlas and edges encode the strength of the
axonal connectivity between regions measured via diffusion Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) tractography. Herein, we aim at providing a
novel perspective on the problem of choosing a suitable atlas for struc-
tural connectivity studies by assessing how robustly an atlas captures the
network topology across different subjects in a homogeneous cohort. We
measure this robustness by assessing the alignability of the connectomes,
namely the possibility to retrieve graph matchings that provide highly
similar graphs. To answer such a question, in Section 5.2 we introduce
two novel concepts arising as natural generalisations of previous ones.
First, the graph Jaccard index (GJI), a graph similarity measure based on
the well-established Jaccard index between sets; the GJI exhibits natural
mathematical properties that are not satisfied by previous approaches.
Second, we devise a new technique for aligning connectomes obtained
by adapting the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) graph-isomorphism test called
WL-align. In Section 5.3.3 we present results obtained on 100 unrelated
subjects from the Human Connectome Project database, which allowed
us to validate the GJI and WL-align, inferring a strategy for choosing
a suitable parcellation for structural connectivity studies. Finally, a dis-
cussion on the potential developments and limitations of our work is
presented in Section 5.4.

5.1 Introduction

Due to the immense complexity of the brain, it is impossible to gain any
insight into its global operation without simplifying assumptions. One
such assumption, which has been widely used by neuroscientists, is that
the brain, and in particular the cortical surface, can be divided into dis-
tinct and homogeneous areas. Of course the definition of homogeneous
areas greatly depends on one’s point of view, which has led to a plethora
of brain parcellations. As showed in Chapter 2, the cortical surface has
been subdivided based on its cytoarchitecture, shape, functional organi-
sation, axonal connectivity, and combinations of these and other features.
There is also significant evidence that cortical regions vary in shape, size,
number, and location across subjects and even across individual tasks,
making the existence of a single canonical atlas unlikely. In addition to
studying the characteristics of specific brain regions defined by a parcel-
lation, the field of connectomics studies their relationship and interac-
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tions. In this context, the focus is shifted from understanding how infor-
mation is segregated in the brain to how it is integrated. Through the
use of dMRI-based tractography, structural connections between brain
areas can be recovered, as presented in Chapters 2 and 4. The result is
a network whose nodes correspond to cortical regions and whose edge
weights represent the strength of the structural connectivity between
pairs of regions. Alternatively, one could determine the functional con-
nectome of a brain, hence the network that describes the similarity be-
tween the patterns of activation of brain regions. Given structural or
functional connectomes, their features can be compared across subjects
and populations to link network changes to pathology or to further in-
crease our understanding of its organisation. An underlying assumption
is that a correspondence between nodes of the network exists across sub-
jects, a condition which is usually satisfied by using a group (Gallardo et
al. 2018a; S. Parisot et al. 2015) or template-based parcellation (see Chap-
ter 2). The drawback of this strategy is that it ignores any subject specific
changes in cortical organisation and reduces the specificity of the results.
The use of subject-specific atlases and the subsequent comparison of the
resulting connectomes requires the a-posteriori definition of a mapping
between the nodes of the two networks. This is also known as brain atlas
correspondence and parcel matching problem (Gallardo et al. 2018b; Mars
et al. 2016).

The construction of a mapping between network nodes corresponds to
what is known in various fields as network alignment or graph matching
(Ayache et al. 1987; Barak et al. 2019; Conte et al. 2004; Korula et al. 2014;
Singh et al. 2008). Graph alignment solutions (called alignments) corre-
spond to a permutation of the labels of the nodes of a graph which max-
imises its similarity to a second graph. There is no standard way to mea-
sure the quality of its solutions (Bayati et al. 2013). This is also reflected
in the neuroimaging literature, where various measures of similarity be-
tween brain networks are used (Becker et al. 2018;M. K. Chung et al. 2017;
Deslauriers-Gauthier et al. 2020; Osmanlıoğlu et al. 2019; Shen et al. 2020;
Villareal–Haro et al. 2020). In the context of connectomics, a graph align-
ment is a reordering of the labels of the nodes of a brain network that
maximises its similarity with a second one while preserving the topology.
Describing the brain network through its connectivity (a.k.a. adjacency)
matrix, permutations of the node labels correspond to identical permuta-
tions of the rows and columns of the connectivity matrix. This problem is
distinct from the parcel matching problem. The main difference is that in
those problems the permutation acts only on the rows of the connectiv-
ity matrix as they find correspondences between connectivity fingerprints
that rely on external features. Conversely, graph alignment does not rely
on any external information and uses only information contained in the
topology of the graphs.

The complexity of finding the optimal alignment between two graphs
using a naïve brute force strategy is exponential in the number of nodes.
It is therefore intractable even for the smallest of brain networks, which
typically have 50 cortical regions. Spectral methods are a popular ap-
proach to the alignment problem (Feizi et al. 2019; Hayhoe et al. 2019;
Nassar et al. 2018), despite being subject to limitations (R. C. Wilson et al.
2008). Modern machine learning paradigms exploit deep learning tech-
niques for finding an alignment (Heimann et al. 2018; C. Li et al. 2018;
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1: The existence of the map 𝑚 is granted
whenever |𝑉1 | ≤ |𝑉2 |.

Liu et al. 2016), however they make use of partially available informa-
tion about the alignment itself (Liu et al. 2016), or lack explainability and
interpretability.

We first introduce in Section 5.2 the graph Jaccard index (GJI), a natural
objective function for the network alignment problem. For a given align-
ment, the GJI rewards correct matches while simultaneously penalising
mismatches, overcoming limitations of previous approaches (Feizi et al.
2019). We then propose in Section 5.2.3 a new graph alignment heuris-
tic, the Weisfeiler-Lehman Alignment (WL-align), based on a weighted
variant of the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm for graph isomorphism (We-
isfeiler et al. 1968). WL-align is amenable to concrete interpretability in
terms of local network structure around each node (Figure 5.3) and can be
integrated with other heuristics. We compare WL-align against the Fast
Approximate Quadratic Programming for Graph Matching (FAQ) (Vogel-
stein et al. 2015), another efficient brain-alignment heuristic which is
solely based on network structure.

5.2 Theory

A brain network is characterised as an edge-weighted graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸),
where each of the 𝑛 nodes represents a brain region and each weight
𝑤𝑖𝑗 encodes the strength of the connection between regions 𝑖 and 𝑗. The
graph 𝐺 can always be considered as complete, given that an edge (𝑖, 𝑗) ∉
𝐺 can be associated to a null weight 𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 0. The matrix that encodes in
position (𝑖, 𝑗) the weight of the edge 𝑤𝑖𝑗 between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 is called
adjacency matrix of 𝐺 and is denoted as Adj(𝐺). In the context of con-
nectomics (Hagmann 2005; O. Sporns et al. 2005), the adjacency matrix
is also known as connectivity matrix. In this work we consider only net-
works with non-negative edge weights. For structural connectomes this
does not impose any special preprocessing, since they are usually con-
structed using streamline count, length, or weights which are already
non-negative. However, functional connectomes can contain negative
entries because they are typically based on the correlation of resting state
functional MRI signals. A practical solution, already used in other stud-
ies (Deslauriers-Gauthier et al. 2020), is to threshold the connectomes,
therefore replacing negative entries by zeros.

5.2.1 Brain Alignment

To compare two networks, it is of fundamental importance to establish
a correspondence between the nodes of the two graphs. Given two net-
works 𝐺1 = (𝑉1, 𝐸1) and 𝐺2 = (𝑉2, 𝐸2) of 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 nodes respectively, it
is possible to define an injective map1 𝑚 ∶ 𝑉1 → 𝑉2 that is called graph
matching or network alignment. An edge (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝐸1 is correctly matched
by 𝑚 if (𝑚(𝑢), 𝑚(𝑣)) ∈ 𝐸2 and both edges have the same weight. Notice
that a graph matching that matches all edges corresponds to an injective
graph homomorphism. In the context of connectomics we will refer to 𝑚
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also as a brain alignment. A simple representation of this function is that
of a matching matrix 𝑃𝑚 of dimension 𝑛2 × 𝑛1 (with 𝑛2 ≥ 𝑛1) defined as

(𝑃𝑚)𝑖𝑗 = {1 if 𝑚(𝑗) = 𝑖,
0 otherwise. (5.1)

In the special case where 𝑛1 = 𝑛2, 𝑃𝑚 is a permutation matrix. If 𝑚 is
an isomorphism between 𝐺1 and 𝐺2, then the transformation between
the adjacency matrices of the two graphs is fully characterised by the
matching matrix and is given by

Adj(𝐺1) = 𝑃𝑇𝑚 Adj(𝐺2) 𝑃𝑚 (5.2)

where 𝑇 denotes the transpose of the matrix.

5.2.2 Quality of Brain Alignments

Once a brain alignment is identified, its quality can be assessed by eval-
uating the (dis)similarity of the resulting two resulting networks. In the
following, the similarity measures are defined for equal-sized networks,
as typically encountered in connectomics. Classical metrics for this task
are based on the comparison of the adjacency matrices of the two graphs
by means of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, ℓ𝑝 distance, or Frobenius
distance (Vogelstein et al. 2015). The norm-based distances estimate the
dissimilarity between two graphs 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 by computing the distance
between their adjacency matrices as follows

𝑑𝑡 (𝐺1, 𝐺2) = ‖Adj(𝐺1) − Adj(𝐺2)‖𝑡 (5.3)

where 𝑡 indicates the type of norm (𝑝 for ℓ𝑝 norms and 𝐹 for Frobenius
norm). Note that higher distance corresponds to lower similarity. An-
other similarity measure that has been widely adopted in neuroimaging
and brain connectivity is correlation; among the many definitions of cor-
relation, we consider

𝐶(𝐺1, 𝐺2) =
⟨ ⃗Adj(𝐺1), ⃗Adj(𝐺2)⟩

‖ ⃗Adj(𝐺1)‖2 ⋅ ‖ ⃗Adj(𝐺2)‖2
(5.4)

where the numerator is the scalar product between the vectorisation of
the adjacency matrices of the two graphs and the denominator is the
product of their norms. This similarity measure is also known as cosine
similarity, since it corresponds to the cosine of the angle between the two
vectors. Other distances based on geometrical (Venkatesh et al. 2020) and
homological (M. K. Chung et al. 2017) properties of the networks have
been proposed.

We remark how the concept of similarity between networks used in this
work fits well the standard concept of matrix similarity in the particular
case where the change of basis matrix is a permutation matrix. Given
two 𝑛-by-𝑛 matrices 𝐴 and 𝐵, they are said to be similar if there exists an
invertible matrix 𝑃 such that

𝐵 = 𝑃−1𝐴𝑃
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where 𝑃 can be interpreted as the change of basis matrix. In the context
of graph alignment, the expression given in the last equation appears
also in the mapping between two graphs of Equation (5.2). In particular,
the change of basis matrix 𝑃 corresponds to the matrix representation of
the graph matching.

All such measures capture some aspects of the similarity between two
graphs, but none of them satisfies all the following requirements:

▶ arising as a natural generalisation of other similarity measures for
less structured data, e.g., for sets of values without a network struc-
ture;

▶ being applicable to the algorithmic graph isomorphism and induced
subgraph isomorphism problems, as fundamental special cases of
the problem of measuring the similarity between two graphs;

▶ being simple enough so that its value can be easily interpreted;
▶ giving a straightforward notion of metric in the considered space.

We therefore propose a new measure obtained by generalising the Jac-
card similarity index, a similarity metric widely adopted in data mining,
so that algorithmic problems such as induced subgraph isomorphism can
be retrieved as special cases. Moreover, while our proposed measure as-
signs a clear meaning to the correspondence between two edges in two
given graphs, it also depends on the global network structure.

5.2.2.1 Graph Jaccard Similarity Index

The Jaccard similarity index was originally proposed in the context of set
theory tomeasure the similarity between two sets𝐴 and 𝐵. It is computed
as the ratio between the size of their intersection and the size of their
union, that is

𝐽 (𝐴, 𝐵) = |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵|
|𝐴 ∪ 𝐵| . (5.5)

An example of what is measured by the Jaccard index on sets is given
in Figure 5.1. Notice that 𝐽 (𝐴, 𝐵) is defined in the [0, 1] range and the
extreme values are attained either when the intersection of the two sets
is empty (i.e., 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 = ∅ ⟹ 𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) = 0) or when the two sets are equal
(i.e., 𝐴 = 𝐵 ⟹ 𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) = 1). Both the sets need to be non-empty.

Figure 5.1: The two sets contoured by
the circles have a non-empty intersection
marked by the black dots. The Jaccard sim-
ilarity index between the two sets is the
result of the ratio between the number of
elements in the intersection and the num-
ber of elements in the union of the two
sets. The resulting Jaccard index is equal
to 𝐽 = 3/33 ≈ 0.09.
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The Jaccard similarity index has also been generalised to non-negative
real vectors and, in this more general setting, is also known as Ruzicka
similarity. In detail, given two vectors 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑑 such that 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0 and
𝑦𝑖 ≥ 0, their weighted Jaccard similarity index can be computed as

𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑𝑑
𝑖=1 min(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)

∑𝑑
𝑖=1 max(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)

. (5.6)

Note that the Jaccard similarity index between two sets follows as a spe-
cial case whenever the vectors 𝑥, 𝑦 are binary and their dimension 𝑑 is
equal to the size of the union of the two sets. A remarkable property of
the weighted Jaccard similarity index is that it induces a metric in the
space where it is defined (Charikar 2002).

Our adaptation of the concept of Jaccard similarity index to weighted
graphs is based on the identification of the nodes of the two graphs.
Given two brain networks 𝐺1 = (𝑉1, 𝐸1) and 𝐺2 = (𝑉2, 𝐸2) with adja-
cency matrices Adj(𝐺1) = 𝐴 and Adj(𝐺2) = 𝐵, the weighted graph Jaccard
similarity index (GJI) of 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 is

𝐽 (𝐺1, 𝐺2) =
∑(𝑖,𝑗)∈ℰ min (𝐴𝑖,𝑗 , 𝐵𝑖,𝑗)
∑(𝑖,𝑗)∈ℰ max (𝐴𝑖,𝑗 , 𝐵𝑖,𝑗)

(5.7)

where ℰ is the set of all possible pairs of nodes. In the context of the
present work, we remark that we can think of 𝐵 as having been previ-
ously aligned to 𝐴 via Equation 5.2. Alternatively, the weighted graph
Jaccard similarity index is defined as the weighted Jaccard index of the
vectorisation of the graphs’ adjacency matrices. Notice that 𝐽 (𝐺1, 𝐺2) is
not well defined when both 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 are empty (i.e., 𝐸1 = 𝐸2 = ∅).
Whenever Adj(𝐺1) = Adj(𝐺2), the min and the max in Equation (5.7) co-
incide and 𝐽 (𝐺1, 𝐺2) = 1. On the contrary, if 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 do not have any
edge in common (i.e., 𝐸1∩𝐸2 = ∅), the numerator of Equation (5.7) will be
equal to zero and 𝐽 (𝐺1, 𝐺2) = 0. A remarkable property of the GJI is that
it induces a metric in the space where it is defined. As a matter of fact,
the function 𝑑𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 1 − 𝐽(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ [0, 1] respects the three properties of
metrics:

1. Identity: 𝑑𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 0 if and only if 𝑥 = 𝑦 ;
2. Symmetry: 𝑑𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑑𝐽 (𝑦 , 𝑥);
3. Triangle inequality: 𝑑𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝑑𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑧) + 𝑑𝐽 (𝑧, 𝑦).

The first two properties trivially follow from the definition of 𝐽 , while
the third follows as a particular case of what is presented in Charikar
2002, Lemma 1. An example of how the GJI acts on two graphs is given
in Figure 5.2.

We have so far formally established the notion of network alignment
(Equation (5.1)), and presented the Jaccard index as a principled way to
measure the quality of an alignment (Equation (5.7)). We are thus ready,
in the next section, to describe our variant of the Weisfeiler-Lehman
heuristic and to show how to employ it to construct a network align-
ment.
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Figure 5.2: This figure shows an example
of how to compute the GJI between two
compatible graphs 𝑋 and 𝑌 . For each pair
of nodes 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷}, one computes
the minimum and maximum between 𝑋𝑖,𝑗
and 𝑌𝑖,𝑗 . These two quantities will be used
to define the numerator and the denomi-
nator of the GJI defined in Equation (5.7).
As shown in the min (yellow) and max
(green) graphs, edges that are not in a
graph are associated to a null weight. The
GJI is then computed as the ratio between
the sum of the minimal weights and the
sum of the maximal weights. The dis-
played example shows a very low GJI, in-
dicating poor similarity between the com-
pared graphs.

2: A multi-set is a set whose elements can
appear multiple times.

5.2.3 Weisfeiler-Lehman Network Alignment

In this workwe propose a brain alignment technique that allows to define
the graph matching 𝑚 between two brain networks 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 with a
three-step procedure:

1. For each node 𝑢 in both graphs, define a vector 𝐻𝑢 called signature.
2. Define a complete bipartite graph where on one side there are the

nodes of the first graph and on the other side there are the nodes of
the second graph; the euclidean distance between two signatures
becomes the weight of each edge of the bipartite graph.

3. The graphmatching is given as the solution of theminimumweight
bipartite matching problem, also known as assignment problem, on
the bipartite graph previously defined.

The novelty element of this brain alignment algorithm is given by the
definition of the node signature, which is determined with an algorithm
inspired by the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) method for graph isomorphism
testing (Weisfeiler et al. 1968). For this reason, WL-align is the name we
propose for our brain alignment algorithm.

TheWLGraph IsomorphismHeuristic We first recall the classicalWL
algorithm (Färer 2017) for graph isomorphism testing. Consider an undi-
rected unweighted graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸). At the onset, we color all the nodes
of 𝑉 with the same color. We then refine the coloring in consecutive
rounds: at round 𝑖 + 1, nodes 𝑢 and 𝑣 receive new and different colors
whenever they already had different colors at round 𝑖, or if the multi-
sets2 of colors of their neighbors at round 𝑖 were different. For example,
if two nodes have different degrees, the multi-set of neighbor colors are
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Figure 5.4: The red and blue nodes in
the two rows represent the two graphs
𝐺1 = (𝑉1, 𝐸1) 𝐺2 = (𝑉2, 𝐸2) being aligned.
The displayed complete bipartite graph is
the one constructed in the second step of
the WL-align algorithm. Each edge has
weight equal to the euclidean distance be-
tween the signatures of the nodes that it
connects. For instance, the weight associ-
ated to the edge connecting nodes 𝑢 ∈ 𝑉1
and 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉2 is ‖𝐻(𝑢) − 𝐻(𝑣)‖2, where 𝐻(⋅) is
the node signature defined in the first step
of the WL-align algorithm.

initially different since their cardinality differs, hence they will be as-
signed a different color after the first iteration of the algorithm.

At each round, the colors assigned by the algorithm define a partition
of the nodes, which stabilizes after at most 𝑛 rounds. Since WL is solely
based on the topology of the graph, if the partitions that it constructs for
two graphs 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 differ, then the two graphs are not isomorphic. If,
instead, the two partitions are the same, the generated partitions can be
exploited to search for an isomorphism between the two graphs (McKay
et al. 2014).

The core operation of WL is the computation of the multi-set of neigh-
bouring colors of a node, which is some sort of signature of the node. In
the next paragraphs we’re going to see how this can be generalised to
the case of weighted graphs. This will allow us to define the signature
that will be exploited in the WL-align technique.

Node Signature The signature that we associate to each node of the
two graphs describes the local connectivity pattern of the node. It relies
on the concept of volume of a node, which is defined as the sum of the
weights of the edges incident to the node itself, namely

vol(𝑣) = ∑
𝑢∈𝑉

𝑤𝑢𝑣 (5.8)

where 𝑉 is the set of nodes in the graph, 𝑣 is the node of which we com-
pute the volume vol(𝑣) and 𝑤𝑢𝑣 is the weight of the edge connecting
nodes 𝑢 and 𝑣 . The algorithm that defines the signature of node 𝑢 con-
siders the subnetwork 𝐺′ induced by the nodes that are reachable from
𝑢 in at most ℓ hops. At each of these hops, 𝐺′ retains only the 𝑘 nodes
with highest contribution, weighted according to a function of the path
that connects them to 𝑢. In detail, such a contribution is computed via
the following function

𝑓 (𝑣0, … , 𝑣ℎ) = {vol(𝑣0) if 𝜋 = (𝑣0),
𝑤(𝑣0,𝑣1)
vol(𝑣0) ⋅ 𝑓 (𝑣1, … , 𝑣ℎ) otherwise

(5.9)

where 𝑤(𝑢, 𝑣) is just a more verbose notation for the edge weight 𝑤𝑢𝑣 .
The subnetwork 𝐺′ is a complete 𝑘-ary tree of depth ℓ which can be ob-
tained from a breadth-first search (BFS) starting from 𝑢, and has a total of
𝑑 = ∑ℓ

𝑖=0 𝑘𝑖 nodes. For this reason the parameters 𝑘 and ℓ are respectively
called width and depth. The entries of the signature 𝐻𝑢 ∈ ℝ𝑑 are then
computed starting from 𝑢 and following the BFS by recursively, estimat-
ing the contribution of each edge to the volume of the considered node
via Equation (5.9). A formal description of the algorithm for computing
the signature 𝐻𝑢 is given in Algorithm 1, while a graphical intuition is
illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Bipartite graph A bipartite graph is a network whose nodes can be
divided in two distinct and non-overlapping sets, such that there are no
edges connecting nodes in the same set. Once a signature is computed
for each node of the two graphs, we define a weighted complete bipartite
graph 𝐺𝑚 = ((𝑉1∪𝑉2), (𝑉1×𝑉2)). The nodes on the left, i.e., 𝑉1, represent the
nodes of the first graph, while the nodes on the right, i.e., 𝑉2, represent
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Algorithm 1 WL-align signature
Input: graph 𝐺; node 𝑢; width 𝑘; depth ℓ
Output: signature 𝐻𝑢
1: 𝐻𝑢 ← empty list ▷ append right
2: 𝑄 ← empty queue ▷ FIFO data-structure; pop left (get and remove);

append right
3: 𝑄 ← append 𝜋 = (𝑢) ▷ 𝜋 is the zero-length, single-node path
4: while 𝑄 is not empty do
5: 𝜋 = (𝑢, … , 𝑣ℎ) ← pop path from 𝑄
6: 𝐻𝑢 ← append f(𝜋)
7: if ℎ < ℓ then ▷ ℎ is the length of 𝜋
8: 𝜋𝑧 ← (𝑢,… , 𝑣ℎ, 𝑧), ∀𝑧 ∈ 𝑉 ▷ if (𝑣ℎ, 𝑧) ∉ 𝐸 then

𝑤(𝑣ℎ, 𝑧) = 0 ⟹ f(𝜋𝑧) = 0
9: 𝑧1, … , 𝑧𝑛 ← nodes s.t. f(𝜋𝑧1) ≥ … ≥ f(𝜋𝑧𝑛 ) ▷ ties broken

uniformly at random
10: 𝑄 ← append the 𝑘 paths 𝜋𝑧1 , … , 𝜋𝑧𝑘 .
11: return 𝐻𝑢

the nodes of the second graph. The edge-weights encode the distance
between the signatures of pairs of nodes belonging to different graphs,
i.e., each edge (𝑢, 𝑣) with 𝑢 ∈ 𝑉1 and 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉2 is weighted according to a
function 𝑏 ∶ 𝑉1 × 𝑉2 → ℝ defined as the euclidean distance between the
signatures of the two endpoints 𝑏(𝑢, 𝑣) = ‖𝐻𝑢 − 𝐻𝑣 ‖2. Figure 5.4 shows a
simple example of the defined bipartite graph.

Assignment problem The final step towards finding the wantedmatch-
ing with WL-align is the resolution of the assignment problem corre-
sponding to the bipartite graph 𝐺𝑚 defined in the previous paragraph.
Thematching can be found by selecting aminimum-weight graphmatch-
ing, namely a subset of edges of the bipartite graph such that every node
has degree 1 and the sum of the weights of all edges of the subset is mini-
mal. In formal terms, given the two sets 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 and the weighting func-
tion 𝑏 that define 𝐺𝑚, the problem asks to find a bijection 𝑚 ∶ 𝑉1 → 𝑉2,
i.e., the matching, that minimizes the function ∑𝑢∈𝑉1 𝑏(𝑢, 𝑚(𝑢)). This as-
signment problem is efficiently solved by the Hungarian algorithm (Ja-
cobi 1890; Kuhn 1955), which is a combinatorial optimization routine that
finds the wanted matching with a minimum total cost. The Hungarian al-
gorithm has 𝒪(𝑛3) complexity and it is implementated in Scipy (scipy).
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Figure 5.3: The graph on the left is the
one that serves as an example for explain-
ing the algorithm for computing the signa-
ture𝐻𝑢 of node 𝑢with 𝑘 = 2 and ℓ = 2. The
first entry of 𝐻𝑢 is 𝐻𝑢[1] = vol(𝑢), which
is obtained by considering all the edges
touching node 𝑢 contoured by the purple
circle in panel 1. The focus moves then
to the two neighbors that create a path
with highest 𝑓 , namely 𝑣1 and 𝑣2, which
are marked by the blue and green circles
in panel 2. They are considered in decreas-
ing order (w.r.t. the volume) and the corre-
sponding entries are computed with Equa-
tion (5.9). For instance, the second entry
of 𝐻𝑢 is equal to 𝐻𝑢[2] = vol(𝑣1) ⋅ 𝑎1/𝑣𝑜𝑙(𝑢).
The third entry is computed in an analo-
gous way as 𝐻𝑢[3] = vol(𝑣2) ⋅ 𝑎2/𝑣𝑜𝑙(𝑢).
This concludes the definition of the first
1 + 𝑘 entries of 𝐻𝑢 . The following entries
are defined by considering first the blue
and then the green subnetwork in panel
3. The fourth entry is equal to 𝐻𝑢[4] =
vol(𝑢) ⋅ (𝑎1/ vol(𝑣1)) ⋅ (𝑎1/ vol(𝑢)) and the
fifth is 𝐻𝑢[5] = vol(𝑤1) ⋅ (𝑏1/ vol(𝑣1) ⋅
(𝑎1/ vol(𝑢)). Analogously, the sixth and
the last entry will be 𝐻𝑢[6] = vol(𝑤4) ⋅
(𝑏4/ vol(𝑣2)) ⋅ (𝑎2/ vol(𝑢)) and 𝐻𝑢[7] =
vol(𝑤5) ⋅ (𝑏5/ vol(𝑣2)) ⋅ (𝑎2/ vol(𝑢)).

(Frigo et al. 2020a): Frigo et al. (2020),Code
and data for ”Network alignment and sim-
ilarity reveal atlas-based topological differ-
ences in structural connectomes”

5.3 Experiments

We processed the data of 100 unrelated subjects from the HCP database
and obtained the structural brain networks via dMRI-based tractogra-
phy as described in Section 5.3.1. For each of the 100 subjects we con-
sidered 23 parcellations (Desikan, Glasser, Gallardo at 11 different reso-
lutions, Schaefer at 10 different resolutions) described in Section 5.3.1.1,
obtaining a total of 2300 weighted graphs. For each parcellation, we re-
trieved a network alignment between each of the 5050 pairs of subjects
using WL-align, which is the novel technique introduced in this work,
and the state-of-the-art competitor FAQ, as described in Section 5.3.1.4,
for a total of 232300 alignments. The quality of the obtained alignments
was then assessed using four network similarity measures described in
Section 5.3.1.5. All the code and data that are necessary for reproduc-
ing the presented experiments are available on the Open Science Frame-
work Frigo et al. 2020a.

5.3.1 Data and Methods

To build the structural brain networks, we considered the preprocessed
data of the Human Connectome Project (HCP) database (U100 subject
group) (Matthew F Glasser et al. 2013; WU-Minn Human Connectome
Project consortium 2017; Van Essen et al. 2012) available at the Con-
nectome Coordination Facility∗. For each subject, a five-tissue-type im-
age (R. E. Smith et al. 2012)was obtained using the Freesurfer pipeline (Fis-
chl 2012) invoked throughMrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019). A response func-
tion was estimated for the white matter, gray matter, and cerebrospinal

∗ https://www.humanconnectome.org/

https://www.humanconnectome.org/
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fluid using a maximal spherial harmonic order of 8 for all tissues (Jeuris-
sen et al. 2014). The fiber orientation distribution functions (fODFs) were
then computed using the multi-shell multi-tissue constrained spherical
deconvolution algorithm (Jeurissen et al. 2014). Finally, the fODFs were
used as input for probabilistic anatomically constrained tractography
performed with the iFOD2 algorithm (R. E. Smith et al. 2012) seeding
from the gray matter - white matter interface and obtaining a total of
five million streamlines per subject.

5.3.1.1 Parcellations

The four parcellations considered in this work subdivide the cerebral cor-
tex following different characteristics of the brain. The Desikan (Desikan
et al. 2006) parcellation is based on the manual segmentation of a tem-
plate of the brain cortex that takes into account the morphological con-
sistencies of healthy human brains. For each subject, it was obtained di-
rectly from the Human Connectome Project database together with the
cortical surface in fslr32k space. The Glasser parcellation (Matthew F.
Glasser et al. 2016) follows a multi-modal approach that considers cor-
tical architecture, function, connectivity, and topography. Its projection
onto the fslr32k space was obtained from the BALSA repository (Wash-
ingtonUniversity School ofMedicine 2020). TheGallardo parcellation (Gal-
lardo et al. 2018a) is based on the segmentation of the structural connec-
tivity profiles associated to each point of the cortical surface and the
Schaefer parcellation (Schaefer et al. 2017) is based on the analysis of the
co-activation patterns of the brain by means of the analysis of resting-
state functional connectivity. The Gallardo and the Schaefer parcella-
tions were computed with a granularity of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600,
700, 800, 900, and 1000 parcels. The Gallardo parcellation was computed
also with a granularity of 50 parcels. We extracted the 11 Gallardo atlases
from the extrinsic connectivity parcellation of Gallardo et al. (Gallardo et
al. 2018a). The used Schaefer atlas (Schaefer et al. 2017) was downloaded
from the repository of the CBIG laboratory (T. Yeo 2020) for the seven-
networks parcellation (B. T. Yeo et al. 2011). The use of multi-resolution
parcellations reflects the multi-scale nature of the brain network and al-
lows to inspect how the atlas resolution affects the similarity and the
alignment of brain networks.

5.3.1.2 Connectomes

For each subject and parcellation an in-house softwarewas used for count-
ing the number of streamlines connecting each pair of regions. The ob-
tained quantity was encoded as the weight of the edge connecting the
two parcels in the brain network. All the edge weights were then di-
vided by the sum of all the weights in the graph. A total of 23 connec-
tomes of different sizes was obtained for each subject. We removed the
self-connections from each connectome to force the comparison of con-
nections between regions, allowing to work with the sheer topological
properties of the network (Stratos 2020). Because of the high resolution
of some parcellations, some regions turned out to be isolated (i.e., not con-
nected to any other region). In order to have a connected graph, which is
a requirement of the WL-align algorithm, we artificially connected these
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isolated (i.e., zero-volume) nodes to the others by adding small-weighted
edges connecting each of these nodes to all the other nodes in the graph.
This weight was set to 1 (before normalisation), which from the point of
view of tractography is equivalent to the existence of one single stream-
line connecting the region to the others. The obtained graphs are undi-
rected and weighted.

5.3.1.3 Intra-cohort variability

In order to assess the variability between the brain networks of the sub-
jects in the studied cohort, for each subject we measured the similarity
between the connectomes of each pair of subjects with three different
similarity metrics: the weighted graph Jaccard index (Equation (5.7)), the
Frobenius norm (Equation (5.3)) and the correlation (Equation (5.4)).

5.3.1.4 Network alignments

In order to assess the ability of WL-align to retrieve the wanted align-
mentmap, we prepared the dataset in a way that allows to test the quality
of the alignment against a known ground truth. In practice, for each par-
cellation 𝑝, we randomly permuted the node labels of the connectomes of
all subjects keeping track of the permutation maps. These permutation
maps allow to compute the ground truth matching 𝑚∗ between each pair
of brain networks computed with the same parcellation.

For the same set of brains, we also computed two graph matchings. The
first is 𝑚𝑊𝐿, which is computed with the proposed WL-align technique.
The width and depth parameters of the WL-align algorithm were fixed
to 𝑘 = ⌊log2 𝑛⌋, where 𝑛 is the number of nodes in the considered network
(i.e., one hemisphere), and ℓ = 2. We limited the width for efficiency rea-
sons (the size of the signature is higher than 𝑘ℓ, as described in the pre-
vious section) and the depth since further increasing it does not lead to
substantial gain w.r.t. the quality of the alignments (the deeper the nodes
in the search, the smaller the contribution of the nodes to the signature,
as described in Equation (5.9)).

The second is 𝑚𝐹𝐴𝑄 , which is computed with the Fast Approximate Qua-
dratic Programming for Graph Matching (FAQ) algorithm (Vogelstein
et al. 2015), which is the state-of-the-art technique for network align-
ment. FAQ works in three main steps: i) arbitrarily choose a starting bi-
stochastic matrix, which acts as a relaxed permutation matrix that aligns
the two networks; ii) find a local solution to the Relaxed Quadratic As-
signment Problem (rQAP), a dual version of the graphmatching problem;
iii) project back onto the set of permutation matrices. The solution found
by FAQ transforms the adjacency matrix of the first graph into one with
approximately minimal Frobenius distance from the adjacency matrix of
the second graph. Notice that optimality with respect to the Frobenius
distance might not correspond to absolute optimality. We used the im-
plementation of FAQ available in the graspologic package (J. Chung et al.
2019) (https://graspologic.readthedocs.io/), setting the number
of random initializations to 30.

Both WL-align and FAQ were run separately on each hemisphere of the
brain and the two resulting partial alignments were then combined into a

https://graspologic.readthedocs.io/
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single one. The motivation for this choice is that the correct hemisphere
can always be assigned to a cortical region, and this property is inde-
pendent from any influence potentially caused by the registration of the
template atlas onto the subject-specific cortical mesh, while other prop-
erties, e.g., the location of a region, would be. Moreover, by studying
single-hemisphere alignments we bypass the issue concerning the high
degree of left-right similarity that characterizes the brain, which could
drive the solution towards sub-optimal alignments that are hardly distin-
guishable without external criteria such as the localization or geometry
of the brain regions. Notice that this choice concerns the design of the
experiment, not the setup of the graph matching algorithm, which could
still be obtained using the full brain network, hence including the inter-
hemispheric connections.

5.3.1.5 Quality of alignments

Given two networks 𝐺1 = (𝑉1, 𝐸1) and 𝐺2 = (𝑉2, 𝐸2) defined on the same
parcellation and given a matching 𝑚 between them, we consider the fol-
lowing metrics to evaluate the quality of the matching 𝑚.

▶ Node Matching ratio (NMr): the fraction of nodes that have been
correctly matched by 𝑚 with respect to the ground truth matching
𝑚∗ (known a priori), namely

NMr(𝑚) = | {𝑢 ∈ 𝑉1 ∶ 𝑚(𝑢) = 𝑚∗(𝑢)} |
|𝑉1|

. (5.10)

The NMr metric is defined in the [0, 1] range and higher values
correspond to better alignments.

▶ Graph Jaccard index J: as defined in Equation (5.7), namely

J(𝑚) = 𝐽 (𝑚(𝐺1), 𝐺2) (5.11)

where, with an abuse of notation, we write 𝑚(𝐺1) to denote the
relabeling of the nodes obtained by applying the matching 𝑚 on
the nodes of 𝐺1. Recall that the graph Jaccard index is defined in
the [0, 1] range and higher values correspond to better alignment.

▶ 𝐽 -ratio (Jr): the ratio between the graph Jaccard index 𝐽 (𝑚) ob-
tained by 𝑚 and the graph Jaccard index 𝐽 ∗𝑝 obtained by the ground
truth matching 𝑚∗, namely

Jr(𝑚) = 𝐽(𝑚)
𝐽 (𝑚∗) . (5.12)

When the ground truth matching 𝑚∗ is also an optimal matching,
the denominator 𝐽 (𝑚∗) acts as a normalisation factor, which takes
into account how complex it is to retrieve thematching𝑚∗ in terms
of Jaccard similarity; under such assumption of ground-truth opti-
mality, the Jr metric takes value in the [0, 1] range, where higher
values correspond to better alignment.

▶ Frobenius norm (FRO): the Frobenius norm of the difference be-
tween the adjacency matrices of 𝑚(𝐺1) and 𝐺2, namely

FRO(𝑚) = ‖Adj(𝑚(𝐺1)) − Adj(𝐺2)‖𝐹 (5.13)
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where, as also done for 𝐽 , wewrite𝑚(𝐺1) to denote the relabeling of
the nodes obtained by applying the matching 𝑚 on the nodes of 𝐺1.
The FRO metric is defined in the [0, 2] range (since the adjacency
matrices both have norm 1) and lower values correspond to better
alignment.

For each considered parcellation 𝑝 and for each network alignment al-
gorithm of interest 𝑥 (either WL-align or FAQ), we report the average
quality metric, computed among all pairs of brains in the parcellation.
For example, considering NMr as quality metric, we compute

NMr𝑥𝑝 = 1
|𝒫 | ∑

(𝐺1,𝐺2)∈𝒫
NMr(𝑚)

where 𝒫 is the set of all pairs of brains with parcellation 𝑝 and 𝑚 is
the matching found by algorithm 𝑥 for the input pair of graphs 𝐺1, 𝐺2.
Analogously, this is done for all quality metrics.

A further qualitative assessment of the accuracy of the alignments ob-
tained withWL-align was performed by projecting the matching ratio of
each node onto the cortical surface of a randomly picked subject, obtain-
ing a visual indication of the localization of the regions that have been
more or less frequently correctly matched. Projecting this information
directly on the cortical surface provides insights into the spatial organi-
zation of the errors and of the correct matches.

5.3.2 Statistical analysis

In order to understand the differences between the alignments obtained
with WL-align and FAQ, statistical analyses were performed with an al-
pha of 0.05 in all experiments. A separate analysis was performed for
each of the four similaritymetrics presented in the previous section. First,
for each atlas and pair of subjects we computed an alignment with WL-
align and FAQ. For each atlas, we compared the distributions of the val-
ues of the similarity metric computed on the alignments obtained with
the two techniques using the non-parametric paired-samples Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (Wilcoxon 1945).

5.3.3 Results

We processed the data of 100 unrelated subjects from the HCP database
obtaining the structural brain networks as detailed in Section 5.3. For
each of the 100 subjects we considered 23 parcellations (Desikan, Glasser,
Gallardo x 11, Schaefer x 10), obtaining 2300 weighted graphs. For each
parcellation, we retrieved a network alignment between each pair of sub-
jects usingWL-align and FAQ. The ability ofWL-align to retrieve the cor-
rect brain-alignment map was quantitatively evaluated by means of four
similarity measures. First, a novel measure of similarity between brain
networks called graph Jaccard Index was introduced in Section 5.2 as an
adaptation of the concept of Jaccard index between sets. While behaving
in a waywhich is similar to the commonly used correlation index defined
in Equation (5.4), the graph Jaccard index has the property of defining a
metric in the space of connectomes. This is a remarkable property in
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the context of modern data science, as many standard machine learning
techniques can be applied only in metric spaces. The second considered
similarity measure is the aforementioned correlation index defined in
Equation (5.4), also known as cosine similarity. The third similarity mea-
sure is the Frobenius distance defined in Equation (5.3), which actually
is a dissimilarity measure, therefore connectomes showing higher Frobe-
nius distance are less similar and vice-versa. The node matching ratio
defined in Equation (5.10) is the last considered similarity measure.

5.3.3.1 Comparison between similarity measures

Each employed similarity metric answers a specific question. The node
matching ratio corresponds to what the expression suggests, namely it
counts how many nodes were correctly matched and normalizes the re-
sult by the number of nodes in the graph. The other similarity measures
have less intuitive definitions. For this reason, and in order to assess the
intra-cohort similarity of the connectomes, we measured how much the
subjects in the considered datasets are similar to each other with respect
to each metric and each parcellation. We recall that the dataset contains
only healthy unrelated subjects which do not exhibit any family struc-
ture (WU-Minn Human Connectome Project consortium 2017). This al-
lows to compare how the within-group similarity reacts to the change in
resolution and type of the used parcellation.
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Figure 5.5: Each point shows the average similarity between every pair of subjects in the considered cohort measured on connectomes
obtained with a specific parcellation. The used alignment is the one defined by the ground truth, which in our experiments is known a-
priori. All panels show the similarity measure as a function of the number of parcels of the considered atlas. A higher graph Jaccard index
and correlation corresponds to higher similarity. On the contrary, a higher Frobenius norm corresponds to lower similarity. In order to keep
the intuition that higher is better, the 𝑦 axis of the Frobenius norm is flipped.

For each parcellation, Figure 5.5 shows how similar the subjects are with
respect to the graph Jaccard index, the Frobenius norm, and correlation.
In particular, the figure reports for each parcellation the average similar-
ity across each pair of subjects, which can be computed from the ground
truth matching whose existence is granted by the fact that each network
is defined on a known set of nodes. Despite using the ground truthmatch-
ing, the graphs are not expected to exhibit perfect similarity (i.e., 𝐽 = 1,
FRO = 0 or 𝐶 = 1), as their edge weights are subject-specific. This speci-
ficity is what determines the intra-cohort variability that is taken into
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account by the J ratio similarity metric defined in Equation (5.12). Fig-
ure 5.5 shows the average similarity between all the subjects in the co-
hort evaluated with the graph Jaccard index, the Frobenius norm, and
the correlation. The used alignment is the one defined by the ground
truth, which for our experiments is known a priori. The most noticeable
fact is that the graph Jaccard index and the correlation show an inverted
trend with respect to the one of the Frobenius norm. A higher number
of parcels gives both lower Jaccard/correlation index and lower Frobe-
nius distance, which a priori is counter-intuitive. This phenomenon is
due to the fact that the Frobenius norm is incapable of capturing the
relative difference between edge weights and instead considers only the
absolute difference between them. As a matter of fact, parcellations with
a higher number of parcels will create brain networks with lower edge
weights, since the same amount of connectivity (i.e., the same number of
streamlines) is distributed among a number of edges that grows quadrat-
ically with the number of regions. For this reason, the absolute value of
the edge weights will be lower, giving also a lower absolute difference.
On the contrary, the graph Jaccard index and the correlation, which are
able to capture the relative difference between edge weights, show lower
similarity values between brain networks obtained with a higher number
of parcels compared to brain networks obtained with a lower number of
parcels. This difference suggests that the graph Jaccard index and the cor-
relation mitigate the influence of the number of parcels in the estimation
of the similarity between the compared brain networks. Another obser-
vation can be done on the singular nature of the Desikan and Glasser par-
cellations. When measured with the GJI and the correlation, both these
parcellations exhibit an intra-cohort similarity in line with the one of the
Gallardo parcellation at the corresponding resolutions.

5.3.3.2 Computing brain alignments with WL-align

In this work, the concept of similarity between networks was used as a
proxy for the quality of a brain alignment, since a good graphmatching is
expected to correspond to a higher similarity between the aligned graph
and the ground truth. A separate analysis was performed for each of the
23 considered parcellations. First, an alignment was computed between
each pair of subjects with the proposed techniqueWL-align and the state-
of-the-art algorithm FAQ, then the similarity between the aligned net-
work and the ground truth network was computed with the similarity
measures listed in Section 5.3.1.5. The node matching ratio (NMr) tells
the proportion of nodes that were correctly matched by the alignment.
This measure does not give any information about the topological differ-
ences between the original and the aligned graph, but it gives an impor-
tant insight on how many nodes are correctly labeled, which may be of
fundamental importance in connectomic studies where the regions are
associated to a specific function of the brain. The second used metric is
the Jaccard similarity index introduced and described in this paper, while
the third employed metric is the Jaccard index ratio. The latter measures
how the Jaccard index performed with respect to the Jaccard index of
the ground-truth matching shown in Figure 5.5, which is known a priori
from the design of the experiment. It differs from the raw Jaccard index
in the sense that it takes into account the complexity of the alignment
problem, which we showed in the previous section to be more difficult
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when the number of parcels is higher. A final comparison was made us-
ing the Frobenius distance, which is what the FAQ algorithm is designed
to minimize. This makes it particularly interesting since we expect FAQ
to give Frobenius distance which is less or equal to the one obtained with
WL-align.
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Figure 5.6: The displayed results concern the alignment between the structural brain network of one subject and its randomly-permuted
version. Each panel shows one type of similarity between the aligned networks. Higher values of NMr, Jaccard index and Jaccard index
ratio correspond to higher similarity, whereas the Frobenius norm is higher when similarity is lower. In order to keep the intuition that
higher is better, the 𝑦 axis of the Frobenius norm is flipped. In each panel, one point corresponds to the average (among subjects) similarity
computed between brain networks obtained on a specific parcellation and aligned with one technique among WL-align and FAQ. We do
not report the results for the 𝐽 -ratio since in this experiment its denominator 𝐽 (𝑚∗) = 1, making the plot identical to the one of the graph
Jaccard index. All the four plots show the similarity as a function of the number of parcels in the considered atlas.

Subject-wise analysis In the context of this work, the simplest non-
trivial alignment to be retrieved is the one between the brain network of
a subject and its randomly-permuted version. In this case, a good align-
ment algorithm is expected to always retrieve the ground truth align-
ment. In Figure 5.6 we report the average similarity between the ground
truth and the obtained alignment. We notice that WL-align consistently
achieves the best possible performance with respect to all the considered
metrics. In particular, the naive metric of the node matching ratio always
gives similarity equal to 1, meaning that WL-align correctly labels all the
nodeswhenever a structural brain network is aligned against a randomly-
permuted version of itself. These considerations are true for every parcel-
lation. On the contrary, FAQ does not solve the self-alignment problem
exactly. All the considered metrics highlight a poor performance of FAQ
both in absolute terms and compared to WL-align. As a matter of fact,
FAQ on average yields at most 40% of correctlymatched nodes, whileWL-
align consistently gives 100% of correctly matched nodes. Also, different
parcellations behave differently when FAQ is employed; for instance, the
Desikan parcellation gives lower Frobenius similarity with respect to the
other parcellations but shows higher Jaccard index and node matching
ratio.

Full cohort analysis When all the subject are aligned with the per-
muted version of each other, the problem is more complicated. Even
though we considered healthy subjects whose acquisition followed the
same protocol and that have been processed in an identical way, the
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Figure 5.7: The displayed results con-
cern the alignment between the struc-
tural brain networks of each pair of sub-
jects including the self-comparisons. Each
panel shows one type of similarity be-
tween the aligned brain networks. Higher
values of NMr, Jaccard index and Jaccard
index ratio correspond to higher similar-
ity, whereas the Frobenius norm is higher
when similarity is lower. In order to keep
the intuition that higher is better, the 𝑦
axis of the Frobenius norm is flipped. In
each panel, one point corresponds to the
average (among subjects) similarity com-
puted between brain networks obtained
on a specific parcellation and aligned with
one technique among WL-align and FAQ.
All the four plots show the similarity as a
function of the number of parcels in the
considered atlas.

subject-specific differences and the intrinsic noise of the data yield esti-
mated structural brain networks that are in practice different among each
other, despite being substantially coherent. In order to assess the ability
of the proposed alignment technique to overcome these differences and
yield an alignment as close as possible to the ground truth, we consid-
ered all the alignments between each pair of subjects, including the ones
between a subject and a randomly-permuted version of itself. The brain
alignments obtained with WL-align are compared to the ones computed
with FAQ and presented in Figure 5.7, which reports the average simi-
larity between the obtained alignment and the ground truth alignment
among all the possible pairs of subjects. The statistical significance of
the differences between results obtained with WL-align and FAQ is as-
sessed using the non-parametric paired-samples Wilcoxon signed-rank
test (Wilcoxon 1945). For the studied cohort, statistically significant dif-
ferences are observed for each atlas and each employed similarity metric,
as shown in Section B of the supplementary material. In terms of Frobe-
nius norm, the alignments obtained with WL-align and FAQ are very
similar, with WL-align systematically showing slightly higher Frobenius
similarity. The performance of the Gallardo parcellation is indistinguish-
able from the one of the Schaefer parcellation. Also, the Glasser parcel-
lation is in line with the Schaefer and Gallardo parcellations when the
alignment is obtained with WL-align, while this is not true for the De-
sikan parcellation. Recalling that FAQ is a technique that is inherently
based on the Frobenius norm and WL-align is not, we can notice that
WL-align gives a brain alignment that does satisfies also the optimality
criteria of FAQ, additionally to its own. A second thing that we can notice
about the Frobenius norm is that it exhibits the same phenomenon as in
Figure 5.5, where the Frobenius similarity increases with the number of
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parcels. This phenomenon appears for the same reason as before, namely
the Frobenius norm does not capture the relative difference between the
edge weights in the compared networks. All the other employed similar-
ity metrics suggest that WL-align has superior performance with respect
to FAQ. While FAQ has almost identical performances when applied on
the Gallardo and the Schaefer parcellations, WL-align shows relevant
and previously unobserved differences between the performances of the
two. In particular the Gallardo parcellation allows to retrieve better align-
ments with respect to the Schaefer parcellation. This may be due to the
fact that we are studying structural connectivity, therefore the use of a
function-based parcellation like the one of Schaefer may affect the qual-
ity of the alignment when compared to the structural connectivity com-
puted on a structure-based parcellation like the one of Gallardo. Looking
at the behavior of theDesikan and the Glasser parcellation, we notice two
different scenarios. The Glasser parcellation exhibits Jaccard similarity
slightly lower than the one of the Gallardo parcellation but still higher
than Schaefer’s, suggesting that the multi-modal nature of the atlas al-
lows to capture, at least in part, the structural connectivity features that
we are looking at. This contrast is evident only when WL-align is em-
ployed. The Desikan parcellation behaves differently. While exhibiting
lower performance with FAQ, when theWL-align is employed it emerges
as a slightly superior parcellation with respect to the NMr, the GJI and
the J ratio. We finally notice that atlases with > 400 parcels all behave
very similarly, namely they reach a plateau in terms of Jaccard index,
Jaccard index ratio and node matching ratio. This is true both when WL-
align and FAQ are employed. The performance in this range is lower than
the one in the 50 − 400 parcels range.

5.3.3.3 Region matching rate

Figure 5.8 illustrates the self matching rate for each region of 9 example
atlases, i.e., the fraction of times regions were correctly matched when
aligning different brains represented using the same atlas. It is clear that,
as the number of parcels is increased, the matching rate is reduced. This
can be explained by the increased difficulty of the alignment problem,
but also by a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio of the connectomes
driven by the reduction in parcel size. It is also interesting to note that
the matching rate does not appear to be symmetric across hemispheres.
For example, the right inferior parietal region of theDesikan atlas obtains
relatively highmatching rate of roughly 0.8, whereas the contralateral re-
gion only obtains roughly 0.4. This analysis gives important insights into
the type of errors that are made by WL-align. In particular, it shows that
the incorrect matchings do not have a particular structure that can be re-
lated to the geometry and morphology of the brain, be it some regional
concentration of errors or some consistent symmetry with respect to the
hemispheres.
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Figure 5.8: Self matching rate of the label-
ing per region for different atlases using
WL-align. Atlases with 100 regions or less
are illustrated in the first row. The second
row illustrates atlases with approximately
300 regions and the third row those with
1000 regions.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

Among the fundamental problems of network neuroscience at the scale
of whole-brain structural connectivity, finding correspondences between
brain regions and quantitatively assessing the similarity between brain
networks are particularly important when it comes to considering mas-
sive heterogeneous datasets and modern data science techniques. In this
work we considered these two problems in relation with the unresolved
question concerning the choice of the parcellation for structural connec-
tivity studies.

We proposed and analysed a similarity index between brain networks,
inspired by the Jaccard index between sets, that behaves in a way similar
to the classical correlation index. Additionally, it enjoys the remarkable
property of defining a metric in the space of connectomes, which is in-
teresting both from the theoretical point of view and for data science ap-
plications. The proposed graph Jaccard index showed to be less affected
by the number of regions in the chosen parcellation than the Frobenius
distance, which is one example of (dis)similarity index from the class of
norm-based distances.

The second object introduced in this paper isWL-align, a novel algorithm
that allows to find the graph alignment between two brain networks. It
relies solely on topological features of the brain network, which makes it
particularly suitable for being applied also outside the domain of network
neuroscience. When WL-align is used in our experiments in order to re-
trieve the alignment between a network and a permuted version of itself,
it gives the exact solution. This does not happen when the main competi-
tor FAQ is employed. The superior performance of WL-align is evident
also when brain networks of different subjects are aligned. In this case,
the WL-align algorithm was shown to retrieve brain alignments that are
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closer to the ground truth with respect to the alignments obtained by
FAQ. Notice that as it is designed, the WL-align algorithm builds on the
construction of a feature vector for each node of the graph, which is
then used as an edge weight in an assignment problem on a bipartite
graph. This does not include any prior knowledge other than the topo-
logical similarity between the two networks to be aligned. The analysis
provided in this work was intentionally constrained to the pure topologi-
cal comparison of networks. Nevertheless, it would be possible to extend
the feature vector defined inWL-align with any prior of geometrical, spa-
tial, anatomical or connectomic nature or to add any constraints in the
assignment problem on the bipartite graph. Future works will be devoted
to the design of these constraints and features.

The proposed WL-align algorithm can be further adapted to work with
types of network other than the structural networks studied in this work,
which are undirected and have non-negative edge weights. The most in-
tuitive way to adapt WL-align is to change the way in which the node
signatures are defined, then set up the bipartite graph and find the match-
ing with the Hungarian algorithm in the canonical way. A first interest-
ing case is represented by weighted networks having both positive and
negative weights. This is the typical case of functional connectivity stud-
ies, where the connectivity between regions is evaluated as the correla-
tion (i.e., 𝑤𝑖𝑗 ∈ [−1, 1]) between the activation in different regions (Van
Den Heuvel et al. 2010). As we defined it in this work, WL-align would
select the most relevant 𝑑 nodes in an unpredictable way due to the pres-
ence of negative-valued entries in Equation (5.9). A possible adaptation
of it would be to select the relevant edges performing the breadth-first
search ignoring the sign of the weights, then evaluating the correspond-
ing entries of the WL signature using the signed edge weights in Equa-
tion (5.9). Another possible adaptation would require the decomposition
of the adjacency matrix of the network as Adj(𝐴) = 𝐴𝑝 −𝐴𝑛, where 𝐴𝑝 is
the positive part of the matrix and 𝐴𝑛 is the negative part of the matrix.
Notice that the graphs corresponding of both 𝐴𝑝 and 𝐴𝑛 will have non-
negative edge weights. For each node, the WL signatures obtained from
𝐴𝑝 and 𝐴𝑛 can be concatenated, then used in the canonical way. Another
interesting case is represented by directed networks, which in the con-
text of brain imaging represent the concept of effective connectivity (Fris-
ton 2011). Here, the only further adaptation that would be required is a
careful definition of the breadth-first search that gives the selection and
the order of nodes that are used for defining the WL signature. For di-
rected positive-weighted network, the algorithm works as it is, while for
directed networks with signed weights it would require the adaptations
mentioned for the case of functional connectivity. Finally, we discuss the
adaptation of WL-align to temporal networks. This type of graph has
gained much interest in the context of brain imaging since the concept
of dynamic functional connectome (Preti et al. 2017) has been introduced
and the consequent definition of specific tools for the graph-theoretical
analysis of these time-dependent networks (Sizemore et al. 2018). In this
case, at least two options can be explored: first, one could concatenate the
WL signatures of each node obtained at each time point, then run WL-
align in the canonical way. Alternatively, it would be possible to perform
the breadth-first search by taking into account the temporal component,
hence traversing the graph both in space and time.
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An important instance of the graph matching problem which we did not
consider in this work corresponds to when the two networks that are
being aligned have different numbers of nodes. Being a generalization
of a graph isomorphism test, WL-align does not appear to be trivially
adaptable to this case. A possible solution would be to employ some di-
mensionality reduction technique (e.g., clustering via community detec-
tion) in the larger graph to reduce the number of nodes to the one of the
smaller graph, then use WL-align to retrieve the wanted alignment.

Some remarkable conclusions concerning the parcellations to be used
in structural brain connectivity studies can be drawn from the ability
of WL-align to find the correct alignment between two brain networks.
First, the function-based parcellation of Schaefer is a poorer choice than
the structure-based parcellation of Gallardo, the multimodal parcellation
of Glasser and the morphological parcellation of Desikan. This was ex-
pected from the fact that the whole study is centered on measuring struc-
tural connectivity, hence the choice of a function-based parcellation was
never expected to be optimal from any point of view. Allowing to ex-
press this concept quantitatively is one of the merits of WL-align. A sec-
ond remarkable aspect is the performance of the Desikan atlas, which
gave better results in terms of alignability than any other parcellation of
any granularity. For this reason, whenever a study is designed using a
coarse parcellation of the cortex (in the 50-200 parcels range), one should
consider using the Desikan atlas as a first choice. Not only it would be
a highly reliable choice that has been consistently used throughout time
in the community, but with this study we showed that it would also al-
low to define brain networks with more consistent topological features,
in particular those captured by WL-align. As far as brain atlases with a
higher number of parcels are concerned, we showed that parcellations
with a number of parcels in the > 400 range have lower performance
in terms of GJI and NMr. However, when the inter-subject variability is
taken into account in the evaluation of the similarity, as for the case of
the Jaccard index ratio, we see that the performance is nearly constant
for atlases with > 300 parcels.

The change in performance that we observe with the growing resolution
of the atlas could also be due to the number of streamlines employed
in the tractography pipeline, which could be adapted to the used atlas,
but in practice is the same for every atlas at each resolution. On the
other hand, the standardized tractography pipeline (including the iden-
tical number of streamlines in each tractogram) is what allowed us to
present a comprehensive analysis and comparison of the performance
across resolutions. In order to disambiguate this point, it would first
be necessary to analyze how the strongest connections in the network
(hence those considered by WL-align) are affected by the number of
tracked streamlines. An alternative solution could be to employ a tractog-
raphy filtering technique such as SIFT2 (R. E. Smith et al. 2015a), COM-
MIT (Daducci et al. 2014) or LiFE (Pestilli et al. 2014) in order to mitigate
the limited reliability of streamline count as a proxy of axonal connectiv-
ity (Jbabdi et al. 2011). Given that tractography filtering techniques have
non-negligible effects on the topology of structural connectomes (Frigo
et al. 2020b), an independent analysis is due in order to assess how their
use affects the alignability of connectomes.

Notice that in our analysis we used the defined similarity metrics to as-
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sess which atlas yields connectomes with higher or lower robustness in a
certain resolution range. This means that we could not have used the sim-
ilarity argument to claim that, for instance, the Desikan atlas (68 parcels)
should in general be preferred to the Gallardo 1000 atlas. In this sense,
we highlight how the considered similarity metrics (GJI, Jr, NMr and Fro)
should not be used for selecting the appropriate resolution atwhich struc-
tural connectivity studies should be designed, but they provide a well
grounded tool for assessing which of the available atlases at the wanted
resolution is most suitable for the considered type of study.

As highlighted throughout the chapter, this work analyses the problems
of parcellation selection and brain alignment in the context of structural
connectivity. Any conclusion we made should not be straightforwardly
generalized to functional connectivity or effective connectivity studies,
which would require a separate analysis which was out of the scope of
this work.

This work was developed in collaboration with our colleagues from the
Combinatorics, Optimization, and Algorithms for Telecommunications
(COATI) team at Inria Sophia Antipolis - Méditerranée and has been
accepted for publication at Network Neuroscience (Frigo et al. 2021b).
The Python code necessary to reproduce the result has been included
together with the data in a repository stored at the OSF†.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Emilio Cruciani, David Coudert, RachidDeriche, Ema-
nueleNatale, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier. Network alignment and
similarity reveal atlas-based topological differences in structural
connectomes. 2021. In press. Network Neuroscience.

▶ Emilio Cruciani,Matteo Frigo, David Coudert, RachidDeriche, Ema-
nueleNatale, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier.WL-align. Python pack-
age. https://osf.io/depux/

† https://osf.io/depux/

https://osf.io/depux/
https://osf.io/depux/
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Chapter6
Conclusion

Mapping the human brain is one of the complex challenges of contem-
porary science. It is a task that concatenates several problems from ac-
quisition design to preprocessing, modelling, analysis, visualisation and
assessment of the coherence with the state-of-the-art knowledge on the
architecture and functioning of the human brain. For each of these steps
a plethora of solutions has been and is being developed. It is of funda-
mental importance that the assumptions made in each step align with
each other, demanding extra care in the verification of the theoretical
requirements of the employed tools. In this thesis we focused on three
specific parts of the chain of problems that leads to a comprehensive view
of the brain architecture, highlighting the theoretical aspects that charac-
terise the posed challenges and providing experimental evidence of the
soundness of the proposed solutions.

We presented four contributions on three topical research areas of diffu-
sionMRI methods for human brain mapping: brain tissue microstructure,
tractography filtering and brain network topology. We proposed a new
method for the estimation of tissue-specific volume fractions bymeans of
multi-compartment models of the single-TE diffusion MRI signal. Then,
we reviewed the state of the art of tractography filtering and unveiled its
effects on the graph-theoretical analysis of the structural connectomes
of both healthy subjects and patients affected by traumatic brain injury.
In addition, we proposed a novel filtering technique that integrates struc-
tural and functional information in the process. Finally, we proposed a
new similarity measure between brain networks and a new graph align-
ment techniques, which allowed to obtain original insights into the prob-
lem of selecting the suitable parcellation for brain connectivity studies.

Multi-Tissue Multi-Compartment models of
diffusion MRI

Our first contribution is a novel model that allows to estimate tissue-
specific volume fractions from single-TE dMRI data. Recent works high-
lighted how multi-compartment models of dMRI are not in principle de-
signed to take into account the 𝑇2 differences between the modelled tis-
sues. As a result, what has always been referred to as volume fraction is
in fact the signal fraction of a compartment. The latter is shown to be a bi-
ased estimator of the former. Solutions involving the acquisition of multi-
TE dMRI data have been proposed by Veraart et al. 2018, Lampinen et al.
2017, 2019 and Gong et al. 2020. These techniques have the drawback of
requiring a re-design of the whole pipeline from acquisition to post pro-
cessing, as standard dMRI datasets are acquired with a single TE. For this
reason, large datasets as the one published by the Human Connectome
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Project or the UK Biobank can not be treated with these multi-TE mod-
els. In Chapter 3 we proposed a Multi-Tissue Multi-Compartment (MT-
MC) model of single-TE dMRI inspired by the aforementioned multi-TE
models and by the multi-tissue formulation of the CSD algorithm pro-
posed by Jeurissen et al. 2014. With our MT-MC model it is possible to
retrieve an unbiased estimation of the tissue volume fractions. We pro-
vided a multi-tissue extension of the standard MC model of dMRI in the
WM initially proposed by Novikov et al. 2019. It can be constrained in
such a way that it models three tissues (intra- and extra-axonal compart-
ments plus CSF), two tissues (WM and CSF) or a single tissue (equivalent
to the “old” MC models). Our experiments on both real and synthetic
data indicate that the two-tissue formulation is a valid substitute of the
old MC formulation, as it can be used directly on single-TE multi-shell
dMRI data without further requirements. If additional prior knowledge is
available on the 𝑇2 differences between the intra- and extra-axonal com-
partments, the three tissue model can be employed to further refine the
estimation.

Perspectives The proposed model strongly relies on the external esti-
mation of the 𝑇2 or the 𝑆0 of the modelled tissues. Our experiments on
real data leveraged the heuristic of Dhollander et al. 2016b to retrieve
the 𝑆0 of the WM and the CSF. Understanding how this choice affects
the estimation of volume fractions is out of the scope of this work, but
the raised question suggests that further efforts should be devoted to
researching techniques that estimate tissue-specific 𝑆0 responses using
single-TE data. Additionally, analysing the proportion between the 𝑆0
of each tissue in a large cohort of subjects could highlight patterns that
could be exploited. If hypothetically the 𝑇2 of extra-axonal was showed
to be a constant fraction of the 𝑇2 of the intra-axonal compartment, this
could straightforwardly be encoded in the model.

The differences between signal fractions and volume fractions that we
highlighted both theoretically and empirically imply that previous stud-
iesmaking use of the concept of volume fraction need to be re-interpreted
taking into account those differences. How those differences are expressed
in the presence of pathology or group differences remains unexplored
and needs to be assessed in future studies.

This work was done in collaboration with Rutger Fick ∗. This chapter is
based in part on the following published works.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Mauro Zucchelli, Rutger Fick, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi-compartment modelling of diffu-
sion MRI signal shows TE-based volume fraction bias. OHBM 2020.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Rutger Fick, Mauro Zucchelli, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi Tissue Modelling of DiffusionMRI
Signal Reveals Volume Fraction Bias. ISBI 2020.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Rutger Fick, Mauro Zucchelli, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier, Rachid Deriche. Multi Tissue Multi Compartment Mod-
elling of Single-TE Diffusion MRI. bioRxiv 2021.01.29.428843.

∗ Former PhD student in the team, now at TRIBVN Healthcare, Paris, France
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Contribution #2

Contribution #3

Filtering dMRI-based tractograms

The second contribution of this thesis ismotivated by the non-quantitative
nature of dMRI-based tractography and the remarkable amount of false
positive connections that are produced in the process. The class of the
techniques that aim at tackling both problems at the same time in a
top-down fashion goes under the name of tractography filtering tech-
niques (TFTs). In Chapter 4 we analysed some well known TFTs such
as SIFT (R. E. Smith et al. 2013), SIFT2 (R. E. Smith et al. 2015a), COM-
MIT (Daducci et al. 2014) and COMMIT2 (Schiavi et al. 2020). We per-
formed a systematic comparison of their effects on the graph-theoretical
analysis of the resulting connectomes.We showed how these TFTs change
the topology of the estimated structural brain networks both in healthy
subjects and in patients affected by traumatic brain injury. The analy-
sis was limited to SIFT2 and COMMIT, but, more recently, several other
TFTs have been proposed. Further studies are necessary to assess the
topological effects of these novelties, including the one presented in this
thesis and hereafter mentioned.

Our third contribution is inspired by the causality relation that links the
functioning and the structure of the brain (Deslauriers-Gauthier et al.
2020). In this thesis we proposed a TFT that overtakes the pure structure-
based approach followed by the previous TFTs by integrating functional
information in the process. In practice, the regularisation term of the op-
timisation problem associated to the technique has been re-designed to
promote the retention of bundles of streamlines that connect regions ex-
hibiting higher functional connectivity. An alternative possibility (that
was not explored in this thesis) would be to move the functional prior
knowledge from the regularisation term to the data fitting term. This
would require to re-design the forward model in such a way that it fits
functional data (e.g., fMRI, M/EEG) instead of dMRI or some transforma-
tion of it.

One of the outcomes of our research in the field of TFTs is the TALON
Python package, which allows to apply TFTs from the unified TFT frame-
work defined in this work.

Perspectives A significant limitation that we encountered in the pro-
cess of validating the proposed TFTwas the lack of a synthetic dataset ex-
plicitly designed for experiments that involve structural and functional
connectivity at the same time. Further researches should be addressed
towards this direction to provide a fundamental tool that could pave the
way to in-vitro studies of the relation between the structure and the func-
tioning of the brain, which is evident but still not fully comprehended.
Also, the concept of functional connectivity to be used in the function-
ally informed tractography filtering technique needs to be adjusted with
respect to the one used in the classical resting-state functional connec-
tivity analysis. Among others, the current inability to take into account
indirect connections and systems that exhibit relatively low functional
connectivity (e.g., the motor system) are two of the challenges that need
to be tackled. On this note, the presented FIT framework showed that we
have the necessary tools for including any network-based information
in the tractography filtering process. This could be exploited to promote
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Contribution #4

the retention of connections that we know to be biologically plausible.
Overall, the performed experiments highlighted how each TFT provides
a unique insight into the composition of the brain network. It is possible
that an optimal filtering pipeline integrates more than one technique, in
such a way to leverage the pros and mitigate the cons of each of them.
Further studies are necessary to verify the validity of this hypothesis.

Part of this work was published in the Journal of Neural Engineering and
other parts were presented at international conferences.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier, DrewParker, Abdol Aziz
Ould Ismail, Junghoon John Kim, Ragini Verma, Rachid Deriche.
”Diffusion MRI tractography filtering techniques change the topol-
ogy of structural connectomes.” Journal of Neural Engineering 17.6
(2020): 065002.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Guillermo Gallardo, Isa Costantini, Alessandro Da-
ducci, Demian Wassermann, Rachid Deriche, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier. ”Reducing false positive connection in tractograms using
joint structure-function filtering.”. 24th Meeting of the Organiza-
tion for Human Brain Mapping. Singapore, 2018.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Isa Costantini, Rachid Deriche, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier. ”Resolving the crossing/kissing fiber ambiguity using Func-
tionally Informed COMMIT.” International Conference on Medical
Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention. Springer,
Cham, 2019. In: Elisenda Bonet-Carne et al., (Eds.) Computational
Diffusion MRI: International MICCAI Workshop, Granada, Spain,
September 2018. Springer, 2019.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Mauro Zucchelli, Rachid Deriche, Samuel Deslauriers-
Gauthier. TALON: TractogramsAs Linear Operators in Neuroimag-
ing. Python package. 2020. gitlab.inria.fr/cobcom/talon

Brain Alignment and Similarity

The fourth and last contribution of this thesis tackles a fundamental
question of brain connectivity analysis: given a brain parcellation, does
it yield a connectome whose topology is consistent across subjects? To
tackle this problem we proposed two novel mathematical objects. First,
we defined the graph Jaccard index, a novel similarity measure between
networks that exhibits desirable mathematical properties and arises as a
natural generalisation of the Jaccard similarity index between sets. The
second proposed tool is a new graph alignment technique that relies
solely on topological information. Its design is inspired by a generali-
sation to weighted graphs of the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm for the
graph isomorphism problem that we provide in the thesis. The algorithm
is called WL-align and we showed that it has superior performance with
respect to the state-ot-the-art technique FAQ. Our results suggest that
the choice of the parcellation significantly affects the “alignability” of
structural connectomes estimated with dMRI-based tractography. In par-
ticular, atlases with higher granularity, i.e., fewer parcels, allow a better
alignment between subjects with respect to atlases with a higher number
of parcels. Moreover, atlases defined with different criteria (morphology,
structural, functional or multi-modal) exhibit substantially different per-
formance, with the Desikan atlas (morphological) performing better than

https://gitlab.inria.fr/cobcom/talon/
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the structure-based Gallardo parcellation, whose performance is in line
with the multi-modal Glasser atlas and systematically superior to the
Schaefer parcellation, which is defined based on the functional organisa-
tion of the brain network.

Perspectives We used the assumption that subjects from the same pop-
ulation should have structural connectomeswith strongly coherent topol-
ogy and for each atlas wemeasured this coherence through the similarity
between the aligned networks. Hypothetically, one could turn the argu-
ment upside down and design a parcellation that maximises the alignabil-
ity. Preparing this experiment was out of the scope of this thesis. The
study is restricted to structural brain networks, but nothing prevents
from investigating the same properties in functional networks, as the
proposedmethodology applies straightforwardly to static functional con-
nectomes. In case one would want to study the alignability of dynamic
functional connectomes, a revision of the whole mathematical frame-
work would be necessary. The presented analysis is based on experi-
ments including only subjects from a single cohort and for a specific se-
lection of the involved parameters. A wider exploration of the parameter
space and of the subject cohorts (including pathology) would be neces-
sary to strengthen or confute the conveyed message, but there already is
evidence of substantial atlas-based differences in the topology of struc-
tural connectomes. From another perspective, the proposed brain align-
ment framework could be used to evaluate the alignability of connec-
tomes obtained with a certain tractography pipeline. This can be studied
by fixing the atlas and analysing the similarity between the networks
obtained from tractograms computed with different techniques. In that
case, the research question would be: given a tractography pipeline, how
robustly does it capture the network topology across different subjects?
This would allow to get deeper insights into the effects of tractography
filtering techniques on the topology of the retrieved connectomes. Iter-
ating between the two questions (the latter and the one answered in
Chapter 5) could in turn help defining the combination of tractography
pipeline and cortical atlas that yields connectomeswith highest alignabil-
ity.

A final note on the overall relevance of the proposed methods is due. The
graph Jaccard index and the WL-align technique do not make use of any
brain-related heuristic. Instead, they provide the mathematical tools that
we exploit in the investigation towards answering the initial neuroscien-
tific question. For this reason, the methodological side of what presented
in Chapter 5 has the potential to be applied also in other sub-domains of
complex systems and network analysis, potentially in combination with
domain-specific heuristics.

This work has recently been accepted for publication in Network Neuro-
science.

▶ Matteo Frigo, Emilio Cruciani, David Coudert, RachidDeriche, Ema-
nueleNatale, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier. Network alignment and
similarity reveal atlas-based topological differences in structural
connectomes. 2021. In press, Network Neuroscience.
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▶ Emilio Cruciani,Matteo Frigo, David Coudert, RachidDeriche, Ema-
nueleNatale, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier.WL-align, Python pack-
age. Open Science Framework. 2020. https://osf.io/depux/.

Open Science

During the whole process that brought to the preparation of this thesis
we did our best to observe the principles of open science that aim at mak-
ing science more reproducible and accessible. On top of providing unam-
biguous description of the methodology used in each presented analysis,
we made available the code and data necessary to reproduce our most
relevant experiments.

▶ The employed synthetic datasets were generated using publicly
available software:

• Chapter 3, Microstructure: Dmipy (Fick et al. 2019) for simu-
lations, Dipy (Garyfallidis et al. 2014) for noise generation.

• Chapter 4, Tractography Filtering: Phantomas (Caruyer et al.
2014) for generation of crossing/kissing phantom and of the
ISBI2013 dataset.

▶ All chapters include experiments based on real data obtained from
the HCP database and publicly available at the Connectome Coor-
dination Facility (WU-Minn Human Connectome Project consor-
tium 2017; Van Essen et al. 2012).

▶ Pre-processing of dMRI data was performed using FSL (Jenkinson
et al. 2012) and Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019).

▶ Tractography was performed using Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019).
▶ The cortical meshes and the Desikan atlas (Desikan et al. 2006)

were computed using Freesurfer (Fischl 2012).
▶ Tractography filtering was performed using Mrtrix3 (Tournier et

al. 2019), TALON (Frigo et al. 2021c) and COMMIT (Daducci et al.
2014).

▶ Brain alignments were computed using an in-house implementa-
tion of WL-align available at https://osf.io/depux/ and the
implementation of FAQ provided by Graspologic (J. Chung et al.
2019).

▶ Post-processing, analysis and visualisation of the results were cu-
rated using Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019) and Python scripts based
on Numpy, Scipy (Harris et al. 2020) and Matplotlib (Hunter 2007).

https://osf.io/depux/
https://osf.io/depux/
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AppendixA
Software contributions

Developing the solutions presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 required a
significant effort in terms of software design and implementation. For
several standard tasks we relied on standard tools such as Mrtrix3 (Tour-
nier et al. 2019), FSL (Jenkinson et al. 2012), Dmipy (Fick et al. 2019)
and Dipy (Garyfallidis et al. 2014). Diving into the user experience of
these software allowed us to spot some missing features or minor flaws
to whose implementation or correction we contributed in first person.
Additionally, we designed and implemented a novel software for tractog-
raphy filtering. In the following paragraphs we are going to present these
software contributions.

A.1 TALON: Tractograms As Linear Operators
in Neuroimaging

The TALON package provides the necessary tools to design tractogra-
phy filtering techniques and solve the associated inverse problem. At its
core, it provides a way to transform a tractogram into a linear operator,
or more precisely a sparse matrix. This matrix can be used in two ways:
to generate data and to explain data. In both cases, the type of the data is
arbitrary and is specified by the user, not by TALON. In relation to what
presented in Chapter 4, TALON provides the framework for defining the
forward operator required in the definition of a TFT and solving the asso-
ciated inverse problem. The TALON package is written in Python 3 (Van
Rossum et al. 2009), follows the PEP8 code style standard (Rossum et al.
2001) and includes both unit and functional tests. It is distributed under
MIT license and publicly available on PyPI1. The author of this thesis is
the main developer and maintainer of the package together with Samuel
Deslauriers-Gauthier. The design of the package is takes inspiration from
the COMMIT package (Daducci et al. 2014), of whose development the
author of this thesis have contributed in the past, and from the fixel file
format of Mrtrix3 (Tournier et al. 2019).

In order to filter a tractogramwith TALON, one has to design the four ele-
ments of the unified tractography filtering framework proposed in Chap-
ter 4:

▶ data 𝑦 to be fitted;
▶ forward model mapping streamlines onto data through a forward

operator 𝐴;
▶ regularisation term promoting solutions having a property that

minimises Ω ∶ ℝ𝑛 → ℝ;
▶ constraints encoded through the use of indicator functions 𝜄.

https://pypi.org/project/cobcom-talon/
https://pypi.org/project/cobcom-talon/
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These four elements are then combined in the inverse problem solved by
the following optimisation problem:

𝑥∗ = argmin
𝑥

‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22 + 𝜆Ω(𝑥) + 𝜄(𝑥) (A.1)

where 𝜆 ∈ ℝ+ acts as regularisation parameter. The optimisation problem
is solved with PyUNLocBoX (Defferrard et al. 2017).

Data

The TALON package relies on external tools such as Nibabel (Brett et al.
2020) and the Scipy ecosystem (Harris et al. 2020) for loading the data to
be fitted and pre-processing them.

Forward operator

The linear operators in TALONas defined as follows. First, the tractogram
is voxelized by separating each streamline into voxel elements. If tractog-
raphy generates streamlines by following the local directions in a 3D
image, voxelizing a tractogram is the opposite, i.e., extracting directions
from streamlines. Given a template of 𝜈 directions {𝐮𝑘 ∈ ℝ3}, for each
streamline 𝑠 and voxel 𝑣 we estimate the direction 𝑖(𝑣 , 𝑠) = 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝜈] that
is closest to the one of 𝑠 in voxel 𝑣 and the length of the corresponding
segment 𝑤(𝑣, 𝑠). The two matrices 𝑖 and 𝑤 have the same sparsity pattern.
The way in which each streamline segment is projected onto the data is
obtained by means of the so-called generators 𝑔(𝑢) ∶ ℝ3 → ℝ𝑑 (where 𝑑
is the number of modelled data points per voxel), which are the response
functions associated to each direction 𝐮𝑘 obtained ,e.g., via Dmipy (Fick
et al. 2019). The signal in voxel 𝑣 is then defined as

̂𝑦 (𝑣) = ∑
𝑠∈𝒮

𝑥𝑠 ⋅ 𝑤(𝑣 , 𝑠)𝑔 (𝑖(𝑣 , 𝑠)) . (A.2)

where 𝑥𝑠 is the contribution of streamline 𝑠 to the model. The vertical
concatenation of this model for each considered voxel gives the wanted
application of the linear operator 𝐴 to vector 𝑥 . The (𝑔, 𝑖, 𝑤) data struc-
ture can be used for defining also peak-specific or voxel-specific linear
operator as in the MIT paradigm presented in Chapter 4.

The TALON package provides three alternative implementations of this
(𝑔, 𝑖, 𝑤) data structure. A very memory-efficient but slow CPU implemen-
tation is included for reference. Also, a slightly less memory-efficient
version but much faster CPU implementation and a memory- and time-
efficient GPU version are included. The CPU versions exploit the multi-
core capabilities of Numpy (Harris et al. 2020), while the GPU version is
based on PyOpencl (Klöckner et al. 2012).
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2: https://osf.io/depux

3: https://github.com/daducci/
COMMIT/pull/36

4: https://github.com/epfllts2/
pyunlocbox/pull/26

Regularisation Term

The regularisation needs to be formulated as a particular case of the fol-
lowing function:

Ω(𝑥) = ∑
𝑔∈𝒢

𝑤𝑔 ‖𝑥𝑔 ‖2 (A.3)

which was already given in Equation (4.8) and includes the ℓ1 sparsity as
a particular case. Setting the regularisation parameter to 𝜆 = 0 yields the
standard (possibly non-negative) least squares formulation that charac-
terises COMMIT.

Constraints

In TALON it is possible to include the hard non-negativity constraint
𝑥 ≥ 0.

A.2 WL-align

In Chapter 5 we described the WL-align algorithm, which is a graph
alignment technique that is makes use only of the network’s topology.
Our Python implementation of such routine was made public as part of
the supplementary materials of the journal article where WL-align was
first introduced (Frigo et al. 2021b). It is available at the Open Science
Framework2 (Frigo et al. 2020a). This software was developed in collab-
oration with Emilio Cruciani.

A.3 COMMIT

At the beginning of the doctoral program we designed and implemented
the solversmodule for the COMMIT framework3. The current implemen-
tation contains corrections and changes merged by the current maintain-
ers. The author of this thesis discontinued contributing to the package
after starting to develop TALON.

A.4 PyUNLocBoX: Optimization by Proximal
Splitting

PyUNLocBoX is a Python package which uses proximal splitting meth-
ods to solve non-differentiable convex optimization problems. It is a free
software, distributed under the BSD license, and available on PyPI. PyUN-
LocBoX is a core element of TALON, as it is used for solving the opti-
misation problem associated to the designed TFT. We contributed to the
development of PyUNLocBoX by adding the functionΩ of Equation (A.3)
to the ones that can be employed directly from the package4. The author
of this thesis is an occasional contributor to the package.

https://osf.io/depux
https://github.com/daducci/COMMIT/pull/36
https://github.com/daducci/COMMIT/pull/36
https://github.com/epfl-lts2/pyunlocbox/pull/26
https://github.com/epfl-lts2/pyunlocbox/pull/26
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5: https://github.com/MRtrix3/
mrtrix3/pull/1725

A.5 Dmipy: Diffusion Microstructure Imaging
in Python

The Dmipy package (Fick et al. 2019) is one of those software without
which this thesis would have had a hard time even starting. It is at the
core of the works presented in Chapter 3 and of TALON. We contributed
by solving several minor compatibility problems and bugs, by adding the
multi-tissue formulation of the tortuosity assumption (see Chapter 3) and
by initiating the development of the generalised AMICO implementation,
which will be presented in future works. The author of this thesis is an
active maintainer of the package.

A.6 Mrtrix3

Mrtrix3 is the reference software used for the processing of dMRI data
and the extraction of tractograms. Additionally, it has been used for run-
ning the experiments involving SIFT2 presented in Chapter 4. We con-
tributed to the development of the 3.0.0 by creating the new program
connectomeedit for performing basic operations on connectomematrix
numerical data, such as transposition, symmetrization and extraction of
upper and lower triangular parts5. We also reported minor bugs and in-
compatibilities. The author of this thesis is an occasional contributor to
the software.

https://github.com/MRtrix3/mrtrix3/pull/1725
https://github.com/MRtrix3/mrtrix3/pull/1725


AppendixB
Other works

The study of the state-of-the-art problems and methods of microstruc-
ture, tractography and brain network analysis gave us the opportunity
to contribute to projects that do not strictly fit in this thesis. These stud-
ies are hereafter briefly presented.

B.1 Structure-function mapping

In this work we we focused on the ability of mappings based on eigen-
modes to predict the complete functional connectivity matrices from the
full structural connectivity matrix. Several of these maps based on eigen-
modes have been proposed in the past, but the literature lacked a unified
view on the problem that allowed to compare these methods. We pro-
posed and analysed a unified framework that yields the pre-existingmod-
els as particular cases. The experiments performed on a cohort of healthy
subjects from the HCP database highlighted the limitations of such ap-
proaches. In particular, we unveiled the presence of a glass ceiling in the
prediction performance. We showed how this limitation is related to the
high similarity between the structural connectomes of the subjects in
the studied cohort, suggesting that eigenmode-based techniques could
be exploited in the context of patho-connectomics, where the connec-
tomes of patients and healthy controls are expected to exhibit lower sim-
ilarity. This work was published in Medical Image Analysis Deslauriers-
Gauthier et al. 2020.

▶ Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier,Mauro Zucchelli,Matteo Frigo, Rachid
Deriche. A Unified Framework for Multimodal Structure-function
Mapping Based on Eigenmodes. Medical Image Analysis 66 (2020):
101799.

B.2 dMRI-PLI resolution gap

A second project concerned the comparison between the homological
properties of structural connectomes obtained from dMRI and 3D po-
larised light imaging (PLI) data. The latter is a technique that allows to re-
construct fiber orientation distribution functions (fODFs) at a resolution
which is some order of magnitudes more refined than the one of dMRI Al-
imi et al. 2020a, therefore closer to the actual resolution of the geometry
of the axonal pathways, which makes it a good candidate validation tech-
nique for tractography. In this study we explored the persistence of the
number of connected components on structural connectomes obtained
with data at several resolutions spanning the range from the PLI to the
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dMRI resolution. We showed how the weak connections in a structural
network obtained at dMRI resolution play a fundamental role in the def-
inition of connectomes with homological properties similar to the ones
of connectomes obtained at PLI resolution. This work was presented at
the 2020 meeting of the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine Alimi et al. 2020b.

▶ Abib Alimi,Matteo Frigo, Samuel Deslauriers-Gauthier and Rachid
Deriche. Quantitative assessment ofmulti-scale tractography: bridg-
ing the resolution gap with 3D-PLI. ISMRM 2020.

B.3 Multi-Compartment models of Gray Matter

In an effort to identify tissue microstructure-based biomarkers that are
sensitive to the progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the Alzheimer’s
DiseaseNeuroimaging Initiative (ADNI-3) recently introducedmulti-shell
dMRI protocols (Weiner et al. 2017). We collaborated with Julio Villalon-
Reina and Talia Nir under the supervision of Paul Thompson in the sys-
tematic evaluation of different dMRI microstructure models (both single-
tissue MC models and diffusion-propagator based models) in GM, which
is the region where AD can be better observed. We identified which of
the derived scalar measures best classify individuals with mild cognitive
impairment versus healthy controls. Remarkably, we showed that the
simpler DTI-based measures were among the best predictors of cognitive
impairment together with the intra-axonal volume fraction estimated via
SMT (Kaden et al. 2016). The resulting analysis was presented at ISMRM
2020 (Villalon-reina et al. 2020). Subsequent studies (which we did not co-
author) showed how an adaptation on GM of the multi-tissue standard
model of dMRI in theWM that we presented in Chapter 3 provides better
classification capability between AD patients and healthy controls (Nir
et al. 2020; Reina et al. 2020) with respect to the single-tissue correspon-
dent.

▶ Julio E. Villalon-Reina, Talia M. Nir, Sophia I. Thomopoulos , Lau-
ren E. Salminen, Neda Jahanshad, Rutger Fick,Matteo Frigo, Rachid
Deriche, Paul M. Thompson and ADNI, Tracking microstructural
biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease via advanced multi-shell diffu-
sion MRI scalar measures. ISMRM 2020.

B.4 MEMENTO Challenge

During the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging of 2020 we
took part in the diffusionMriwhitEMatter rEcoNstrucTiOn (MEMENTO)
challenge ∗. Most of the software used for solving the problems posed in
this challenge is based on Dmipy (Fick et al. 2019), Dipy (Garyfallidis et al.
2014) and Pytorch†. The challengewas organised in three sub-challenges,
each dedicated to a specific problem of dMRI signal reconstruction:

1. predict unseen dMRI signal;
2. estimate microstructural measures;

∗ https://my.vanderbilt.edu/memento/
† https://pytorch.org/

https://my.vanderbilt.edu/memento/
https://pytorch.org/
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3. evaluate sensitivity and specificity of potential biomarkers.

The reader will find in the official website of the challenge a detailed
presentation of the submissions.

The first challenge included in-vivo brain data sampled with PGSE se-
quences (both multi-shell and DSI) in the human volunteer of the MAS-
SIVE dataset (Froeling et al. 2017), and Double Diffusion Encoding (DDE)
and Double Oscillating Diffusion Encoding (DODE) mice data acquired
ex-vivo. We were provided with a subsampled set of the acquired data
and are asked to predict the remaining – unseen – data. For the PGSE
data, we extrapolated predictions from several microstructural models
such as MAP-MRI (Fick et al. 2016) and the multi-compartment models
presented in Chapter 3. Additionally, we trained a simple artificial neural
network with a single-layer made of 30 neurons whose input is the table
of acquisition parameters and the output is the predicted signal. On the
PGSE DSI dataset we obtained the best overall prediction withMAP-MRI.
The artificial neural network gave us the first position in the prediction
of DDE and DODE signal.

The second challenge aimed at understanding the current ability in mod-
elling WM tissue microstructure with dMRI. The given dataset consisted
of a number of simulated WM environments at voxel scale, generated
by changing in a controlled fashion a range of microstructural features,
including:

▶ self-diffusivity (D, 𝑢𝑚2/𝑚𝑠);
▶ intra-fibre volume fraction (f, unitless);
▶ fibre radius index (a, 𝑢𝑚);
▶ permeability (k, 𝑢𝑚/𝑚𝑠).

The participants were given the simulated PGSE, DDE and DODE sig-
nals and asked to estimate the above microstructural features or some
biomarker sensitive to changes of these quantities. We submitted estima-
tors of each parameter using multi-compartment models and MAP-MRI-
derived indices. We classified first in the estimation of self-diffusivity,
while for fiber radius index and permeability we provided the only mean-
ingful (yet strongly biased) submissions.

The third challenge was designed to assess the ability of dMRI signal
models to estimate the fiber orientation dispersion and the axonal di-
ameter distribution from simulated PGSE multi-shell data. To estimate
the fiber dispersion we modelled the signal as the convolution of a stick
compartment with a SH function of order 8, fixed the parallel diffusivity
of the stick and fitted the SH coefficients. As far as the axonal diame-
ter distribution is concerned, we modelled the signal as the convolution
of a Watson distribution (accounting for fiber dispersion) and a cylinder
compartment with Gamma-distributed axonal diameters. We provided
the only submissions for both the parts of this sub-challenge.

https://vimeo.com/channels/1562465
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